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John Allman v. the United Kingdom
Statement of Violations
I.

Introduction

1. The Applicant's complaint concerns the unlawful manner in which the respondent
High Contracting Party's public authorities conducted social work, in 2013. The
effect which the social work inflicted was the avoidable exclusion of the applicant
from any meaningful role in the day-to-day upbringing of the youngest of his four
offspring, from 3rd April 2103 to the present day, and for the foreseeable future absent
remedial action.
2. The 1959 UN Declaration on the Rights of the Child, Principle 6, declares:
The child, for the full and harmonious development of his
personality, needs love and understanding. He shall, wherever
possible, grow up in the care and under the responsibility of
his parents, and, in any case, in an atmosphere of affection and of
moral and material security …
Both parents. Every child. Wherever possible. That is the gold standard set out in
Principle 6, for the raising of a child. It is every child's right to grow up under the
care and responsibility of his or her natural parents, plural, both of them, except where
it is not possible for a particular child to have that best possible upbringing.
3. Incontrovertible evidence came to light, in domestic proceedings brought by John
Allman that became known as A v Cornwall Council, of a certain admitted policy of
the social services department's manager, to whom the relevant social worker
reported. In cases where there were two parents estranged from one another, one of
whom wanted to exclude the other altogether from parenting of the child they had had
when together, the council's policy was to begin from the premise that in such cases,
shared parenting, the gold standard of Principle 6, was bound to be impossible, and
therefore the only task for social services was to decided which of the two estranged
parents would have sole care of the child.
4. There is a fallacy behind this thinking. Empowerment of the mother (in this case,
more generally the possessive or belligerent parent) and disempowerment of the
father (i.e. the peaceable parent, who wanted parenting to be shared) would be bound
to result in the exclusion of the peaceable parent. However, there was every chance
that an alternative never even considered, namely empowerment of the father and
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disempowerment of the mother, would not have resulted in the exclusion of the
mother. That is because all the motivation that the child should have only one parent
involved in his upbringing, was on the mother's side, none of it on the father's side.
The council never bothered to find out if that was the situation. We now know it
never does.
5. This assymetry, where one parent is belligerent and the other peaceable, is,
unfortunately, not a rare situation in the UK. Complaints that social workers do not
even try to resolve such conflicts in a such positive way, which honours Principle 6,
are legion. Such complaints, for example, led to the formation of the registered
charity Families Need Fathers, over forty years ago.
6. It is a premise of this application, that the Convention demands exactly the same
diligence in social work that may lead to the state procuring the exclusion of one of a
child's two natural parents from that child's upbringing, as is required in social work
that may lead to the institution of care proceedings. Indeed, these are not two separate
types of social work at all. They are simply two different possble outcomes of many,
at the end of social work tasks that begin in exactly the same way, with the outcome
necessarily unforseeable at the outset, if the social work is to be fair and impartial.
7. It follows that legal precedents in the EctHR that relate to care proceedings (depriving
a child of both natural parents, or the second of two), are capable of informing the
court of the correct approach to use in this case, which involves the state participating
in depriving a child of only one of his two natural parents, leaving him to be cared for
by the other.
8.

On 31st March 2013, John Allman was warned to expect the mentally ill mother of
his son to set out to begin preventing all contact between father and son, by making a
false accusation against him. On 3rd April 2013 (and every day since that day) that
prediction was fulfilled. At all subsequent times, the UK state has at least acquiesced
in this prevention of contact between father and son. To some extent, the UK state
has promoted this, even to the extent of putting pressure, from time to time, upon the
mother to continue in this prevention of contact, on peril of care proceedings, of
which she has long been terrified. It has even misled the mother and others to the
effect thatt the mother is not allowed to allow the child contact with the father, even if
she wants to, and that others must seek to prevent any such contact.
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9. Admittedly, in 2014, a family court eventually found, on the balance of probabilities,
that Mr Allman had smacked his son, leaving a mark. However, the UK state itself is
vicariously responsible for the affect of the testimony, in the UK's own family court,
of an expert witness it employed, a social worker, whose conduct in 2013, long before
she procured this outcome with her testimony, had already been impugned as
incompatible with the Convention rights of Mr Allman. Furthermore, it has always
been common ground between Mr Allman and the public authority he sued, Cornwall
Council, that this allegation of child abuse, vehemently denied but eventual believed
by the family court (as at least 51% likely to be true based on what the expert witness
told the court), wasn't an “insurmountable obstactle” to Mr Allman's son having both
parents in his life, as per Principle 6.
10. When the mother of Mr Allman's son started breaking the written agreement, which
she had insisted on formalising in writing using the services of a solicitor, the
agreement that governed when Mr Allman should care for his son, Mr Allman became
worried about his son's welfare and safety. Under United Kingdom law, he has had
parental responsibility for his son since the birth was registered, a few days after the
birth in 2010. But the actions of the child's mother, culminating in the complete
ending of all contact with effect from 3rd April 2013, now prevented him from
exercising that parental responsibility. So he contacted social services on 3rd April
2013, making urgently what was the sixth safeguarding referral of his son. It was Mr
Allman's only referral of the boy, the earlier referrals all having been made by
professionals who had expressed concerns about the impact of the mother's poor
mental health upon the child.
11. In that referral, Mr Allman expressed grave concerns for the safety and welfare of his
son. He was trying to get help from the state with a problem that he realised he could
not solve on his own. He invited the state to interfere in his private and family life.
12. His expectation, in making the referral he did, was wise, skilled, compassionate and
lawful intervention on the part of the British state. Intervention, that is, which was
informed by the aforesaid Principle 6, his own Convention rights and those of his son
(and, indeed, those of his son's mother), the statutory Public Sector Equality Duty
(including the duty to have due regard to the need to foster good relations between
men and women - a need that is especially pressing when a particular man and woman
in question are the two parents of a particular child), and the two rules of Natural
3

Justice of English Common Law: Nemo Judex in Causa Sua and Audi Alteram
Partem.
13. What actually happened in the aftermath of that referral of 3 rd April 2013 was that
nobody at all from the British state observed Mr Allman caring for his son, in order to
reach informed conclusions about his parenting style. In fact, nobody even met Mr
Allman to debrief him about his safeguarding concerns that had led to his making the
referral.
14. There has been some attempt, to some extent successful in the English High Court, to
deflect the blame for this omission from the council, the public authority Mr Allman
eventually sued, towards the police force whom Mr Allman did not think to sue as
joint defendant with the council. The police were found to have told the council to
make this omission. It is not clear on what legal basis the council might not have
been at liberty to disobey the police, and to have obeyed the Convention instead. In
any case, in the EctHR, the passing of the buck from one public authority to another
like this, does not deflect blame from the high contracting party as a whole, which
remains vicariously responsible for both the council and the police, and indeed for the
UK courts, which have failed to render this omission judiciable to date, without
explaining adequately why this omission appears not to be judiciable.
15. It is clear from the judgment of Dingemans J that before 23 rd May 2013, a police
officer had read the blog of Mr Allman, http://JohnAllman.UK, in which he expressed
strong beliefs about abortion and homosexuality. The police officer suggested the
social worker read it too. (The two women work in the same building.) This reading
of the blog by both pubic authorities clearly played the major part in procuring the
disastrous early social work decisions that led to the present status quo.
16. The social worker had already made, before the meeting of 23 rd May 2013, a finding
of fact (“on the balance of probabilities”) that Mr Allman had smacked his son. This
finding was made without ever discussing the allegation with Mr Allman. However,
the social worker did not consider this alleged smacking incident to be an
“insurmountable obstacle” to her deciding that it would be impossible for the child to
have a normal, Principle 6 upbringing, one delivered by both of his natural parents.
17. Before 23rd May 2013, the social worker had also already decided that the child
should live solely with his mother, and have no direct contact at all with his father.
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She had communicated that decision to the mother in an email (quoted in the High
Court judgment) and boasted in that email that she could usually get the family courts
to decide whatever she herself had already decided. All this without even meeting
once with Mr Allman himself, to hear his side of the story.
18. On 23rd May 2013, the social worker was finally willing to meet with Mr Allman, the
police by then having decided that there wasn't evidence enough to charge Mr Allman
with any criminal offence.
19. At the meeting of 23rd May 2013, Mr Allman insists that he was still not given an
adequate opportunity to express his concerns for his son's safety in the light of his
mother's mental illness, which Mr Allman considered had become a lot worse lately.
There was no discussion of reuniting father and son. Instead, the High Court found,
Mr Allman was interrogated about his beliefs, as expressed on his blog. These (it was
implied) presented an obstacle to his son having a Principle 6 upbringing that was
insurmountable, unlike the accusation of smacking that had not been insurmountable.
20. The council more-or-less ignored Mr Allman's subsequent written complaints about
his interrogation about his beliefs at the meeting of 23rd May, despite having a
“statutory” complaints procedure that it was obliged by statute to deploy whenever a
complaint of this nature was made, and however the complaint was made.
21. The council, soon after, had no qualms about producing a Welfare Report under
section 7 of the Children Act, to inform the private family law proceedings brought by
Mr Allman in a family court. This notwithstanding that, at the time, the council was
still the defendant of both parents in the County Court, where the parents were
seeking an injunction compelling subject access to the family's social work records
under the Data Protection Act (DPA) section 7. And also notwithstanding that Mr
Allman had made more than one complaint against the council that had yet to be
investigated. The council produced that Welfare Report without obtaining any fresh
input from Mr Allman, who had requested in writing a further meeting, to clear up
errors of fact that the earlier Section 47 report had contained, and misunderstandings
brought to light at the meeting of 23rd May.
22. Nor had the council any qualms about exploiting the conflict between the parents,
which it ought to have sought to resolve rather than to escalate, in order to gain
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advantage in the DPA proceedings. This amounted to a further procedural
impropriety. Nemo judex in causa sua.
23. Mr Allman's expection, when applying for social work, was that the social work
undertaken would be fair (Natural Justice), peace-making (the Public Sector Equality
Duty) and non-discriminatory (rather than involving an inquisition into his Christian,
moral and political views, expressed on his blog). He expected this because he knew
that social work of the type for which he had applied, would be an interference (albeit
one that he wanted, provided it was done properly) with his Article 8 right per se.
24. Such social work, even though he had asked for it, must be “in accordance with the
law” (Article 8.2). Mr Allman did not think that he was opening himself up to the
risk of one-sided and unfair social work, that only heard one side of the story, broke
the Equality Act, and involved, on the grounds of his beliefs, treatment of him that
was different from, and worse than, treatment that would have been meted out to
somebody with less politically incorrect beleifs, or less strong beliefs, than his. He
considered that such defects in the social work he received, if they appeared, would
ensure that the social work could not be held to have been “in accordance with the
law”. He therefore did not bargain for these unlawful defects when he humbled
himself to apply to the state for helpful and lawful interference with his untidy private
and family life, in the form of workmanlike social work fit for a good purpose.
II.

Victim Status

25. The Court looks at victim status independently from other admissibility criteria such
as locus standi or exhaustion of domestic remedies.1 The Applicant meets this criteria
by being directly affected by the facts that constitute the interference with he and his
son’s Article 8 family rights.2 Additionally to his and his son’s right to mutual
enjoyment of each other’s company, he claims victim status because of Cornwall
Council’s lack of impartiality in its enquiry. Furthermore, he has retained victim
status for the purposes of Article 34 of the Convention, as the national authorities

1Sanles Sanles v. Spain (Dec 48335/99, ECHR 2000-XI; Gorraiz Lizarraga and Others v. Spain, No. 62543/00,
§ 35, ECHR 2004-III; Tourkiki Enosi Xanthis and Others v. Greece, no. 26698/05, § 38, 27 March 2008.
2 Norris v. Ireland, 26 October 1988, § 31, Series A no. 142; Open Door and Dublin Well Woman v. Ireland, 29
October 1992, § 43, Series A no. 246-A; Otto-Preminger-Institut v. Austria, 20 September 1994, §§ 39-41,
Series A no. 295-A; Tanrıkulu and Others v. Turkey (Dec.), No. 40150/98, 6 November 2001. SARL of the
Blotzheim Activity Park v. France, No. 72377/01, § 20, July 11, 2006.
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have at no point acknowledged wrongdoing, either expressly or in substance, and then
afforded redress for breaching his Convention rights.3
III.

Article 8: Unlawful Violation of Right to Family

26. With regard to this Court’s jurisprudence, it has been very clear that any removal of a
child from one or more of his natural parents is a de facto interference with the mutual
enjoyment of parents with their children guaranteed by Article 8 of the Convention.4
This right constitutes a fundamental element of family life.5 In other words, the state
ought not to impede a Principle 6 upbringing for children “wherever possible”. It is
an interference of a very serious order to separate a family. 6 Such a separation must be
supported by sound and weighty considerations in the best interests of the child; as the
Court had previously noted that it is not enough that a child would be better off if
placed under a care order.7 The Court requires extreme diligence in resolving
custodial takings because of the danger of irreversible harm to the family and the
child.8
27. In the present case, the state itself has not removed a child from both of his parents, or
the only parent looking after the child. However, the state had been asked to help to
restore and to uphold a Principle 6 family life for a child in peril of losing that family
life, in circumstances that are far from unusual nowadays. Circumstances, that is, in
which one parent (more often the mother, but sometimes the father), is seeking, often
harmfully, to impose upon the child an upbringing by only one of his or her two
parents, often inflicting behaviour calculated to alientate the child from the excluded
parent.
28. Alas, more than occasionally, the state connives at this wrong-doing on the part of the
parent who wants the child all to herself, for which the informal term parentectomy
and the more offical term “parental alienation” have been coined. The criticism of the
state has been legion, especially in English-speaking societies like the UK, for the
state's historic connivance at parental alienation, regardless of ample scholarly
3 Scordino v. Italy (no. 1) [GC], application no. 36813/97, judgment of 29 March 2006, § 180; Gäfgen v.
Germany [GC], application no. 22978/05, judgment of 01 June 2010, § 115; Nada v. Switzerland [GC],
application no. 10593/08, judgment of 12 September 2012, § 128.

4 Olsson v. Sweden (No. 2)(1992) 17 EHRR 134, [1992} ECHR 13441/87 ECtHR.
5 ECHR, Elsholz v. Germany, Decision of 13 July 2000, Report of Judgments and Decisions 2000-VIII, §43.
6 ECHR, Olsson v. Sweden, 11 Eur. H.R. Rep. 259, p. 72.
7Id.
8 ECHR, H. v. the United Kingdom, Judgment of 8 July 1987, Series A No. 120, pp. 59-63, § 85.
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research that has demonstrated that parental alienation is seldom in children's best
interests.
29. Too often, it is said, the state intervenes to support the alienating parent in her (or his)
efforts to exclude the other parent from the family. Occasionally parentectomy may
be necessary, when a parent is exceptionally dangerous, but the state's support of
parentectomy is always every bit as much an intervention in which the state
effectively takes a child away from a parent, as the more obvious example of this,
when the the state takes public law “care” proceedings to take a child away from the
only surviving parent or both parents and to raise the child itself, temporarily or
permanently, or to offer the child for adoption without the consent of surviving
natural parent or parents.
30. In the present case, there was evidence that the state had to some extent put pressure
on the alienating parent to continue and to intensify the aliention, even if she became
less minded to continue it as her mental health began to recover, and her paranoid
delusional ideation about the Applicant subsided. Be that as it may, for the state to
support parentectomy is a draconian intervention that should not be taken any more
lightly than taking a child into care. It is an intervention that should be undertaken
only after the most careful, and scrupulously fair and impartial, investigation, as a last
resort, when all else fails.
31. Although other factors than the suspicion of corporal punishment were predominant
in the state's decisions, it is as well to note that smacking per se, without regard to an
analysis of the severity, the circumstances, age, health and vulnerability of the victim,
is not a violation of either Article 3 or Article 8.9 In fact, only 23 States globally have
banned corporal punishment of children entirely, including in the family. 10 That
means more than 88 percent of counties globally allow for some form of corporal
punishment within the family. If corporal punishment is not a violation, then it is not
necessary to remove a child from a parent who uses corporal punishment “for the
protection of the rights of others” (i.e. the child's rights) under Article 8.2. The
principle of “reasonable chastisement” is not incompatible with either Article 3 or 8
of the Convention.11 Importantly, Mr. Allman has 4 grown-up children, born between
1976 and 1986, none of whom have ever suggested that they were subjected to
9 ECHR, Costello-Roberts v. the United Kingdom judgment of 25 March 1993, Series A no. 247-C, p. 59, § 30.
10 See: Council of Europe, Commissioner for Human Rights, Children and Corporal Punishment,
CommDH/Issue Paper (2006) 1REV, updated January 2008.
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physical abuse. Given the well documented mental instability of “M”, and her history
of delusional behaviour, balanced against the lack of any previous allegations of
abuse against Mr. Allman by his 4 older children, a weighty rebuttable presumption of
innocence should have been afforded the Applicant in relation to smacking
allegations. More important than this, the accusation should have been put to him,
and his denial listened to, and his grown-up children listened to, before the state
jumped to the conclusion that accusation was true. Audi alteram partem.
32. In any event, the state conceded on 23rd May 2013, that day on which Mr Allman
decided he could and should sue Cornwall Council, that the accusation of smacking,
which Mr Allman has always denied, did not present an “insurmountable obtacle” to
the restoration of direct contact between Mr Allman and son. Rather, the social
worker considered something else to be an obstacle that apparently was
insurmountable: namely, “concerns” the social worker said she had about Mr
Allman's “parenting style”, because of his “beliefs”. (Or “views”.)
33. In his referral, and in subsequent emails and telephone calls, Mr Allman had begged
the council to observe his parenting style, something which the council had refused to
do. When he pointed this out, at the meeting of 23 rd May 2013, he was led to
conclude that there were concerns about the parenting style he had been assumed to
have, “because of your beliefs”. When immediately he asked, “What beliefs”, the
social worker had replied that Mr Allman published a blog, and had proceeded to
question Mr Allman about what he had published on that blog.
34. For example, the social worker asked Mr Allman how he would react, if, at the age of
14, his son, who was then 2, told him that he was gay, and that he had a boyfriend,
and Mr Allman was violently opposed to this. He relied, “He's only 2.”
35. The social worker also asked Mr Allman how he would feel, if one of his grown-up
daughters told him she had had an abortion.

He replied that he would feel

“devastated”, because the child killed in that abortion would have been his grandson
or granddaughter, and his daughter would have been complicit in the homicide
concerned.
36. Interference with the right to family, and in particular the separation of children from
their parents, can only be justified when three criteria are met concurrently: (a) that
11 Cf. ECHR, Case of Neulinger and Shuruk v. Switzerland [Grand Chamber], Judgment of 06 July 2010,
application no. 41615/07, § 41.
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the interference was “in accordance with the law”; (b) that it pursued a legitimate aim
and (c) that the action taken was necessary in a democratic society.
(a) In accordance with the law

37. There are qualifications of several of the Convention rights, namely the rights of
Article 5, 9, 10 and 11, which permit interferences with the exercise of those rights
that are “prescribed by law”. The social work undertaken, even though it is now
complained of as unfair (contrary to Natural Justice), antagonistic towards the
fostering of good relations between men and women (contrary to The Equality Act
s149) and discriminatory on the grounds of belief (contrary to Article 14), was
possibly prescribed by law, namely the Children Act. For example, it soon became
social work expressly pursuant to section 47 of the Children Act, and a Section 47
Report was prepared. But the Children Act does not prescribe the manner in which
the social work must be done. The manner of social work is governed by different
laws, including both laws that are older and those more recent than the Children Act,
but which are just as binding. In particular, the manner in which social work must be
conducted, in order to be “in accordance with the law”, is governed by the Equality
Act 2010, the Principles of Natural Justice of English Common Law, and the Human
Rights Act 1998, which last-mentioned gives effect in English law to Article 14 of the
Convention, the article prohibiting certain discrimination.
38. Uniquely amongst the Articles of the Convention, the qualified right of Article 8 is
qualified using different wording from Articles 5, 9, 10 and 11. Instead of any
interference merely needing to be “prescribed by law”, the wording used in Article
8.2 refers to any interference needing to be “in accordance with the law”, a much
more stringent requirement. The fact that some interference or other with the Article
8 right may have been prescribed by the Children Act, was not sufficient to bring the
particular interference wrought in Mr Allman's family life, within the scope of the
qualification of Article 8.2. For the particular interference actually wrought in this
case to have been in accordance with the law (as only an Article 8 interference must
be), it would have been necessary for the interference to comply with the whole of the
law, which it clearly didn't.
39. An Article 8 interference is quasi-judicial in character, if (as in the present case) it
makes and communicates a finding of fact tantamount to a criminal offence (unsafe
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smacking), albeit only on the balance of probabilities, not beyond reasonable doubt,
and with the tribunal of fact a social worker, not a court. Social work is also quasijudicial if it makes life-changing, adverse findings of fact that a parent has a parenting
style that is a source of safeguarding concerns so severe that the parent should be
excluded altogether from his son or daughter's upbringing.
40. To comply with the with the whole of the law of England, the Article 8 interference
(the quasi-judicial social work) should therefore have been conducted with procedural
propriety, in accordance with the two Principles of Naural Justice. This social work
failed to comply with that aspect of English Common Law. That is a fact which the
English High Court found. A breach of Mr Allman's convention rights should have
been inferred immediately from this finding, that there had been unfairness in the
social work. The High Court's judgment fails to explain its failure to make that
inference comprehensibly.
41. Further, to be in accordance with law, an Article 8 interference that is the function of
a public authority, must comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty, set out in s149
of the Equality Act. That means that the manner of the social work must be such that
due regard is had to the need to foster good relations between men and women. The
High Court seems to have overlooked completely, in the judgment handed down by
Dingemans J, that this was pleaded, argued in Mr Allman's skeleton argument at trial,
and addressed in the evidence of the social worker under cross-eaxamination, when
she was asked what regard she had had to the need to foster good relations between
Mr Allman and the mother of his son, and she had replied to the effect that she had
had no such regard, because her function was only governed by the Children Act, (i.e.
not at all by the Equality Act), which is plainly a self-misdirection on the social
worker's part, and on the part of the judge too, who appears to have missed
completely the significance of this exchange in reaching his judgment.
42. This said, because rights other than the Article 8 right are engaged, to which the
“prescribed by law” test applies, in the alternative, it is argued that perhaps the social
work that was undertaken, wasn't even prescribed by law (let alone in accordance
with law, the more stringent requirement only applicable in the case of the Article 8.
infringement). The ECHR utilises a high level of scrutiny when analyzing interference
with fundamental rights such as the protection of family life.12 In order to be
12 Cf. Müller v. Switzerland, 133 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 19 (1988).
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prescribed by law, the law in question must be accessible and foreseeable in its
effects.13 It thus cannot suffer from vagueness. The “quality” of the law must clearly
and precisely define the conditions and forms of any limitations on basic Convention
safeguards and must be free from any arbitrary application.14
43. In Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia v. Moldova, this Court held that domestic law,
to meet the clarity requirement, must afford a measure of legal protection against
arbitrary interferences by public authorities with the rights guaranteed by the
Convention:
In matters affecting fundamental rights it would be contrary
to the rule of law, one of the basic principles of a democratic
society enshrined in the Convention, for a legal discretion
granted to the executive to be expressed in terms of an
unfettered power. Consequently, the law must indicate with
sufficient clarity the scope of any such discretion and the
manner of its exercise.15
44. Precisely stated, for the general public regulations regarding custodial takings must be
accessible and foreseeable in their effects. It is the Applicant's position that the same
accessibility and foreseeability of regulation is just as necessary when, rather than
taking custody of a child itself, the state supports the efforts of one parent to exclude
the other. Mr Allman could not possibly have realised, when he publihed his beliefs
about abortion and homosexuality on a political blog, that losing contact with his son,
with the support of the state, would have become a consequence of his outspokenness.
One of the roles of the judges of this Court, therefore, is to assess the “quality” of a
law, ensuring that the law has the requisite precision in defining the conditions and
forms of any limitations on basic safeguards.16 That “quality” is clearly lacking in the
instant matter.
45. The appearance of independence for a tribunal as required by Article 6 § 1 is of
importance.17 What is at stake is the confidence which the courts in a democratic
society must inspire in the public, and above all those accused of wrongdoing. 18 The
13 Sunday Times, 30 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 31.
14 Olsson v. Sweden, 130 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 30 (1988); see also S.W. v. United Kingdom, 335 Eur. Ct.
H.R. 28, 42 (1995) (discussing how the development of criminal law by the courts should be reasonably
foreseeable).
15Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia v. Moldova, 2001-XII Eur. Ct. H.R. 81, 111.
16Sunday Times, 30 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 31.
17See Section VI below, §§53-62, for a detailed treatment of the Applicants’ Article 6 arguments.
18 ECHR, Şahiner v. Turkey, application no. 29279/95, judgment of 25 September 2001, § 44.
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Applicant’s doubts about the independence and fairness of the system he has found
himself in is objectively justified.19 This “objective observer” standard is one of the
judicial litmus tests by which the Cornwall Council fails.
46. It is clear that Cornwall Council acted against Convention principles in exercising an
unfettered discretion in seeking to prevent access for Mr. Allman to his son,
notwithstanding that the mechanism employed to remove access was not the taking of
care proceedings in this case, because the co-operation of the mother in the council's
agenda, or the council's adoption of the mother's agenda, whichever way one looks at
it. Given that the two main grounds used by the Council, those being smacking
allegations (which the Applicant vehemently denies, and which the council has
always conceeded were not an insurmountable obstactle), and his political and moral
views (views to which he has a right to express under Articles 9 and 10 of the
Convention), there was an absolute lack of foreseeability in the outcome that the
council was diligent to procure, and which the council had told the mother it would
have sought to procure using a care order unless she co-operated, as the social worker
admitted on 23rd May 2013. No reasonable person would have been able to guard
their actions against such a capricious intervention on the part of the state. Mr Allman
was entitled to expect a wholly different response from the council, when, on 3rd
April, he asked for the council's help in restoring to his son the Principle 6 normality
that the child had enjoyed from birth on 27 th May 2010, up to and including 2 nd April
2013, the last day on which Mr Allman was allowed to have care of his son.
(b) Legitimate Aim
47. The second prong of the analysis for interference is whether the interference in
question pursues a legitimate aim. Restrictions on rights guaranteed by the European
Convention on Human Rights must be narrowly tailored and must be adopted in the
interests of public and social life, as well as the rights of other people within society. 20
The Court must look at the “interference” complained of in the light of the case as a
whole and determine whether the reasons adduced by the national authorities to
justify it are “relevant and sufficient.”21 The Applicant here only notes that any
legitimate aim sought in the instant matter was irreparably tarnished through
19 ECHR, Incal v. Turkey, application no. 22679/93, judgment of 09 June 1998, § 71.
20 See e.g.: Thoma v. Luxemborg, 2001-III Eur. Ct. H.R. 67, 84.
21Id, §85. (citing Fressoz & Roire v. France, 1999-I Eur. Ct. H.R. 1, 19–20).
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systematic breaches of procedure and prejudices relating to the him, his Christian
faith and his published opinions on morally sensitive matters.22
48. Where a legitimate aim is being used to justify discriminatory treatment and bias, the
Court is bound to look beyond the intimated aim to the actual intent of the public
decision maker. The Cornwall Council does not like Mr. Allman. They find his
published blogs loathsome and have made no qualms that his opinions played a role in
their decision. Furthermore, the Council was embroiled at around the same period in a
protracted legal battle with Mr. Allman, a battle which the Council ultimately lost.
This court battle was premised on the Council refusing to provide unredacted versions
of records it had been keeping about the Applicant and “M”, records which already
indicated its distaste for the Applicant. Any ability of the Council to provide Mr.
Allman a fair, independent, and unbiased enquiry into his parenting had been
irreparably tarnished by this point.
(c) Necessary in a Democratic Society
49. The ECHR has stated that the typical features of a democratic society are pluralism,
tolerance, and broadmindedness.23 For such an interference to be necessary in a
democratic society, it must meet a “pressing social need” while at the same time
remaining “proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued.”24 The ECHR defines
proportionality as being the achievement of a fair balance between various conflicting
interests. The notion ‘necessary’ does not have the flexibility of such expressions as
‘useful’ or ‘desirable.’”25
50. In the case of Kutzner v. Germany, the Court reiterated that: “in order to determine
whether the impugned measures were “necessary in a democratic society”, it has to
consider whether, in the light of the case as a whole, the reasons adduced to justify
them were relevant and sufficient for the purposes of paragraph 2 of Article 8 (see,
among other authorities, Olsson (no. 1), cited above, p. 32, § 68; Johansen, cited
22 Section IV below, §§29-48.
23 Handyside v. United Kingdom, 24 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 23 (1976); accord Dichand, App. No. 29271/95 §
37; Marônek, 2001-III Eur. Ct. H.R. at 349; Thoma, 2001-III Eur. Ct. H.R. at 84; Jerusalem v. Austria, 2001-II
Eur. Ct. H.R. 69, 81; Arslan v. Turkey, App. No. 23462/94 § 44(i) (Eur. Ct. H.R. July 8, 1999); De Haes v.
Belgium, 1997-I Eur. Ct. H.R. 198, 236; Goodwin v. United Kingdom, 1996-II Eur. Ct. H.R. 483, 500; Jersild v.
Denmark, 298 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 23 (1994); Thorgeir Thorgeirson v. Iceland, 239 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at
27 (1992); Oberschlick v. Austria, 204 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 25 (1991); Lingens, 103 Eur.Ct. H.R. at 26;
Sunday Times v. United Kingdom, 30 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 40 (1979).
24Sunday Times, 30 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 38.
25 Svyato-Mykhaylivska Parafiya v. Ukraine, App. No. 77703/01 ¶ 116 (Eur. Ct. H.R. June 14, 2007),
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-81067.
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above, pp. 1003-04, § 64; Olsson (no. 2), cited above, p. 34, § 87; Bronda, cited
above, p. 1491, § 59; Gnahoré, cited above, § 54; and K and T. v. Finland, cited
above, § 154). It will also have regard to the obligation which the State has in
principle to enable the ties between parents and their children to be preserved.”26
51. The margin of appreciation to be accorded to the competent national authorities will
vary in the light of the nature of the issues and the seriousness of the interests at stake,
such as the importance of protecting the child in a situation in which its health or
development may be seriously at risk and the objective of reuniting the family as soon
as circumstances permit.27Cornwall Council has failed in both duties, grossly
overstating any risk to which the Applicant posed to his son, as well as frustrating the
reunification process to which is was legally and morally bound to pursue as a matter
of urgency.
52. In Wallova and Walla v. the Czech Republic28, the Court found that while there were
relevant reasons to take the children into care (in that case it was as a result of the
family’s living conditions and the hygiene of the children), the reasons for separating
the family were not sufficient.29 Although the council did not deprive Mr Allman of
contact with his son using care proceedings, the effect it wrought by siding
exclusively with the mother was just as draconian, so the same principles should be
applied in the present case. The key principle established in Wallova and Walla, and
applicable in the instant Application, is that relevance alone cannot sustain a care
order (or the present equivalent) from the Respondent Council. While gathering de
minimus evidence, not supported in fact, the Respondent did not have sufficient
grounds to order the separation of Mr. Allman from his son. Equally important, the
authorities had the possibility to monitor the family situation rather than immediately
deprive the Applicant of contact with his son, a far more proportionate and less drastic
measure than those which were taken, to guarantee the well-being of his son.
53. During the painfully long period from 3rd April 2013 to 18rd May 2013, the council
applied a blanket policy, of seeking to prevent any and all contact between the father
26 Kutzner v. Germany, App. No. 46544/99, judgment of 26 February 2002, § 65.
27Id., § 67.
28 No. 23848/04, 26 October 2006.
29 Id., § 78. “Eu égard à l’ensemble de ces éléments, la Cour considère que si les raisons invoquées par les
autorités et juridictions nationales étaient pertinentes, elles n’étaient pas suffisantes pour justifier cette grave
ingérence dans la vie familiale des requérants qu’était le placement de leurs enfants dans des établissements
publics.”
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and the son. The council pleaded and/or argued that it was compelled to do this,
because this was the blanket policy, not of itself, but of the police. Six long weeks is
how long it took the police to decide that there was insufficient evidence to charge Mr
Allman with any offence. In the High Court, the council argued that it had to do what
the police told it to do. That is why no effort was made to debrief Mr Allman about
his safeguarding concerns, over which he had referred his son. That is why it had not
been possible to observe Mr Allman with his son, to observe his parenting style,
before concluding that his parenting style (because of his “beliefs”) presented an
“insurmountable obstacle” to his having any future role in the upbringing of his own
son, or any direct contact with him before his sixteenth birthday. The High Court
seems to have accepted all this at face value. Mr Allman had not made the police a
co-defendant of his claim against the council under the Human Rights Act, so he
couldn't cross-examine the police on whether this police blanket policy, which was an
interference in his Article 8 right, was the least necessary interference in order not to
prejudice a police investigation that was painfully slow, notwithstanding that it was a
foregone conclusion from the outset that the investigation would end in a decision that
Mr Allman should not face criminal charges over the alleged smacking of his son.
However, the UK is vicariously liable, and answerable to the EctHR, for the entire
process in which the police and the council worked together. The EctHR should now
ask the UK, for the first time, to defend its blanket policy, of abruptly stopping all
contact of a child with a parent whom the other parent has accused of smacking the
child, whenever this situation arises, as the proportionate response to the legitimate
aim of the criminal investigation of the alleged smacking of children.
IV.

Article 8 + 9 Taken Together With Article 14: Freedom from Discrimination

54. Article 14 of the Convention reads: The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set
forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such
as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.
(a) Animus Based on Religion
55. The instant complaint meets the ambit requirement by being intimately tied to both
the Applicant’s Article 8 rights and Article 9 rights. Prejudice towards Mr. Allman’s
Christian faith and opinions as published on his blog, which the Cornwall Council has
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cited as grounds for questioning his fitness to parent, has been evident throughout the
entire process and unlawfully influenced the attitude of the Council.
56. This Court has also stressed that Article 14 is an “autonomous” provision and can be
violated even where the substantive article relied upon to invoke Article 14 has not
been violated.30
57. Article 9 protects the forum externum, on the basis that “bearing witness in words and
deeds is bound up with the existence of religious convictions.” 31. The restrictions
imposed on freedom to manifest all of the rights inherent in freedom of religion call
for very strict scrutiny by the European Court of Human Rights32 The list of
restrictions of freedom of religion, as contained in Articles 9 of the Convention, is
exhaustive and they are to be construed narrowly, within a limited margin of
appreciation allowed for the State and only convincing and compelling reasons can
justify restrictions on that freedom.33
58. Central to all of this is the principle that the State has a duty to remain neutral and
impartial towards the religious beliefs of individuals and faith communities, since
what is at stake is the preservation of pluralism and the proper functioning of
democracy, even when those views may be irksome to State authorities.34
59. The Court has therefore protected the right of religious beliefs, even those seen by
some as unorthodox, in its parental rights jurisprudence. With regard to Mr. Allman
and this Application, the Court should again re-affirm this foundational jurisprudence.
60. In Hoffman v. Austria,35 the husband of the Applicant converted from Roman
Catholicism to become a Jehovah’s witness. Shortly thereafter the Applicant filed for
divorce and sought full custody of the children on the basis that their two young
children would be subjected by her husband to educational principles of his religion
which would make them hostile to society and otherwise isolate them. The Court
rejected this argument on the basis that Article 8 must be read in conjunction with
Article 14’s prohibition against discrimination, which includes religion as a protected
30Belgian Linguistic case (1968) 1 EHRR 252, 283.
31Kokkinakis v. Greece, (14307/88) [1993] ECHR 20 (25 May 1993), § 31.
32 ECHR, Manoussakis and Others v. Greece, Reports 1996-IV: AFDI, 1996, p. 749, § 44.
33 ECHR, Wingrove v. the United Kingdom, judgment of 25 November 1996, Reports of Judgments and
Decisions 1996-V, p. 1956, § 53.
34 ECHR, 30 January 1998, United Communist Party of Turkey and Others v. Turkey, Reports 1998-I, p. 25, §
57.
35 ECHR, Hoffman v. Austria, Judgment of 23 June 1993, application no. 12875/87.
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class. The Court assessed that Mr. Hoffman’s parenting abilities could not be judged
differently from those of his ex-wife solely on the basis of his religious affiliation or
the beliefs held therein.36
61. Similarly, in Palau-Martinez v. France37, the ECHR held in favour of a mother who
was Jehovah’s Witness, overruling the Spanish courts which had ruled that full
custody should go to the father, even though he was held 100 percent responsible by
the same court for the dissolution of the marriage. The Court in Palau-Martinez ruled
that while it is a legitimate aim to pursue the protection of children’s best interests,
that there must be a reasonable and objective justification to limit parental rights.
Religious belief was held not to fulfill that reasonable and objective criteria, but was
instead evidence of discrimination against the mother’s religious affiliation.
62. Finally, in Vojnity v. Hungary38, the Hungarian courts removed a father’s access to his
children, giving full custody to his wife, on the basis that he belonged to the
Congregation of the Faith denomination. Because of his strong affiliation with the
Congregation of the Faith, the domestic courts found him unfit to have custody on the
basis that he would aggressively proselytize his children with views which were
irrational and dangerous.
63. The European Court overruled the domestic courts holding that the removal of access
rights to his children had essentially been based on Mr Vojnity’s religious beliefs,
which constituted a difference of treatment with other parents placed in a similar
situation but who did not have any strong religious conviction. In accordance with the
Court’s jurisprudence, such a difference of treatment had to have an objective and
reasonable justification, otherwise it was discriminatory. In the Vojnity case removal
of access rights based solely on the Applicants’ religious beliefs for the protection of
the best interests of his two children was disproportionate to both the Applicants’
parental rights and his right to hold religious convictions of his choice.
64. The wealth of precedent this Court has generated on the matter of religious faith and
child rearing is clearly pertinent in the instant matter and sufficient to give rise to a
violation of the Applicant’s Convention rights. Mr. Allman’s views stem from his,
and his church’s understanding of the Bible. Pursuant to Section 13 of the Human
36 Id., §30ff.
37ECHR, Palau-Martinez v. France, Judgment of 16 December 2003, application no. 64927/01.
38 ECHR, Vojnity v. Hungary, Judgment of 12 February 2002, application no. 29617/07.
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Rights Act39, because the Council’s decision would affect not only Mr. Allman, but
others within his congregation who hold the same beliefs and their ability to
peacefully raise their children, that a heightened level of scrutiny was required to
secure Mr. Allman’s Article 9 rights. The Council, pursuant to its public sector
equality duty40, also owed a further duty to promote tolerance and respect towards the
protected characterise of religion or belief held by Mr. Allman, no matter how
distasteful they found his Christian beliefs to be. This same duty, to foster good
relations between different people, also extends to relations between the different
sexes (perhaps even more so with regard the mother and father of the same child). The
Council wilfully disregarded this duty as it has conducted its social work in the instant
case.
VI. Article 6: Right to a Fair Trial
65. An alternative way of arguing Mr Allman's points concerning Natural Justice, is to
argue the same points within the framework of Article 6, impartiality and
independence.
66. After issuing his claim, A v Cornwall, Mr Allman defeated two strike-out applications
of his claim that were based upon the contention that the facts pleaded did not
disclose a breach. In the High Court, he proved, essentially, all the facts which he had
pleaded were all the facts he needed to prove, in order prove a breach of his
Convention rights. It may readily be seen from the pleadings in A v Cornwall, the
judgment of the High Court, the appeal bundle that Mr Allman submitted to the Court
of Appeal, and the response of the Lord Justice denying Mr Allman permission to
appeal, that Mr Allman has never been given a comprehensible explanation as to why,
having proved the main facts he pleaded, in a claim that wasn't struck out because
those facts disclosed no breaches, he could have failed to have proved a breach of his
Convention rights.

39 13(1): “If a court’s determination of any question arising under this Act might affect the exercise by a
religious organisation (itself or its members collectively) of the Convention right to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion, it must have particular regard to the importance of that right.”
40 Equality Act 2010, ss. 149ff.
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VII.

Conclusion

67. The Applicant calls upon this Court to find the High Contracting Party of the United
Kingdom, the Cornwall Council, and all other state actors involved in the separation
of Mr. Allman from his son to be in violation of Article 8 of the Convention, Article
8+9 when taken in conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention, and Article 6 of the
Convention. The Council has, contrary to Mr. Allman’s parental rights and against his
son’s best interests, unjustly separated the two, not based upon the highly dubious
allegations of smacking (which it admitted were not an “insurmountable obstacle”),
but rather based to a great extent upon animus towards his moral and political views,
about which Mr Allman was interrogated inappropriately, missing the opportunity to
debrief him on his safeguarding concerns that had prompted his referral of his son.
The Council lacked independence, taking on this social work in the first place, instead
of outsourcing it when the referral was passed to it by MIRAS, because it was the
defendant in litigation in which it eventually paid monetary damages to the Applicant
for breaching his rights under the Data Protection Act 1998. The council ignored the
need to observe Natural Justice, and breached its Public Sector Equality Duty, a duty
in effect, where possible, to sow harmony where it found discord. The council treated
the applicant less favourably because of his strong Christian beliefs (even if this was,
as it has been said, only because of the strength of his beliefs rather than the content).
The council sought to gain advantage in the Data Protection Act proceedings brought
jointly by the father and the mother before they became estranged. Finally, the
mother was threatened, in effect, with care proceedings, if she did not continue to
prevent contact between father and son.
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In the European Court of Human Rights
Between
Mr John William Allman
Applicant
and
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
High Contracting Party
______________________________________
Facts of and behind A v Cornwall
written by the applicant John Allman, on 8/3/18
______________________________________
1. My name is John William Allman. My date of birth was 7th May 1953. I worked
for the majority of my career in software development. I am now retired.
2. I was widowed on 26th May 2006. I have four grown-up children born, from 1976
to 1986, and eight grandchildren. My fifth child (S), my second son, was born on
27th May 2010, out of wedlock, to a woman (M) born in 1966, whom I had met in
2009, and whom I then expected to marry soon after the birth. I was present at the
birth of S.
3. I had first met M in the summer of 2009. She contacted me via email, asking me
to accompany her on a visit to her GP, as moral support. She was seeking a letter
from her GP, stating that she was not mentally ill. She wanted this because she
had discovered, by making a subject access request under the Data Protection Act,
that the computerised police logs had many references to her “mental illness”.
These entries were made on the many occasions on which she had contacted the
police since about 2006, complaining that she was being stalked by multiple
stalkers unknown to her, reports which the police considered implausible and
attributed to M’s paranoia.
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4. M had a history of making suicidal gestures before I met her, which she blamed
upon the stress inflicted on her by those persons unknown whom she believed
were “stalking” her.
5. M made romantic advances to me soon after we met. She also professed to be
interested in converting to Christianity, my own religion, and regret that she had
no children. I emailed her setting out my standards, and in particular the
importance to any child of any marriage being raised where possible by both of
his or her natural parents.
6. M became pregnant with S very quickly. M and I were never legally married.
This should not have happened, but I was pleased to be a father of a baby again
regardless, and fully intended to marry M as soon as possible.
7. M and S were discharged to home from maternity hospital, and I lived at M’s
home with her more-or-less continually for the first ten months or so after that.
8. During the pregnancy, there were two safeguarding referrals of S to social
services, by a police officer and by M’s community midwife, who were both
concerned that M’s mental health condition posed a risk to S. I had not realised
that this risk was as great as I now realise it to have been.
9. On the day following S’s birth, a consultant psychiatrist made a further
safeguarding referral of S to social services, because of her conclusion that M was
suffering from a delusional disorder that caused her to imagine that she was being
stalked. Her express worry was that patients such as M became dangerous to their
children when their children became incorporated into their delusional belief
systems. I have copies of this correspondence, and of an NHS clinical alert
specifically about this special risk that delusional parents pose to their children
when the children become incorporated in the parents' delusional belief systems.
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10. At the same time, and independently, M’s community midwife made a further safe
guarding referral of S, for the same reason.
11. Cornwall Social Services investigated the various referrals. I assured them that if
I ever began to believe that M’s mental health condition posed a serious risk to S
from which I would not be able to protect him, I would refer him to social services
myself. In the event, that is what I did do, in 2013, when that situation first arose,
but with an entirely unexpected outcome that has dismayed not just me, but both
sides of S’s extended family and those of my faith community aware of the facts
of the matter.
12. There was a further referral of S, in the autumn of 2010, by a police officer who
investigated further spurious stalking allegations on the part of M. This occurred
at a time when I was an in-patient in hospital, following a heart attack on 31st
August 2010.
13. In March 2011, I rented a flat in Okehampton. M had by then started to
incorporate me in her delusions more than at first, beginning to believe more often
and for longer that I was one of her many stalkers and harassers myself.
However, I only stayed there when M sent me away, because of temporary
delusional beliefs that I was doing her some dort of harm clandestinely, typically
by what she called “gas lighting”.
14. M and I continued to raise S together, apart from these occasional and temporary
absences when M believed (delusionally) that I had “gas lighted” her. Typically,
she would come to her senses in a day or two, and accept me back, until the next
psychotic episode.
15. In 2010, because of M’s characteristic sense of being conspired against, M and I
made a subject access request of Cornwall Council for the social work records of
S. When these arrived, they were so heavily redacted that we complained to the
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Information Commissioner’s Office. That complaint was upheld, but Cornwall
Council still refused to release the redacted information.
16. In 2011, as joint claimants, M and I sued the council for an injunction compelling
release of the social work records that had been redacted. Cornwall defended.
17. That claim dragged on until 2013, when, in separate family proceedings, release of
the social work records unredacted was ordered, ensuring that any victory in the
proceedings under the Data Protection Act would be Pyrrhic. This led, eventually,
to a settlement of those proceedings with a consent order, and very modest
damages for myself for the breach of my subject access rights. By then, the
defendant had persuaded M to discontinue the proceedings, leaving me as sole
claimant, because I had promised not to discontinue without M. The negotiations
– evidenced at trial of A v Cornwall by emails between M and the council over the
DPA proceedings - which led to M withdrawing in exchange for no costs, whilst I
continued as claimant alone and potentially liable for costs, had been clandestine.
18. In late 2011, on the advice of the health visitor appointed to safeguard S because
of M’s perceived mental health problems, S and I decided to have a second child.
However, when he or she had been conceived, M’s paranoia kicked in. She began
to believe that mental health professionals and the council would intervene to take
S and the new child off her if she continued the pregnancy. To my horror, M
therefore proposed to have an abortion. I took legal advice from the Christian
Legal Centre, only to discover that I had no legal standing to intervene to save the
life of my new son or daughter.
19. In late 2012 and early 2013, M began to become paranoid about me, believing that
I was stalking her, along with all her unknown (and probably imaginary) stalkers.
By then, I had given up my flat in Okehampton, and rented one in Launceston, to
be nearer to S and M.
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20. For the first time, I was spending more nights sleeping at my rented flat than at
M’s house as part of a cohabiting nuclear family. M obtained a solicitor and a
formal contact arrangement was agreed in writing. Before the 18th March
deadline, I made an application for Legal Aid to bring private family proceedings,
because M was becoming so controlling, frequently not complying with the
contact agreement that she herself had wanted formalised in writing.
21. By then I realised that I had been wrong to father S, but I still wanted S to have
the benefit of married parents if possible. Since that look only remote prospect, I
was willing instead merely to co-operate with M, to share the parenting of S.
22. At this stage, I was supposed to have S on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Sundays,
coinciding with child-friendly church activities to which I took S most days I had
him, accounting for some of the time I had him on each of those days.
23. On Easter Sunday 31st March 2013, the children’s worker at the church informed
me that M had knocked on her door the previous Maundy Thursday evening, in an
emotional state. She warned me to “watch my back”, because she suspected that
M would soon be making a false allegation against me of some sort of child abuse.
Subsequently, I learnt that one of M’s paranoid delusions was that I was having an
affair with this children’s worker. I arranged to have a meeting with the minister
at my home the following Wednesday about this situation. Ordinarily, S would
have been present.
24. On Tuesday 2nd April 2013, I took S to the seaside on the bus, instead of taking
him to toddler group, then to my flat. I still have the bus ticket, because it ought
to have functioned effectively as documentary proof of an alibi to an allegation
made against me.
25. After I returned S to his mother at 15:45 on 3rd April, she telephoned me,
complaining of a mark on S’s face, which I now realise was his eczema rash,
which she had photographed, but on one side of his face only, so as to make it
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look like a red mark if printed with poor print quality. She put S onto the
telephone, and I heard him say, several times, as though reciting a learnt script,
“Daddy smack, in daddy’s flat.” (That was impossible. I had the bus ticket to
prove it.)
26. On Wednesday 3rd April 2013, M did not bring S to the town square for the handover. The meeting with the minister went ahead at lunch time. M’s solicitor and I
spoke on the telephone in the afternoon, confirming that M had stopped all contact
between S and me until further notice. I telephoned the health visitor, who
advised me to make a referral of S to social services myself. I did so that
afternoon, expressing concerns that S was being abused, by being coached to
make a false allegation against me.
27. The facts upon which my claim in A v Cornwall really hang begin at this point. I
referred S to social services on 3rd April 2013, expressing serious safeguarding
concerns, and asking social services to contact me, to discuss what could be done
to make S safe.
28. The detailed written evidence in the trial bundle proves that there ensued a
completely one-sided investigation on the part of social services, which the judge
agreed had been unfair.
29. By the meeting of 23rd May 2013, my first contact with the social worker, social
services had already decided that the smacking allegation was true. Every effort
should be made to ensure that S never saw me again, but not because the finding
of fact, before the meeting, that I had smacked my son presented an
“insurmountable obstacle”, but rather because of concerns about my parenting
style, based upon my “beliefs”, inferred by reading my blog.
30. At the meeting of 23rd May 2013, the social worker communicated this situation,
in those words, attributing her decision to concerns she had about my “parenting
style”, which she considered must be unacceptable because of my “beliefs”. She
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questioned me about blog posts of mine against abortion and against homosexual
behaviour, including same sex marriage.
31. The impression given at this meeting was that I was in a hopeless situation, in
trying to re-establish contact with my son, because the public sector would do all
it could to prevent this, because of antagonmism towards my beliefs. When my
claim was tried, that was what the judge found to be the case, except that he found
that it had been the strength of my beliefs that was the problem, not the content of
my beliefs, and that if I had been more willing to “co-operate” during the
inquisition into my beliefs, the social worker might have relented.
32. During the agonising period between 3rd April and 23rd May 2013, I had started
private family proceedings, but the first directions appointment wasn’t until 29th
May 2013, six days after the meeting. At this time, Cornwall was still the
defendant in a claim under section 7 of the Data Protection Act brought jointly by
myself and M, for subject access to the social work records. I had therefore hoped
that the court would order CAFCASS to prepare the Welfare Report, when I
explained that Cornwall Council had a conflict of interests. However, I did not
get a proper opportunity to speak to the judge, who therefore ordered Cornwall
Council to produce the welfare report, because the council was already involved
with the family, because (more fool me) I had made the final safeguarding referral
of my son on 3rd April.
33. The social work undertaken between 3rd April and 23rd May breached my human
rights, as argued in the skeleton argument I prepared for the three day trial. (This
is an important document. It is included as the first item in the Appellant's
Supplementary Bundle, amongst the documents annexed to this application to the
EctHR.
34. The facts that I pleaded when I sued the council under the Human Rights Act, in
A v Cornwall, including that the social work was unfair, and that I was
interrogated about my beliefs against abortion and homosexuality, and that no
regard was had for the Public Sector Equality Duty were, by-and-large, facts that
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were found by the trial judge. Most of what I claimed actually happened, in my
various witnessed statements, the judge agrees did happen, subject to certain
obvious and quite minor errors on his part due to his apparently not having read
all the writtten evidence. That conclusion is more-or-less compelled by the
written evidence of the social work records in the bundle which was provided by
the defendant. The judgment, however, does not explain why those facts do not
compel the finding of breach in my convention rights that I expected would follow
automatically, if I proved those facts.
35. At the meeting of 23rd May 2013, that day on which I realised that I had the
human rights claim that became A v Cornwall, the following blog posts that
related to either abortion or homosexuality had been published:
Stop giving tax-payers’ money to the Terrence Higgins Trust
Burning the poppy
The mild misgiving that dare not speak
B*ggers CAN be choosers!
Lost Brother
The mumbo-jumbo of choice
Thinking outside the botch
Giving evolution a helping hand
Catherine Schaible’s right to choose
British judge okays “Don’t ask, don’t tell”
36. The defendant produced the Welfare Report for the family proceedings, rather
than declaring that it could not lawfully do this because of its conflict of interest,
as both defendant of both parents in Data Protection Act proceedings, and neutral
expert witness. The defendant also exploited its position as the authority ordered
to produce the Welfare Report, in order to gain advantage in the defended Data
Protection Act proceedings.
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37. The social worker’s witness statement admits that she read my blog before the
meeting of 23rd May 2013, and had decided on that basis that my “parenting style”
was a cause for concern, because of my beliefs.
38. On 29th May 2013, using the pseudonym Gagged Dad, I posted about the meeting
of 23rd May on my blog, at
Two year-old’s contact stopped with “homophobic” dad
39. On 17th June 2013, I posted on my blog:
The homophobic manifesto
40. When the defendant produced the Welfare Report for the family proceedings, it
annexed to it eleven pages of my blog, including
The homophobic manifesto
Two year-old’s contact stopped with “homophobic” dad
Catherine Schaible’s right to choose
British judge okays “Don’t ask, don’t tell”
This Welfare Report, redacted, was included in the trial bundle in A v Cornwall.
41. During the few weeks following the meeting on 23rd May 2013 at which I realised
that a human rights claim had accrued to me, I made several written complaints to
the defendant about its treatment of me, which I said was different because of my
beliefs, as reflected in the contents of my blog. Despite having a statutory
complaints procedure in place, the defendant did not address my complaints using
that complaints procedure, but rather ignored my complaints, except for one,
which (the defendant told me via email) it had forwarded to is legal department.
The correct and advertised procedure would have been to forward all of my
complaints to the defendant’s Complaints Manager. This has still not happened.
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ORDEB made by the Rt. Hon. Lord Justice lrwin
On consideratlon ol the appellant's notice and accompanying documenls, but without an oral hearing, in respect o{ an
application for permission to appeal

Decision: granted, retused, adlourned. An order granting permission may limit the issues to be heard or be
made subject to conditions.

Permission to appeal is refused.

Reasons
_fhe

critical points in the Applicant's position can be summarised as followsl lhere was bias and unfairness in the
approach of SW which arose irom a "politically correct' reaction to his vlews on abortion, homosexual sex, and
same sex marriaget SW's understanding of his attitudes was misconceived, srnce she failed to understand hls irony
and parody in blog postings; there was anachronism in the Respondent's position, slnce social worker's attitudes
and position crystallised before the relevant blog entries were posled, yettheywere deployed to support her views
ol him; ihe judge was in error in failinq to point that out and in failing 1o conclude that the anachronism undermined
the justification under ECHR Artlcle 8.2 for interlerence in the Applicants pivate life;thatihe Respondeni and the
Judge failed to accept that a "stalwart adherenceto inflammatory views and resistance to attack or persuasion on
conscientious but untashionable vlews fallto be protected, above and beyond the mere control ol sueh views; that
the€ was a lack oi common law fairness in the approach oi SW and the Respondent in the preparalion of the case
ln the Family Court anC that there was a breach oi ihe EqualtyAct 2010, ne(her of wh ch were addre'ssed by the
ludge.
ln myjudgment none of these points (and no elaboration of lhem or other poinls which can be derived from the
Grounds or Amended Skeleton) could be successfully argued on appeal.
The judge accepted thai SW had indicated vews adverse to A's case before meeting him, and deprecated ihat
(ludgment, paragraphs 90,91). However, he had already considered whether her position was final or cou ld have
been atered: see judgment, paragraphs 60 and g1 . He found she retained sui'fic ent flexibillty. li ls clear lrom his
ludgment, in many passages, that Dingemans J considered that the Applicant had iumped to the conclusion that
SW was prejudiced agalnst him and, as a result, iailed to expain his views and modes of expression, wiih the ef'fect
oi cementing Sw s pos tlon against him.
The anachronism point is a bad one, in the light of that conc usion. Although the blog posts post_daled the
beginning of lhe process of investigatron and report, it was of course right to cons der such evidence before making
the report 10 the CoLrrt.
The JLrdqe made no error rn hs consideraton ofAs fu ndam ental bel ef and aflendant Conveniion rights. He qLroted
the wel known formulaton of Hed eyJ irom /n,ge L [2004 1 FLR 2050 (]udgment, paragraph 2) and his concLusion
in paragraph 89was correct. can detect no erroneous su bjeclive' ap proach TheiudgedidnotconsiderlhatAs
freedom of conscience was infringed and nor do L. Thevehemence and lixityof As own beliefs did not counl
against him and nor should they have done. What counted agalnst him was the incapacity to co operale with olhers
and the conclusion that he would lmpose on others, not merely his vews, but his actions. His case cannot have
been helped by lhe (justiied) conclusion by Dingemans J thatA was wrong about the phone calllollowing the
meetlng of 23 May 2013r seejudgment, paragraphs 65-70.
It is important to note that the judge emphasised lhat the conclusions on lhe central matters were reached n the
Famlly Cou11. Much of what A wlshes to advance n'right well be thought to represent a co latera attack on the
decsion in the fam ly proceed ngs, and thus to infringe lhe principle ln HLlrtet v Chief Canstable, Wesl Midlands

[1982]AC 529.
Fina ly, the issues belore the Judge were agreed, and they d d not lnclude infringement of the Equa ity Act 2010' I
am in any event qr.rite unpersuaded that such a ciaim would be viable, for the reasons given by the Respondent in
their Brief Submissions.
For those teasons
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL

A88YJ875

Between
A
Appellant
and
The Cornwall Council
Respondent
______________________
Amended grounds of appeal
______________________
Counsel's pro bono advice not having been received until yesterday, and tomorrow being the last day
for posting in order to guarantee delivery on 20th July as directed, these amended grounds of appeal,
are not the “perfected” grounds of appeal I hoped to be able to file by now, professionally drafted.
However, I hope they make my case strongly enough to get me past the permission stage, in order to
make a substantive appeal. - A, impecunious litigant-in-person, 18th July 2017

1. The learned judge's findings of fact, which I do not impugn in general severely, should
have led to a different verdict a declaration that my Convention rights under articles 8, 9
and 14 (in conjunction with 8 and 9) had been infringed, and a consideration as to
whether I was entitled to Just Satisfaction.
2. There was a fundamental misunderstanding on the part of the learned judge, as to the
thrust of my claim.
3. There was a fundamental misunderstanding on the part of the learned judge about the
relationship (if any) between my claim, and certain separate and concluded family
proceedings, and a misunderstanding of the outcome of those family proceedings and its
implications.
4. There was a fatal chronological fallacy in the learned judge's reasoning, whereby
conduct in 2013 was found to be attributable to, and justified by, an order made in 2014
A v Cornwall
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in the family proceedings, and (to some extent) expert evidence heard in those
proceedings, also in 2014.
5. The judgment is flawed by other examples of blatant chronological fallacy. There was
at least one other chronological fallacy, for example where a social worker's behaviour,
which the learned judge criticised, was attributed to concerns raised in her mind by a
blog post of the mine that had not yet been published at the time of that behaviour.
6. The learned judge misconstrued the claim to be more-or-less entirely about beliefs
discrimination. But the claim was pleaded, and argued, far more broadly than that.

7. The learned judge's judgment takes no account at all of the appellant's my skeleton
argument for the trial. This will be in the Appellant's Supplementary Bundle.

8. The judgment handed down leaves the appellant me insufficiently enlightened as to why,
the learned judge, having found true the main facts that he I had pleaded and argued and
testified to, the learned judge nevertheless did not give judgment to the appellant me.

9. The appellant I had argued correctly that child safeguarding social work that led to the
local authority taking a view as to what was best for a child, possibly excluding one
parent (even temporarily), was self-evidently an interference in the Article 8 right of the
parents (and also a quasi-judicial function). That Any interference required a defence
under Article 8.2, that the interference wrought was lawful and necessary, with the
burden of proof falling on the Defendant local authority. The learned judge failed to
hold the Defendant to proof of its Article 8.2 compliance, in each of two respects in
which the appellant I had required this, by challenging in his my pleadings any assertion
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that might be made of compliance in either of the two respects, namely Natural Justice
and the Public Sector Equality Duty.

10. The learned judge applied a false doctrine, that compliance with the lawfulness leg of
the test in the Article 8.2 dual test, required only that the Defendant could point to one
law with which it had complied. The appellant says that This made it too easy for the
Defendant, which testified, presumably truthfully, as to its compliance with The
Children Act, which has never been in dispute. The correct test of lawfulness in Article
8.2, is compliance with all laws, not just one.

11. Functions under the Children Act, the appellant I had correctly argued, must be
conducted in a manner that complies with the public sector equality duty, if they are to
pass the lawfulness leg of the test of Article 8.2. He had got The social worker to admit
had admitted under cross-examination that she had had no regard at all to the need to
foster good relations between men and women, when doing her Children Act social
work. (That much had been obvious.) She didn't think she needed to. Yet the learned
judge has simply overlooked this point, in reaching his broad brush decision that there
was no breach of my Convention rights. He swept the my entire argument of the
appellant that is based upon the public sector equality duty, under the carpet. His
judgment supresses the truth that these facts were ever pleaded, or this argument was
ever made, and made vigorously. But this is a very important argument, which could
improve social work in the UK dramatically without fresh primary legislation, if only
the CA now upheld this statutory provision of the Equality Act 2010, that the public
sector equality duty applied even to social work in case law.

12. The learned judge found that the Defendant had not complied with the rules of Natural
Justice, in a type of social work that is clearly quasi-judicial, and bemoaned this in his
A v Cornwall
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judgment to such an extent that the appellant I took great comfort from this finding on
the learned judge's part, a finding which vindicates the appellant me even though he I
had not won his my claim. But the learned judge shrank from taking that finding of fact
to its logical conclusion, which is that the social work undertaken failed the Article 8.2
lawfulness test, because it did not comply with Natural Justice, and hence was not fully
“in accordance with law”.

13. There was no public scrutiny of the trial, because of the lateness of the decision, in
theory, to admit the public, by which time it was too late to invite the public. This
should always be a cause for concern. A shorter retrial, in public, would increase the
safety and transparency. One day should be enough. The witnesses would not need to
be called again, because the court that retried the claim could use the learned judge's
findings of fact, except where contradicted by the documentary evidence which the
learned judge seems to have overlooked. (This is documentary evidence prepared by the
Defendant, included in the trial bundle, to be included n the Appellant's Supplementary
Bundle when this is filed, and overlooked by the learned judge when making a few
findings of fact that were mistaken.) The legal arguments in my skeleton argument (in
the Appellant's Supplemental Bundle) ought need to be addressed in public, and they
aren't addressed at all in the present judgment.

14. The learned judge has not held the Defendant accountable for its concurring with a
decision which he found was initially taken by the police. But the council is
responsible, as an accomplice, for its decision to concur and to co-operate with the
initial decision taken by the police.

15. At paragraph 32 of the judgment, the learned judge misdirected himself as regards what
facts he needed to determine. (See skeleton argument on this point.)
A v Cornwall
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16. The learned judge's doctrine appears throughout to be that the two-legged test in Article
8.2 (lawfulness and necessity) is a subjective test, to which the Defendant's state of mind
or knowledge was relevant. This is incorrect. The correct test is objective. The court
should ask whether, with hindsight, it was actually lawful and necessary, to do this piece
of social work in the way it was done (a way which the learned judge rightly criticises).
It is not a defence under Article 8.2, to admit that one now realises that what one did
earlier, was unnecessarily harsh, or clumsy, but to say that, at the time, one sincerely
thought that it was necessary.

17. There are a few errors in the facts found, where the written evidence goes against that
which was found. (For example at paragraph 35, where the learned judge had clearly
failed to read carefully enough in the trial bundle, the referral he mentions, which did
indeed make the coaching allegation that the learned judge seems not to have noticed.)
(See note at paragraph 13 above, about the documentary evidence to be included in the
Appellant's Supplementary Bundle in due course.)

18. The learned judge's doctrine of what it is means to discriminate against somebody on the
grounds of belief, is wrong. He teaches that beliefs discrimination only applies to the
content of beliefs. I say that the correct construction as to what beliefs discrimination
entails, is that it includes discrimination against anything or everything about beliefs, in
particular both the content and the strength of beliefs. To treat somebody differently
because they have strong beliefs, about which they are unable or unwilling to negotiate
and compromise, as the learned judge found happened, is as much to discrimate against
them on the grounds of their beliefs as it would be to treat them differently because one
disapproved of the content of their beliefs. This really must be declared to be the law, or
there is, realistically, no protection at all for those with dissident/unpopular beliefs, of
which the state and/or its agents disapprove. Otherwise the state (as now) will always
A v Cornwall
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be able to wriggle out of liability by saying, “Ah, but it was only the strength of your
dissident beliefs that we didn't like, you see, not what you believe. That doesn't count as
discrimination.” The learned judge's doctrine here is downright sinister, and the CA
really must reject it.

19. The judgment contains some self-contradiction.

20. There is an assymmetry in the learned judge's thinking at paragraph 57. He implicitly
takes sides, in the culture war between pro- and anti-homosexuality schools of thought.
(The same is evident in his struggle with with my willing acceptance of the label
“homophobic” that my “culture war” enemies apply to me, rather than my protesting, as
others do, pedantically, that I am not homophobic, if this or that is the definition of the
ambiguous and intolerant neologism concerned.)

21. On the facts that the learned judge found, which happily were by and large those I had
pleaded in the first place, the logical decision for him to take, was to find that those facts
amounted to a breach of my Convention rights. I find it impossible to understand the
learned judge's (it must be said, scant) reasoning, whereby he has sidestepped that
conclusion, which I had thought must be staring him in the face.

22. The learned judge's entire approach to the trial, was as though I had brought a private
prosecution against the social worker, to whom he was far too kind. He seemed to find a
lack of mens rea in her, so-to-speak. It was all a terrible and tragic misunderstanding, he
thought. The poor woman must be given the benefit of the doubt, not “found guilty”
(so-to-speak) for what she admitted now had been an honest mistake. But that way of
thinking about the civil claim I actually brought, is implicitly to apply a subjective test
of lawfulness and necessity, whereas the true Article 8.2 test is an objective test.
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This was the result of applying a test that hinged upon how things merely looked
subjectively, to SW, rather than of how things actually were, objectively-speaking.

The judge's false legal doctrines summarised

I have added this as a handy reference to the most important points. The false legal doctrines
applied by the learned judge that I wish the CA to rule were false, are as follows:

i. A social worker's acting unfairly doesn't forfeit his or her Article 8.2 protection
ii. A social worker's breaching his or her public sector equality duty (by omission) doesn't

forfeit his or her Article 8.2 protection
iii. Article 8.2 lawfulness only means compliance with some laws, not necessarily with all

laws
iv. Article 8.2 lawfulness and necessity are subjective (or possibly hybrid?) tests, not

purely objective tests: If something seemed lawful and necessary at the time, to the
actual social worker (or at least would have seemed lawful and necessary to a
hypothetical reasonable social worker), then it was lawful and necessary: It cannot with
hindsight be found to have been wrong after all
v. The chronological fallacy: A later event (e.g. a child arrangement order or a

psychologist's report in family proceedings, or the publication of The Homophobic
Manifesto) can be the cause, or the justification, of a prior event (e.g. conduct of SW
before the family proceedings had even begun, or “concerns” in SW's mind before the
publication of the manifesto to which the judge attributed her concerns)
vi. Less favourable treatment of those with beliefs one considers too strong, does not

count as discrimination on the grounds of belief.
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Addendum:
I did not receive (by telephone and in writing) the pro bono advice of counsel which I had been
seeking for so long, until yesterday, Monday 17th July 2017, yesterday. Since it is now less than
48 hours before when I must submit the papers to the court again, and I am ion Cornwall, I am
simply reproducing below, some of counsel's encouraging comments that relate to the
permission stage, rather than to a later occasion when when counsel might have the
opportunity to argue the substantive appeal orally. Unfortunately, I simply don't have time to
do the merging needed.

Counsel wrote:
I think you approach is correct; namely that the nature of the inquiry by the Social Worker was contrary
to the Convention. I do think that you are addressing the main points and have done a good job.
SW inappropriate phrasing on his views on abortion etc was held to irrelevant [62] as not reason for
decision. In fact, SW recorded that ‘I would be concerned if S were to be exposed to these views
whilst he is developing social awareness and moral opinions’ [75]. Finding by Judge
There is a slight of hand from the content to the strength of beliefs to overall emotional health.
I would reformulate the Ground of Appeal; and put the Argument into the Skeleton Argument:- keep
the Ground of Appeal simple. Something like this; and then address logically in Skeleton so judges can
follow. This is draft and you know more than me….

Ground 1: The Learned Judge failed to find a violation of Articles 8 and 9 of the European
Convention:
a. The Learned Judge made the following findings of fact:I)

Paragraph [47] that the Social Worker made a decision to exclude/ remove the
father prior to meeting with the father or hearing his evidence;

ii)

Paragraph [52] that the Social Worker had concerns ‘about his views and
behaviours’; and that the Appellant disengaged due to concerns that he would be
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discriminated against by reason of his religious beliefs;
iii)

Paragraphs [55-56] that the Appellant was (intensely) questioned over a blog he
had written on abortion, what he would do if his adult daughter had an abortion
and what he would do if his son was homosexual;

b. The question of a parent on lawful religious, moral and ethical views was intrusive and a
breach of both Article 8 as the authority lacked substantive grounds to ask such
questions; and Article 9 as the Appellant was compelled to state his religious views and
beliefs. The questioning focused on religious believes, was intrusive and clearly
provocative; giving rise to an adverse response.

c. These questions and finding of fact by the Learned Judge represent a predisposed bias
on the part of a public authority against a Christian minority; these negative attitudes
cannot, of themselves, be considered by the Court of Appeal to amount to sufficient
justification for the interferences with the Appellant’s Convention Rights any more than
similar negative attitudes towards those of a different race, origin or colour.

Ground 2: The learned Judge drew an artificial distinction between the content of the religious
views; and the strength and conviction of such views:
a. d

Ground 3: The learned Judge failed to uphold the Common Law doctrine of fairness and equality
between the sexes; and the presumption of innocence:

15.John, this is the best I can do in the time. I hope you have some ideas…. But you are on the
right track. All I have done is structure the case with precise headings of Grounds of Appeal:
mirror this in your Skeleton.
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL

A88YJ875

Between
A
Appellant
and
The Cornwall Council
Respondent
___________________________________________________
Perfected Appellant's skeleton argument at the permission stage
___________________________________________________
This argument isn't structured logically, with a section on each of the different appeal grounds.
Instead, it follows the sequence judgment being appealed, dealing with issues the appellant
takes with dicta in the judgment, in the order in which those dicta appear.
1. His lordship stated, in paragraph 1 of his judgment, “The case follows Family Court
proceedings ... in which the Family Court ordered that there should not be direct contact
between A and S.”

2. This early sentence is seriously misleading. It shows that his lordship simply did not
understand the claim he was hearing, despite having before him the pleadings and my
skeleton argument for the 3 day-trial trial (which argument is in the Appellant's
Supplementary Bundle), to neither of which he has referred at all in his judgment. Yes,
there had been private family proceedings which had been concluded (apart from an
application for permission to appeal) by the time this claim was brought. However,
those private family proceedings were not yet in progress at the time of when the main
facts pleaded in this claim occurred, in particular the facts about the meeting of 23rd
May 2013 and the events leading up to it and around it. With the benefit of hindsight, I
was unwise to start the family proceedings, when SW advised me to do so, as a way (she
said) of addressing the concerns I had tried unsuccessfully to raise with her. There
A v Cornwall
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might never have been any family proceedings. I would still have had this claim if there
had not been any family proceedings. This claim is brought on separate facts. His
lordship appears not to have understood this at all. He has, in paragraph 1 of his
judgment, already started to sow the seeds, of the chronological fallacy that bedevils this
judgment, whereby his lordship explains events in early 2013, as having been caused by
subsequent events that did not take place until later in 2013, or in subsequent years.

3. In the family proceedings, the county court did not order that “there should not be direct
contact between A and S”. However, even if the county court had ordered that, in
February 2014, after final hearing in the Family proceedings, which is the first occasion
on which the county court made any substantive order, this then future order, is not
capable of justifying retrospectively, or even having the been the contemporary
explanation for, the council's conduct from April to June 2013, which was the subject
matter of this free-standing HRA claim when it was first brought. That finding also
requires one to be fooled by the chronological fallacy.

4. His lordship continues, “The essence of A's claim is that the council prevented A's direct
contact with S and did not support A's application to have S live with him, because A
had expressed views about abortion and same sex marriage in blogs on the internet...”

5. My pleadings and skeleton argument do not disclose this to be the “essence” of my
claim at all, although it is an aspect of my claim. The essence of my claim, when I first
realised (on 23rd May 2013) that the claim had accrued to me, and when I complained
about my treatment to the Respondent, and later when I issued the present claim within
the limitation period, was that the council had undertaken social work in a manner that
was not compliant with Article 8.2. The burden of proof at the trial of this claim rested
upon the council, to show that what it did, which (as it happens) did include measures
A v Cornwall
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taken in order to prevent direct contact at a time when there were not yet ongoing family
proceedings, though that wasn't necessary for me to prove, was “in accordance with law
and necessary in a democratic society”.

6. Beliefs discrimination (which the judgment of Dingemans J finds did occur, to all
practical intents and purposes) was certainly one aspect of my argument. But I also
argued that the social work process that was adopted, of which my main complaint was
that it was “one-sided”, was quasi-judicial in character, and yet did not comply with the
rules of Natural Justice, and was therefore not in accordance with English Common
Law, and hence outside the qualification of Article 8.2 that permits certain interferences.

7. I also argued (in my trial skeleton argument and in submissions) that conducting social
work in this one-sided manner showed a lack of the obligatory “due regard to the need
to foster good relations between” men and women, as set out in the public sector
equality duty. This also took the social work outside the scope of Article 8.2, I argued.

8. His lordship continues, that it was the council's “position” that it had “made proper
recommendations to the Family Court; and that it was the Family Court which made the
relevant decisions.” If that were the council's position, then his lordship should have
noted that the county court did not make any decisions at all until February 2014,
whereas my claim was focussed upon the events that took place in April, May and June
2013, and most of all upon the Defendant's conduct events up to and including the 23rd
May 2013, by which date the council had not made any recommendations to the county
court, because the family proceedings in the county court had only just been issued at
that stage. The first, five-minute-long directions appointment in the Family proceedings
was yet to happen, and the council were not involved in that directions appointment
when it did happen. When I took the decision to bring this claim, a decision I took on
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23rd May 2013, when the claim accrued, nothing at all was going on in the county court
in which the council was involved.

9. What had not yet happened in the county court, when the facts of my claim accrued in
the second quarter of 2013, and which might well never have happened, had I not been
stupid enough to take SW's advice and issue family proceedings, is not a defence to the
substance of my claim, brought on earlier facts. That is chronological fallacy. It is
saying that A caused B, when B happened before A. Chronological fallacy - findings of
the trial judge that things the council did and which I complained about, were justified,
because of other thngs there were going to happen in the future, abound in the judgment.
The evidence before the court included an email, dated before SW had met with A, in
which SW told M what outcome she was fairly confident she could procure for her, in
the family proceedings in the country court!

10. At paragraph 10 of his judgment, his lordship makes this understatement, “In the event
there was not much attendance by the public at the trial.” There was none at all, unless
one counts the council's witnesses who were scheduled to give their evidence later, who
came to watch my testimony, and the reverend from my church who lingered for the first
a few minutes of my testimony after giving his own evidence. I did not know that parts
of the hearing were going to be “in public” (albeit in name only), until the trial was
underway. If the trial had actually been held in public, in any meaningful sense, I do not
believe that his lordship would have had the audacity to deliver as distorted an account
of the proceedings as he has, surely have been witnessed as he would have been by a
great multitude of people, as attended earlier hearings.

10A. Nevertheless, “distorted” though I say his lordship's account of the proceedings in
his judgment may have been, he made the findings of fact that I hoped he would make,
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for me to win (or so I thought) at least a declartion that my Convention had been
breached. His few demonstrably mistaken findings of fact were relatively unimportant,
confined to certain small details where the documentary evidence provided by the
Defendant (now Respondent) contradicts his lordship (which I will come to). The main
findings of fact that Mr Justice Dingemans made in his judgment are very close to the
facts that I pleaded, and which I know to be true, and set out to prove: So close that
(frankly) I am at a loss to know why his lordship did not at least make a declaration that
my Convention rights were indeed infringed, even if he had not found it apt to award me
a single penny damages based upon the Convention doctrine of Just Satisfaction.

11. At paragraph 24, his lordship says, “I am satisfied and find that it was the police who
told M that there should not be contact between S and A during their investigation.” This
is a surprising finding, in that it flies in the face of the council's own admissions in its
documentation and in the evidence-in-chief of SW. A more correct finding of fact is
undoubtedly “six of one and half-a-dozen of the other” (so-speak). The pressure put
onto M to stop S seeing A was a joint enterprise, in which the police and the council
worked together. The initial decision was a police decision, but the council went along
with it. When, in due course, I assemble the Appellant's Supplementary Bundle (ASB)
to accompany the Appellant's Core Bundle, I will label as Joint Enterprise Evidence
the index entry for the pages from the trial bundle that I include in the ASB, that prove
what is asserted in this paragraph 11 of my appeal skeleton argument.

12. At paragraph 27, his lordship says, “In evidence A suggested that the council should
have promoted a reconciliation between A and M. The evidence before me did not
suggest that any attempted reconciliation would have worked.”
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13. That which his lordship said I suggested in evidence, was also a key part of my skeleton
argument for the trial, and was in my closing submissions. The council's failure to try to
promote reconciliation, flouted the public sector equality duty. To have absolutely no
regard at all to the need to foster good relations between men and women (as SW
admitted), especially between the man and the woman who are parents of the same
safeguarded child, cannot meet the statutory obligation to have “due regard” to that
need. This isn't a mere technicality. The Equality Act should have changed social work,
putting an end to the vice of only listening to one of a child's parents, and deciding to
eliminate the other, behind closed doors, which his lordship's findings of fact amply
confirm is precisely what happened in this case. The facts his lordship has found, fly in
the face of the public sector equality duty, and take the social work to the wrong side of
the law, outwith the Article 8.2 criteria.

14. Social work is per se an interference with the Article 8 right. If social work is
undertaken in a manner that flouts the public sector equality duty, as this was, then it is
not undertaken “in accordance with law” for Article 8.2 purposes. That was pleaded and
argued. But his lordship has glossed over that point (and many others). He has made a
mere guess that the council wouldn't have been able to foster any better relations. He
said that the evidence before him did not “suggest” that would have worked. But the
council didn't even try. The council ignored its public sector equality duty. That made
their social work unlawful. His lordship seems to recognse this in his judgment, and
then, somehow, to lose sight of it. Neither party brought any evidence as to what
“would” have happened, if the public sector equality duty hadn't been derelicted. How
could there be such evidence?

15. In fact, I specifically cross-examined SW about this very point. Her reply made it clear
that she considered that the only law governing her activities, which she needed to take
into account when striving to ensure that her social work was conducted “in accordance
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with law”, was The Children Act. She considered the public sector equality duty
irrelevant to her job. On the strength of that admission alone, I should have won my
declaration. (At this “permission” stage”, I won't be able to include documentary
evidence, plundered from the trial bundle, in my Appellant's Supplementary Bundle, to
proof that SW admitted orally this dereliction of her public sector equality duty in the
witness box. I will apply for a transcript of her oral evidence given under my crossexamination, if I obtain permission to appeal, and the substantive appeal is contested,
and the court considers, then, that this admission of dereliction of the public sector
equality duty is a piece of evidence upon which the appeal might turn.)

16. At paragraph 32, his lordship says, “I accept and find that M did not want contact
between A and S. It is not for me to determine whether that was a reasonable approach
for M to have taken.”

17. His lordship has misdirected himself badly at this point, as to what facts it was for him
to determine. The council made a decision to support M in her decision. Whether the
council's decision to support M's decision was reasonable, hinged upon whether M's
decision itself was reasonable in the first place.

18. Of course, technically, the correct test in Article 8.2 isn't reasonableness, it is
“necessity”, which means proportionality, but the same argument applies. The only way
of determining whether the council acted proportionately to a legitimate aim when
supporting M's decision, rather than (say) objecting to M's decision in the strongest
possible terms as the public sector equality duty demanded it should, would be for his
lordship to answer the preliminary question, whether M's decision was itself
proportionate to a legitimate aim - an aim, that is, which it would have been legitimate
for the council to have. It follows that it was most definitely for his lordship to
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determine, whether M's decision was proportionate to a legitimate aim, so that he could
deduce from that determination, whether the council's support for M's decision was
proportionate to the shared legitimate aim. If the proportionality of M's decisions is
what he meant by “a reasonable approach” on M's part, then he misdirected himself
badly, when saying that this was not for him to determine whether M's was a reasonable
approach.

19. The test of necessity (proportionaliy) in Article 8.2 should be objective, not subjective,
God's view, so-to-speak, not that of any individual, or the state, or any employee
subsequently accused of the HRA tort. Anything less than insisting upon applying an
objective test in pursuance of Article 8.2, tips the balance of power between the state and
the individual too far in favour of the state. If a measure is more harsh than the
minimum harshness objectively necessary to meet the legitimate end, it must not be left
wide open to the public authority to defend its interference in the Article 8 right by
pointing to an employee's well-intentioned state of mind, her subjective belief in the
necessity for any harshness in excess of that maximum allowed interference which (we
now realise) was the minimum that was objectively necessary at the time. The public
sector must do more than do its best. It must get everything right. The HRA tort is not a
crime, that requires a mens rea. It is an objective fact, a wrong-doing of the state,
against an individual, that nobody need have been able to realise at the time was a
wrong-doing (except, perhaps, the victim.)

20. At paragraph 35, his lordship says, “In my judgment A lacked the insight into the fact
that he had not, in his first referral to the social services department, expressly referred
to the fact that M was coaching S to make an allegation against him.” What his
lordship calls a “fact”, was not true. The referral he mentioned was right there, in the
trial bundle, and was drawn to his lordship's attention. It contained the following
sentence: “The father has reason to believe that the mother or the grandmother may have
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coached [S] (who is still not talking in full sentences to any great extent, and does not
yet understand the importance of telling the truth) to utter the false allegation, 'Daddy
smack'.” His lordship was, at this juncture in his judgment, not concentrating on the
evidence. I will label as Coaching allegation proof, in the ASB index, the pages
plundered from the Defendant/Respondent's own prolific contribution of documentary
evidence to the first-instance trial bundle, filed consecutively in the ASB,which prove
his lordship's mistake on this point. His lordship error in finding of fact here is grave.
As well as the referral form that I completed, the very first document in section G of the
trial bundle (“Defendant's documents”), is a social worker's note of a telephone
conversion before I made the written referral, which mentions my coaching allegation
made over the telephone, before I repreated this in writing on the referral form.

21. At paragraph 41, his lordship, in the context of the police reading my blog posts and
alerting social services, mentions my essay parodying that of Michael Swift. However,
SW, in her witness statement, places that liaison before the meeting of 23rd May 2013 (as
it obviously must have been, for her to have questioned me about my blog at the
meeting). I did not publish “The Homophobic Manifesto” until 17th June 2013. (That
later date is clearly visible in the trial bundle, where the manifesto is annexed to the
welfare report.) The manifesto wasn't a cause of the council's concerns. It was my
distressed response some weeks later, to the realisation that I was in danger of never
seeing S again, because of the council's expressed disapproval of my admittedly
homophobic beliefs. In the ASB index, I will mention the proof of this – one page from
the annex of blog posts to Welfare report that the Defendant contributed to the trial
bundle – as Manifesto date proof. This is another example of what I call
“chronological fallacy”, when some fact is said to be caused by (or justified by) a later
fact.
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22. At 43, his lordship says, “I find, that SW took the comment literally, and having taken it
literally was understandably concerned about it.” In reply, I say (again) that the Article
8.2 tests are objective, not subjective. His lordship was required (for the purposes of the
necessity or proportionality test) to make a finding of fact whether what SW did – any of
it – was worse than would have been the minimum needed, in the light of the true facts.
Not, that is, merely in the light of the facts as SW mistakenly believed them to be at the
time. That would be to apply the wrong test, a merely subjective test. With a subjective
test, instead of the objective test of Article 8.2, a wronged party effectively has to prove
malice on the part of the public servant who has wronged him. It makes a joke of the
Convention to require that.

23. Any doctrine that the Article 8.2 test is subjective, which doctrine seems to be lurking
behind his lordship's thinking in many places, is simply unsafe. The HRA must even
provide remedies for honest errors, once they are discovered, as they were, in this case.
His lordship found that hindsight enables us all to realise that certain things could have
been done better. Proportionality is a doctrine about getting the measure of something
exactly right, erring on the side of caution when in doubt. If I had really been of the
school of thought that didn't regard infants as legal persons, then perhaps parentectomy
was the least needed to safeguard my son, though I don't see why. But, thanks to his
lordship's finding of fact, we all now know that I wasn't of that school of thought.
Parentectomy (even temporary, with an intention to get the county court to rubberstamp
it later) was inflicted because of a mistaken belief on SW's part, not because it was
actually “necessary”, as Article 8.2 puts it. Parentectomy was not the proportionate
decision, in the light of the true facts, as his lordship found them to be, even though SW
may have acted in good faith.

24. The email of SW quoted extensively at paragraph 47 of the judgment, proves,
incontrovertibly, that SW had made up her mind, before hearing from me. His lordship
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has simply skated over my argument that it violated Audi Alteram Partem for SW to
make what was clearly a quasi-judicial decision, without hearing from me at all (other
than my sporadic complaints by telephone that I was not being listened to at all).

25. In my skeleton argument, I had argued that child safeguarding social work engaged
Article 8.2, and was more-or-less always a potential breach of my Convention rights,
unless it was conducted “in accordance with law”. I argued that, in an English Common
Law jurisdiction, social work that was not compliant with Natural Justice, was not
capable of being in accordance with law for Article 8.2 purposes. Nowhere in his
judgment, has his lordship acknowledged this argument of mine, central to my claim
though it was, let alone refuted that argument.

26. I rely upon the findings of fact at 52 and 53 of the judgment. What his lordship found,
was that there had been different treatment of me, because I had the beliefs I had. (They
were strong, non-negotiable and uncompromising beliefs.) I therefore consider that I
was entitled, and possibly even obliged, to “disengage”. More to the point, I thought it
wise to disengage. I am not convinced that engaging further would have done anything
other than to have provided more “ammunition” against me, in the already made-up
mind of SW. SW was clearly attempting to provoke me, by challenging me about moral
beliefs of mine that were of no relevance to my parenting of a two year-old. She was on
a “fishing expedition” (so-to-speak).

27. At 56, his lordship found that “SW did continue saying that she was trying to understand
A's views and whether he was able to negotiate and compromise ...”.

28. That finding of fact falls squarely within the facts I pleaded. This was exactly what I set
out to prove at trial, in order to prove that there had been discrimination against me
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because of my beliefs. Having found that SW was keen to discover whether I was a
negotiator and compromiser (I am not) or a stalwart, a bigot, somebody opinionated (I
am), how on earth did his lordship then persuade himself that this wasn't different
treatment of me on the grounds of my beliefs?

29. I think the reason must be that his lordship erred gravely in his utterly wrong
construction as to what it means to treat somebody differently because of his beliefs. His
lordship considered that that concept relates, very narrowly, only to the content of
beliefs. I say that is is the law – and the CA must say that the law says this too or else
the state will be able to bully dissidents with impunity - that it also covers, more
broadly, the strength of beliefs too, that become the grounds of discrimination.

30. Properly understood, I say, his lordship contradicts himself, by making his false
distinction between protected content of beliefs and (he implies) unprotected strength of
beliefs. He made a finding of fact that I was interrogated about my beliefs, in order to
inform decisions about me that touched upon my Article 8 right. He found that it would
have been wrong to treat me less favourably because of what it was discovered I
believed during that interrogation. However, he found, and considers it perfectly
acceptable, that I was merely treated differently because of how strongly I believed what
I believed, not because of what I believed. He noted that I hold strong beliefs, which I
am and shall forever hope to remain unable to negotiate or compromise about. These
are beliefs which I was not willing to debate with SW, in that context, because my
beliefs were not relevant to her task, or at least, ought not to be.

31. His lordship has therefore made the finding of fact that I most needed him to make. The
fact that I was sure would guarantee me victory. He found that there was an inquisition
into my beliefs which was undertaken in order to inform a decision about how to treat
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me. He found that I was treated differently, because my beliefs were too strong.
However, he considers the strength of my beliefs to be something because of which a
public authority is permitted to treat me differently, even though the same public
authority is not entitled to treat me differently because of the content of my beliefs. I
don't see how the CA can possibly declare that that is the law. It must reject this
Dingemans Doctrine. Are we only free to believe what we want? (His lordship's
doctrine of lesser freedom.) Or are we also free to believe what we believe as
stubbornly and as vehemently as we wish? (The greater freedom which I believe the
draughtsmen of the Convention intended to bestow.)

32. If his lordship's narrow doctine is wrong, and mine is right, it follows, as night follows
day, that I was the victim of beliefs discrimination, in Convention terms, and should
have obtained judgment in my favour, for that reason alone.

33. At the risk of labouring the point, let us see where his lordships doctrine takes us, if we
embrace it. His lordship's doctrine, that beliefs discrimination only concerns content of
beliefs, not also strength of belief, is the doctrine of the heresy trial. A “heretic” is often
promised that he can avoid being beheaded or burnt at the stake, by being willing to
negotiate and/or compromise, for example by signing this or that recantation. It is
enough that he signs. He doesn't have to prove sincerity.

34. Many have avoided martyrdom by negotiation and compromise, hoping for God's
forgiveness after they have saved their own skins. Others, made of sterner stuff, preach
exactly the same “heresies” as those who save themselves by signing recantations when
the heat is on. But the latter simply cannot bring themselves to sign the recantations put
under their noses. Their beliefs may be identical in content with those who signed
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recantations to save their necks. But their beliefs are stronger than the beliefs of those
who negotiated and compromised their way out of trouble. So, they die.

35. Every conscientiously homophobic Christian knows the politically correct script he is
expected to parrot, with fake sincerity, when asked by a social worker how he would feel
if his son or daughter chose homosexuality. We all dread that moment of decision, that
testing of our faithfulness. When that test comes, some of us find grace to refuse to play
along with that game. I found grace myself, in my hour of trial, thank God. I
deliberately decided not to negotiate or compromise with SW, because I believed that it
was my duty instead to challenge the entire practice I was being subjected to, for what it
undoubtedly was, a modern day heresy trial. The very characteristic of firmness that
cost me my relationship with my son, which SW perceives as a vice, I perceive as a
virtue, and I thank God I found it in me to do as I did, and would do the same again.

36. At 52, his lordship says, “However it is also right to record that the fact that SW said
that she believed S before hearing from A was unfortunate.” I say that it was more than
unfortunate. It was a breach of Natural Justice which took the council's social work out
of the safe category “in accordance with law” of Article 8.2, because Natural Justice is a
doctrine integral to the law of this country.

37. His lordship adds, “it was important to ensure that the process was fair so as to
command confidence”. It was important, because fairness it is a requirement of English
Common law, not “the icing on the cake” (so-to-speak) that it'd be nice to have too,
merely in order to “command confidence”.

38. I pleaded, and I argued in my written skeleton argument, and in closing submissions,
that it was a legal requirement that the social work process should be fair. If the local
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authority was not willing and able to do the necessary social work fairly, it should not
have done it at all. That, I say, is the law of England. His lordship has made important
findings of the facts on which I relied in my statements of case. But his lordship has
overlooked my argument, set out in writing in my skeleton argument for the trial, that if
the Defendant broke two laws (Natural Justice and the Public Sector Equality Duty),
which his lordship's findings make it abundantly clear it did, then it is no defence to say
that at least the defendant kept a thrid third law (The Children Act). “In accordance with
law”, in Article 8.2 does not mean, “in accordance with some laws, but against other
laws”.

39. This finding in paragraph 54,
“A replied that SW was 'not very clever' that it had been read out of context and that SW
did not understand satire and black humour. A did say it was his way of using the pro
abortion arguments to an older child, saying it was his way of explaining that the
argument was not valid, and that SW was stupid if she had taken it as his view.”
and this finding in paragraph 55,
“ A did not bother to explain in clear terms to SW that he was attempting to parody
arguments of those in favour of abortion, and that he had not intended the comment to be
taken literally”
are mutually contradictory.

39A Depending upon how strict or lenient the court is in allowing me time to file my
bundles, I may include pages in the ASB, called in the ASB's index Proof of
explanation re “hardly a person”, gleaned from the Defendant/Respondent's own
documentary evidence that was in the first-instance trail bundle.
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40. Again, at 55, “I also find that SW continued to take A's comment in his blog about an 8
month old child 'hardly' being a person literally ...”. That may be so. However, the tests
in Article 8.2 (lawfulness and proportionality), are objective tests, not tests to which the
state of mind of the public authority tortfeasor is relevant.

40A. Human Rights Act causes of action are not a “zero sum game”, in which a plaintiff
can only win at the expense of a public employee having a black mark against her. The
Human Rights Act allows public authorities to be found liable for honest mistakes that
don't involve malice. His lordship's finding that my treatment was unfair, though not
malicious, should logically have led to a declaration that my Convention rights were
breached.

41. Again, at 55, “she was concerned about it given the history of A's mental illness.” At
that stage, there was no evidence of a history of mental illness upon which any rational
concerns could be founded. (Nor is there in the present day, as it happens.) Secondly,
there is no rational connection between mooting unusual doctrines about when infants
become legal persons (if that had been what I was doing – and his lordship found that I
wasn't doing this), and mental illness. Again, it is not his lordship's duty to make
excuses for what the SW did, which he admits was unfortunate and unfair, by reference
to SW's state of mind. Article 8.2 is an objective test, of lawfulness and necessity, not a
subjective test of the tortfeasor's beliefs or intentions, her state of mind.

42. At paragraph 57, his lordship seems confused again. The context of his finding at 57
appears to be the meeting of 23rd May 2013. The Homophobic Manifesto was not
published until 17th June 2013. I wrote it because of the meeting, not before the
meeting. See Manifesto date proof in ASB.
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43. At 57, his lordship finds, “A did not seem to have insight into the fact that heading his
own essay 'the homophobic manifesto' might give rise to concern about whether A
would let S develop his own views and beliefs.” I was well aware that my essay was
provocative. I understood the concerns it might raise, but I believe the opposite of what
those who would have such concerns believe. What they call good, I call evil, and vice
versa. They believe that to raise children to be what they call “heterosexual”, is child
abuse. We believe that to raise children to believe that homosexuality is good and
normal, is child abuse. His lordship heard no evidence on which to base this finding. I
see no rational connection between “concern about whether A would let S develop his
owns views and beliefs” and my essay title (parodying the common name of the essay I
was parodying – the Homosexual Manifesto). I had “insight” into the “fact” that we
openly homophobic people are a persecuted group in the UK nowadays, and that those
who persecute homophobic people seem to feel self-righteous about this, as though we
formed an exception to the usual taboo against persecuting specific groups in society. I
do not agree that dissident intellectuals ought to be careful, lest the authorities might
wish to punish them with the loss of their children. Such caution was necessary in
Stalin's USSR, but it should not be necessary in David Cameron's or Theresa May's
Britain.

44. But his lordship is missing the point anyway. He again resorts to chronological fallacy. I
only wrote that piece (The Homophobic Manifesto) 25 days after the meeting. It was an
expression of my sheer disgust with the persecution of decent, law-abiding, and
conscientiously homophobic people, the most worrying example of which I had come
across, was myself. It is one thing to try to drive out of business a baker who refuses
every order to decorate a gay cake. It is in another league altogether, to interrogate a
natural parent about the morals he hopes to pass on to his own son, when what hangs in
the balance, is whether he will be allowed to have a relationship with his son at all. Yet
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the latter is what happened. His lordship's findings of fact are more-or-less what I set out
to prove: precisely that.

45. At 58, “The meeting concluded with A sharing his view about SW's bias, and that she
was looking to get A out of S's life.” The email from which his lordship quoted in
paragraph 47 of his judgment, from SW to M, proves beyond a shadow of doubt, that
SW was indeed looking to get me (A) out of S's life, and that she was biased in the sense
that she had made that decision without meeting or hearing from me, contrary to Natural
Justice.

46. At 59, his lordship says, “A should have been prepared to explain what he was intending
to communicate to SW”. Elsewhere he finds that I was prepared to explain what I was
intending to communicate. SW's notes and documentation galore minute that I actually
did explain. His lordship says, “If A had taken the time to explain that the blogs were
not to be taken literally, there is no doubt that the meeting of 23rd May 2013 would have
been much easier for both A and SW.” But the innuendo here, that I didn't take the time
to explain, is flatly contradicted by the documentary evidence and the witness statement
of SW, in which she repeats my explanation. That I didn't explain is a flawed finding of
fact that his lordship himself contradicts, when he finds that SW continued to have her
concerns, even after my explanation. In the ASB index, I will label the ASB pages that
prove that I did explain, Proof of explanation re “hardly a person”.

47. Again, his lordship writes, “A was at liberty to continue publishing the blog in that form,
but it would have meant that SW's proper concerns formed because she had read the
blogs literally were properly addressed.” SW had concerns that may have been
subjectively proper at first (there were never any such concerns that were objectively
proper), but only up until the moment when it was explained to her that she had
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completely misunderstood the “hardly a person” phrase. After that, SW had only
improper residual subjective concerns. His lordship seems altogether too keen to
exonerate SW. He exonerated SW subjectively. By acknowledging that SW was
mistaken in her literal interpretation of “hardly a person”, his lordship ensured that if
only he had applied the correct, objective Article 8.2 test of necessity, he would have
found any interference based on the misinterpreation to be unnecessary, and should have
made a declaration to that effect.

48. At 60, his lordship says that SW “was very unlikely to change her view without an
explanation from A about his blog.” His lordships judgment is self-contradictary as to
whether or not I did offer SW an explanation about the “hardly a person” phrase.
However, the written evidence, in the bundle, including SW's own note and witness
statement, is unanimous, that I did deliver to SW the explanation about which his
lordship cannot make up his mind as to whether I delivered it or not, and that she
understood it, because she was able to paraphrase it in her own words with no violence
to the meaning. See Proof of explanation re “hardly a person” in ASB.

49. At 61, his lordship says, “I am satisfied that SW's recommendation that A should not
have contact with S was not made because A believed that abortion and same sex
marriage was wrong”. His lordship is entitled to be satisfied of that. However, his
lordship also implies, and says so elsewhere, that the reason why SW's entrenched
intention was not tempered at the meeting, was because of the firmness of my beliefs.
Had I shown myself willing to negotiate and/or compromise, then SW might have
relented. But I wasn't, and shouldn't have to be, willing to negotiate and compromise,
about abortion and homosexuality, the worst crime and the crime against nature, in order
to avoid the dire outcome inflicted upon me because I was unwilling to negotiate or to
compromise.
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50. At 61, his lordship also indicates that SW was still siezed of her belief, which he has
found in his judgment to have been mistaken, that my use of the phrase “hardly a
person” was sinister, a cause for concern. Subjectively, in SW's mind, the phrase was
sinister. Objectively, his lordship has found, that phrase was not sinister. In determining
whether the parentectomy imposed upon me was proportionate to a legitimate aim, his
lordship should have used the objective test, and found that my Convention right was
breached, not the subjective test, finding that the SW didn't realise that my Convention
right was being breached, and therefore it wasn't, as his lordship argues.

51. Paragraph 62 concludes, “The failure to ask the questions in a different way did not
amount to any relevant breach of duty.” There is no reasoning to support this bald
assertion, anywhere in the judgment. However, his lordship was not required to
determine whether the social worker had done her duty or breached it. He was required
to determine whether her performance of her duty fell safely within the criteria of Article
8.2, which refers to lawfulness and proportionality. His lordship is satisfied that I
proved breach of Natural Justice in a quasi-judicial function, which is itself unlawful. I
also proved neglect of the public sector equality duty, which is also unlawful, although
his lordship seems to have forgotten this. I proved different treatment of me because I
held pro-life and homophobic beliefs with such vehemence that I disengaged rather than
negotiate or compromise about those beliefs, with the relevant comparator being
somebody with the same beliefs as me as regards the content of the beliefs, but without
my vehemence, which I am not ashamed to say can be formidable.

52. In reply to paragraph 63, I had finished my email sending SW my family's contact
details (which email was in the bundle) with these words, “Please don't bother to phone
them if, as your extraordinary behaviour today implied, your mind was already made up
before you met me, and no amount of evidence would be capable of changing it.” In her
evidence, SW stated that she had not contacted my family, because I had asked her not
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to. This was obviously a reference to these closing instructions, not to bother phoning
my family if a certain condition applied. In other words, SW admitted that my
conditional clause, “your mind was already made up before you met me, and no amount
of evidence would be capable of changing it”, did indeed apply. See, in ASB, Emails.

53. Last sentence at 74, “It was noted that A believed that he had been stopped from seeing
S because of SW's belief that he was pro abortion and homophobic, but that was not the
case.” His lordship must mean “pro life”, or “against abortion”. That was not the case,
only if one accepts the doctrine that treating somebody differently because of the
strength of their beliefs is morally superior to treating them differently because of the
content of their beliefs. Who can tell whether it was “the case”? The point is that at no
stage, ever, did SW reassure me that “that was not the case”. The only explanation I was
ever given, was concern about S being exposed to my strong beliefs. If I believed that
which was not the case, because I was never told different, who is to blame for that? My
lord, I should not have to endure four years of litigation, to be told only at trial that I'd
got hold of the wrong end of the stick. The Defendant could have told me that in 2013
immediately I began correspondence before action, raising complaints based upon what
I had been led to believe, and so on.

54. Content of the judgment from 74 onwards concerning the private family proceedings
may be interesting, but they are not germane to the pleadings. My Particulars of Claim
state that I do not impugn the family court process in these proceedings. If I had done
so, that part of my claim would rightly have been struck out as an abuse of process, an
attempt to relitigate. It is a symptom of his tendency towards chronological fallacy for
his lordship to think that it could possibly be relevant for him to recite events that
happened about eight months after my claim accrued, about which I had pleaded
nothing.
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55. At 86, “SW was also entitled to consider the strength of A's views”. This makes explicit
his lordships the doctrine, which I say is wrong in law, that SW was entitled to consider
the strength of my views, even though she would not have been permitted to consider
the content. I have already argued at length how utterly unsafe and unworkable a
doctrine that is. The state will always be able to say, of those with beliefs it dislikes, that
what they dislike about the beliefs is their strength not their content. That is making it
too easy for the tyrant.

56. At 88, “I should record that it is apparent that the way in which SW reported her
concerns about A's views to A in the meeting of 23rd May 2013 was not, as SW fairly
accepted with the benefit of hindsight, the best way of approaching the matter. This is
because it led A to become disengaged with the process, in part because of his
misunderstanding about the legal effect of R(Johns) v Derby County Council. This
meant that SW was not able to communicate that it was her concern about whether A
would permit S to develop his own views because of the strength of A's views rather
than an attack on A's views, that was in issue.” “Not the best way” is virtually the same
as saying that the way this was done was not proportionate to the legitimate aim, of
testing my parenting skills by trying to start an argument with me about foetal homicide
and sodomy. The court, with the benefit of hindsight, can and should find a breach of
Convention rights, when social work was conducted with greater cruelty than it needed
to be conducted with, even though, at the time, the tortfeasor did not realise this,
thinking (without the benefit of hindsight) that she was using the minimum amount of
cruelty necessary in order to achieve her legitimate aim. (Cruelty? I mean
“interference”, of course.)

57. At 89, his lordship says, “SW's approach did not involve any infringement of A's
rights.” But clearly it comprised an interference in my Article 8 right, even though it
might have been capable of being lawful and proportionate. That is the nature of this
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kind of social work. I had indeed invited that interference, by referring my son myself.
But I had made the referral in the expectation that the approach used in that social work
would comply with Natural Justice, the public sector equality duty, the requirement of
Article 14 not to discriminate against people because of what they believed, or how
strongly they believed whatever they believed, and so on.

58. When I read his lordship's paragraph 90, it appears that he makes the key findings of
the facts I pleaded. Almost every fact I pleaded, somewhere in the judgment, his
lordship finds to be true. The purpose of a reasoned judgment includes enabling the
loser to know why he has lost. The more I read this judgment, the more cognitive
dissidence I experience. There are only minor facts I pleaded, of only slight importance,
that his lordship could not bring himself to find were true. His lordship having found
that I was truthful generally, and nearly everything I had said happened is exactly what
did happen, my expectation would have been that I should have won this claim. I do not
find in this judgment, any comprehensible explanation as to why I lost. Specifically,
why didn't his lordship make a declaration that my Convention rights had been
infringed?

59. His lordship is mistaken, when he says, at 94, that “there is no pleaded issue about the
public sector equality duty”. Paragraphs 4, 21, 27, 37 and 38 of the Amended
Particulars of Claim plead non-compliance with the public sector equality duty. My
skeleton argument argued expressly that there had been no compliance with the public
sector equality duty. In paragraph 4 of the defence, the Defendant pleads, “The
Claimant is required to state how, why and when the Defendant is said to have breached
its [public sector equality] duty.” The Amended Reply To Defence incorporates the
(original) Reply To Defence, which specifies the alleged breaches of the public sector
equality duty, in its paragraphs 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 37, 39. Because the pleaded and
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argued breaches of the public sector equality duty were omissions rather than acts, the
onus of proof of adherence to the duty necessarily lay upon the Defendant.

60. Moreover, SW was cross-examined as to her compliance with the public sector equality
duty, when I asked her what regard, if any, she had had, at any stage at all, to the need to
foster good relations between the man and the woman who were the parents of S. She
replied to the effect that she had had no regard at all to that need, because she was
following a procedure that derived from The Children Act, a function to which the
public sector equality duty was, she indicated, irrelevant, as far as she understood her
duty. Yet the public sector equality duty (Equality Act 2010 s149), enacted after the
Children Act, says that the public sector equality duty applies to all the functions of a
public authority; not all the functions except child safeguarding social work; all
functions. It was noted in final submissions that the Equality Act does not confer a
cause of action, upon somebody who considers he has been harmed directly by a noncompliance with the public sector equality duty. I clearly remember replying to this
point, saying that a breach of the public sector equality duty can nevertheless prevent an
interference with the Article 8 right from being “in accordance with law”, as required to
benefit from the qualification of the Article 8 right that is set out in Article 8.2.

61. His lordship points to lack of evidence of non-compliance. But the non-compliance was
an alleged omission rather than an alleged act, with the burden of proof therefore resting
upon the Defendant to prove compliance. The SW admitted not complying with the
public sector equality duty, saying that it didn't apply to her job. There was a complete
lack of evidence that the Defendant, at any stage, had any regard at all, to the need for it
to foster good relations between men and women. On the contrary, it is difficult to read
certain of the hundreds of pages of documentary evidence which the Defendant
disclosed, without gaining the impression that the Defendant was determined to prevent
detente, and that that was how he Defendant usually carried on.
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A v Cornwall

APPELLANT'S SUPPLEMENTARY BUNDLE INDEX
including commentary on each item of content to explain its purpose
Document
1. Claimant's skeleton argument for the trial at first instance
in the High Court (included to support the appellant's appeal
ground and skeleton argument argument to the effect that
the learned judge's judgment failed to address the case that
the appellant had actually pleaded and argued throughout)

2. Joint enterprise evidence

Pages
ASB-1 - ASB-5

ASB-6 - ASB-10

Evidence that the police and the Defendant worked together,
and should be held jointly and severally liable for their joint, flawed
and Convention-rights abusive decisions and their implementation
Comprising trial bundle pages B23, B24 and B26 – B28,
being pages 6, 7 and 9-11 of the main witness statement of SW,
for the exibition to this appeal of paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 16, 24 and 25
of that witness statement, to proof of the joint enterprise argued
in the appellant's perfected skeleton argument at the permission stage;
any manuscript annotations being those of the Defendant, added to all
copies of the trial bundle before the trial, including the judge's copy.
The learned judge seeks to mis-suit a litigant in person, as regards one of
his sound grievances against the British state as whole, implying that he
had sued the wrong public authority of two, the police and the Defendant,
when the two had been in cahoots every step of the way. These five
pages of the Defendant's principal witness's own witness statement
abound with refutation of any such simplistic would-be evasion of state
liability. The police and the Defendant were as thick as thieves
throughout.
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Document
3. Coaching allegation proof

Pages
ASB-11 - ASB-17

Proof that the learned judged erred in his finding of fact that the
appellant “lacked insight” that the appellant had not raised
an allegation of coaching when he made his referral on 3 rd April 2013
Consisting of the referral form itself showing the allegation being made
in writing (from the Defendant's disclosures); preceded by notes of the
Defendant's of two telephone conversions that day in which the
appellant made exactly the same coaching allegation orally.
Pages G1 thru G7, being the first 7 pages of social work records
in the trial bundle!
(It is difficult to see how the the learned judge managed to miss
the first seven pages of the social work records. One might have
imagined that these would be amongst the first pieces of
documentary evidence that he would have looked at when preparing
to write his judgment.)
See especially G1 and G2 and G5.

4. Manifesto date proof

ASB-18

Comprising trial bundle page G134, the first filed of 15 pages in total
(when printed out) of the appellant's blog content, which were annexed to
the Welfare Report that the Defendant produced for the county court after
the accrual of the claim, in part based upon this very “inquisition” (as the
appellant/Claimant put it in his Particulars of Claim) into the appellant's
moral beliefs, as expressed on his blog.
The date of the blog post, 17th June 2013, some weeks after the meeting
of 23rd May, is visible near the top of this page G134.
Your lordship is welcome, along with the rest of the world, to read
the appellant's public blog, including the entire essay entitled
The Homophobic Manifesto, and (for example) to read other internet
content to which the blog links, for example the famous 1987 essay
published in Gay news known as The Homosexual Manifesto, which the
appellant's own essay The Homophobic Manifesto parodies.
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Document
5. Proof of explanation re “hardly a person”

Pages
ASB-19

Comprising page G80 from section G of the trial bundle (the social work
records disclosed by the Defendant).
This page shows that the learned judge erred, when he found that that I
had “lacked insight” into the alleged fact that I hadn't explained what I had
meant when I had used the “hardly a person” phrase in the pro-life,
satirical blog post “Catherine Schaible's right to choose”.
For precision, please note that the actual words I had used in my essay
Catherine Schaible's right to choose on my blog had been, as follows:“Recently, another of her [Catherine Schaible's] five children, who was
only eight months old, hardly what you’d call a 'person' yet, also fell ill
and died. Again, she hadn’t called the doctor.“
G80 contains SW's own notes on the meeting of 23rd May 2013. She
recounts accurately my explanation of the phrase (almost) “hardly a person”,
proving that I did explain, at the meeting, that which the learned judge found
(temporarily, at one stage, before continuing to contradict himself), I hadn't
explained, lacking insight into the fact that (he said) that I had omitted
that explanation.
The social worker wrote (in the 4th Paragraph on page G80):
“He explained that it was his way of using the pro-abortion argument
to an older child. He said that this was his way of suggesting that the
argument was not valid.” [QED]
It follows that the learned judge was right when he made his contradictory
finding, that SW had persisted in her mistaken, overly literal
misinterpretation of my “hardly a person” rheotoric, after I had explained
what (elsewhere) he says I lacked the insight to realise I hadn't explained.
The learned judge really ought to have taken the opportunity this claim
afforded him, to send out a strong message, that social workers ought
not to be browsing the internet, in search of politically incorrect essays
blogged by parents with minority beliefs, whom they have already judged
unfit parents without meeting them, in the hope of finding a rhetorical
phrase here or there to misinterpret literally, as a pretext for depriving
a child of one of his two parents, permanently, and to deprive the political
incorrect parent target of his child.
Please ignore the crossed-out hand-written comments on the image
of page G80.
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Document

Pages

6. Emails

ASB-20

A misnomer, this section contains only one email, not emails (plural).
This copy comes from section H of the trial bundle, “Claimant's evidence”,
page H8 of the trial bundle.
The appeal ground and skeleton argument argument which this email
evidence supports, is that SW had a made-up mind, before the meeting
of 23rd May 2013, which no amount of evidence would dislodged. SW was
cross-examined as to why she had not contacted my other four children,
three of whom are now parents of my grandchildren, or my sister, and had
repeated what the social records confirmed, that I had “told her not to”, in
this email.
The learned judge erred in his failure to take his correct finding of fact that
the SW had been biased against me, to its their logical conclusion,
concluding that there had been a breach of Natural Justice, and of the
Public Sector Equality Duty, and hence of the lawfulness test of Article 8.2.
My lord, please read this H8 email in conjunction with paragraph 52 of my
appeal skeleton argument, and ponder the implications, with particular
attention to the final sentence of the email, and to the assertions of fact in
paragraph 52 of my skeleton argument, which I undertake to prove from
documentary evidence alone (if necessary), if only you will grant me
permission to appeal.
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION
EXETER DISTRICT REGISTRY

A88YJ875

Between
Mr John William Allman
Claimant
and
The Cornwall Council
Defendant

__________________________
CLAIMANT'S SKELETON ARGUMENT

__________________________
Evidence
1. The contents of the bundle that I expect to spend most time looking through with the court,
and which will inform my cross-examination of the Defendant's witnesses, are the witness
statements, my referral of my son to social services on 3rd April 2013, the Section 47 report,
the Section 7 Report, Sections H and I of the bundle, and the Listening and Learning leaflet.
2. I have been permitted no direct contact with the witness Mrs Julia Slater, the health visitor,
that could have enabled me to take from her a thorough witness statement, due to sparse cooperation on the part of her employer, who took her sparse witness statement, such as it is.
However, evidence Mrs Slater probably has, which isn't in her witness statement, is likely to
be rather important. I therefore shall need the opportunity to take from her oral testimony in
chief. I have had to summons her, albeit at her employer's insistence rather than hers. In the
unlikely event that I discover that I need permission to examine her as if she was a hostile
witness, because her memory seems poor and needs jogging with a leading question or two,
then we'll cross that bridge when we come to it.
3. I have decided not to call my witnesses Keith Frost and Andrew Bull. If permitted, I should
like to admit their witness statements, untested. If the court does not allow this, I am happy
to do without their written evidence. Their evidence relates only to the surrounding
circumstances in which the video evidence was filmed. The video evidence largely speaks
for itself.
4. I would like, please, to spare Mrs Domnica Zaharia from cross-examination too. In any
case, her testimony only corroborates my own victim-impact testimony, relevant to quantum
of damages. It does not go to evidence as to whether there is any liability at all. If
necessary, her evidence can be omitted altogether.
5. I have not yet been able to track down Mr John Holtan, who is Norwegian, who has recenly
moved to a new UK address unkown to me, and who I know was recently out of the country,
in the USA. His evidence also relates only to victim impact and hence quantum. His
testimony, in this claim, goes to evidence as to magnitude of the damage to my private and
family life that I say is attributable to breaches of my Convention rights on the part of the
Defendant.
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6. During the trial period, I shall make myself able (but only if necessary) to respond to any
nasty surprises in the Defendant's evidence, by retrieving, ad hoc, documents stored
electronically on my computer that have not have been included in the printed bundle.
(Documents that turn out to be needed may have been omitted from the bundle despite my
requests to the Defendant's solicitor for their inclusion. Or, it may not have been possible to
anticipate the need for other documents that are omitted from the bundle.) Any documents
on my computer but not in the bundle, upon which I discover at trial I might need to rely,
will already have been disclosed. All of them either will have originated with the
Defendant in the first place (e.g. social work records that the Defendant's solicitor didn't put
into the bundle), or will have been served upon the Defendant for inspection well before
trial.
7. I shall need to give oral testimony in chief myself, in addition to confirming my witness
statements, which were all drafted before I realised that the trial was definitely going to be
in private. My witness statements were light on information that might be relevant, about
my family circumstances, because I had hoped to avoid raising in public the history between
my family and the Defendant, dating back to the year 2009.
8. The facts I expect to prove are set out in my Amended Particulars of Claim and in my
witness statements. However, there is a mistake in the year (which should be 2013, not
2014) in all three of the May dates in paragraph 30, which the Defendant has kindly agreed I
can correct, in an exchange of emails.
9. In addition, I will prove that everything the Defendant did was grossly assymmetric as
between father and mother. In short, that the Defendant undertook what I will call “onesided social work”.
My argument
10. The questions of fact and law at stake, and my partial answers to them, are as follows.
Fuller answers should emerge at the trial.
11. Was any of the conduct of the Defendant (even if I can only prove a single incident)
even capable of being an interference with my right to respect for my private and
family life per se? Regardless, that is, of whether that conduct might have been exempt
by virtue of the qualification of Article 8.2? And regardless too of whether or not that
conduct was engaged in because of discrimination?
I say yes. I cite here (and for now), specific examples of such conduct:
(a) The pressure that was put upon my son's mother to prevent contact between father and
son
(b) The referral of my son's mother to the Suzie project
(c) The promulgation of factually inaccurate information to police and schools which, even
if this wasn't calculated to interfere with my ability to be involved in my son's schooling,
certainly had that effect
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(d) The deviation from the normal procedure when faced with two applications for school
places, instead simply discarding my application
(e) The passing to the mother of sensitive information about the present proceedings that is
not in the public domain
(f) Withholding information about my son's school allocation.
and so on.
I say that all this conduct (and more that will be explored at trial), was prima facie conduct
on the part of a public authority that would at least be capable per se of amounting to
interferences with my Article 8 right, if (say) the conduct had been inflicted randomly on me
and my family, for no reason at all – neither a good reason, nor a bad reason. It is therefore
proper for the court to investigate, at this trial, why the Defendant chose to inflict such
conduct upon me.
The onus is on the Defendant (not on me) to prove that the Article 8.2 exception criteria
were met, when it gives its reasons for its conduct. The onus is on me to prove, if I wish to,
that the conduct was motivated by a breach of Article 14 in conjunction with Article 8
(and/or other articles), i.e. discrimination.
12. Can one-sided social work that does not have to be one-sided (as it might have to be if,
for example, one parent was incommunicado), satisfy the legality test in Article 8.2?
I say no, citing two reasons for the time being, perhaps more reasons at trial.
Firstly, avoidlably one-sided social work isn't “in accordance with law”, because it breaches
the Public Sector Equality Duty, in that it shows no regard at all to the need to foster good
relations between men and women.
Secondly, avoidlably one-sided social work breaches the First Principle of Natural Justice,
audi alteram partem. It is a procedural impropriety writ large, if ever there was.
13. Did the Defendant decide to pursue a policy of paternal/filial deprivation and, if so,
when, and why?
I say yes. I say that the admitted purpose of the Defendant, in taking this “parentectomy”
decision, was expressly stated to be because of my beliefs, and that this decision, “because
of your beliefs”, had, to all practical intents and purposes, already been taken before the
meeting of 23rd May 2013. If I remember correctly, the social worker confirmed that
decision to me in a telephone conversation that very evening.
I complained promptly, of beliefs-based discrimination. My complaint was not investigated,
as it should have been, in the costs-free environment of the statutory complaints procedure.
My complaint was not even forwarded to the Complaints Manager, but rather to the Legal
Department. That denial of access to the complaints procedure, for me, is another conduct
complained of. It is the only reason that we are in court today, because dealing with my
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complaint using the complaints procedure, as well as being respectful of my private and
family life for a change, would also have been far kinder than leaving me no way forward
except to bring a claim in the courts, risking a costs order that would bankrupt me.
14. Was there also a breach of Article 14, in conjunction with other Articles?
There can be no doubt that the Defendant's attitudes towards the father and the mother, and
their treatments of the two parents, were different. They were disrespectful towards the
father's private and family life, but respectful of the mother's. The Defendant is not in a
position to maintain credibly that the social work wasn't (as I put it) “one-sided.” The
pleadings don't explain why the social work had to be one-sided. The fact is that the social
work didn't have to be one-sided, and shouldn't have been. But was this difference in
treatment of the father and the mother because of discrimination, and, if so, discrimination
on what grounds?
That there was an inquisition into my beliefs is going to be easy for me to prove. The social
worker used the phrase “because of your beliefs” at the meeting of 23rd May 2013. Pages of
my blog, expressing my beliefs, were printed out and annexed to the Section 7 report. The
deputy district judge judge in the family court, having found reliable the evidence of the
social worker who is witness for the Defendant in these proceedings, but who had been in
the almost unassailable position of a court-appointed professional expert witness in the
family proceedings, concurred with the social worker witness in his judgment, that he was
also concerned that (as the then expert witness had led him to believe) I might “indoctrinate”
my son. Res ipsa loquitur.
15. Was there breach of nemo judex in causa sua?
Yes there was. The Defendant should have asked the County Court not to require it to
produce the Section 7 Report in the family proceedings, because of a conflict of interests,
since it was the Defendant of both parents in a joint claim at the time. The solicitor
representing the council in the joint Data Protection Act claim of myself and my son's
mother, should not have contacted, behind the mother's back, the solicitor acting for the
mother in the family proceedings. Knowing that I was honour-bound not to settle my DPA
claim other than as part of a settlement that also settled the claim of the mother, because of a
promise I'd made to the mother, who was my joint claimant in the DPA proceedings, the
solicitor should not have colluded in the sordid subterfuge that the emails in the bundle
proves took place. And so on.
16. Is the doctrine still good law, that “a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump”?
In judicial review case law, which (unlike refuting an Article 8.2 defence, to the extent that
one is pleaded) is a mightily high hurdle to jump, a decision (such as one to make the social
work one-sided, or to procure “parentectomy”), is flawed, if irrelevant considerations are
taken into account, or if relevant ones aren't. An interference in the Article 8 right decided
upon in a decision that would have been judicailly reviewable, is not an interference that is
“in accordance with law” (Article 8.2).
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If discrimination motivated any decision, then that decision, and all that flowed from it, is
contaminated with that initial unlawfulness, at judicial review. It is no good the Defendant
trying to cover its tracks post de facto, by inventing or re-prioritising other concerns simply
months later (having admitted that the smacking allegation wasn't “insurmountable” on 23rd
May 2013). It is no good the Defendant pleading that discrimination the previous May had
been only one of several factors, and speculating that the outcome would have been the
same anyway (which I doubt it would have been), even if the social work job had been done
properly, without beliefs discrimination.
Likewise, if the intentional one-sidedness of the social work deprived the Defendant of
information that it ought to have taken into account before deciding upon parentectomy
(which it most certainly did), then that wilful ignorance on the part of the Defendant, of
relevant considerations, also contaminates the de facto decision to inflict parentectomy taken
before the meeting of 23rd May 2013.
Curate's egg social work – good in parts - is not lawful social work, for Article 8.2 purposes.
It is not good enough to observe the Children Act, and to regard Working Together To
Safeguard Children as one's “bible” (so-to-speak), but then to forget all about the Public
Sector Equality Duty, and the Human Rights Act, for example, or the specific Data
Protection Principle that requires measures to be taken to ensure that personal information
held by a data controller is accurate – an aspiration that is unlikely to be realised if the data
controller relies upon social work that is deliberately one-sided. If the Defendant wishes to
be justified by keeping the law, it must keep the whole of the law. It didn't.
JOHN ALLMAN
Claimant in person
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On behalf of
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2nd Wltn€ss Statehent

with Exhibfts SB1-sB1s
Dated 24 August 2018

needed to prolect her son and ahat she rdas scared' of
the Clalmant. In my
palmer
conversatlons with Ms
she was frequen y arxious and demonstrated
that she was Frightened by the Claimant,s acflors, She was also
extremely

o

cohcerned that no one would believe her and that the Claimant
woutd
convince all of the professionals that he was right and that
she was mentally :
ill. She was concerneC that thts \4ould result ln the chlld belng removed ,.
,
from her cafe, ln an efforl to reassure Ms palmer on one occasloh I had
a J
conversation with her nhere I told her that I had prevtously
experieoced a
controlllhg relationship. This was simply in order to try to
demonstrate to
her that it is possible for people to move on and to show
her that her
experiences were not uncommon. I also dlscussed research
$rith her and
explained that professlonals were aware of the pa$6rns of
domestic

.

abuse

and would not automatically belteve everything that one particular party
said.

1.2.I made several attempts to telephone the Claimant on different
telephone
numbers on ll April 2013 but was unable to get through
to hlm.
13. On 12 April 2013 I carried out a
ioint visit with the police to Amahda palmer
and the child because a disclosUre had been made that required pollce

io

hvestigation. At the vlsit the pollce took a copy of the photo
of the mark on
the child's ftsce that mother had taken.
14, When the poltce lnyesugauon was lnttiated
Amanda paimer was aalvlsed by
the Pollce and by me not to allow contact between the Claimant
and the chitd
untll the police lnvestigafloh had been cbhp,eted, Thts is
standard adv,ce in
ciicumstances where harm has been alleged to a child
ln order to protect the
chitd in question, Accordingty, on 12 Ap!-ll
2013 J telephoned the Claimant
and told him that I had advlsed that there be no contact
between him and

/-.

_

th€ child durjrg the course of the police investigation. It was

my
understanding that the police had also gtven him the same
information
dlrectly, As is always the case in such circumstahces/ I was asked
by the
police not to discuss the allegat,ons with the Clalmant,
the alleqed
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15.Due to the initiatioh of the police investigatioh and the allegation of narm to
the .hild I closed down rhe Child in Need assessment. r refer to the Odd in
Need assessment document ma*ed Exhlbit ,,S84. which was compteted
17 April 2Ot3 when it was revtewed and sjgned off by my line manager

f: I q- , J
L4 , + t
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Anit"
Keighi. she had decided that a strategy Episode was to be compteted to
trigger a Child Protection assessment as a result oF the disclosure of physical
]

harm, As the matter was now to be

treated as a Child protectlon
assessnent, a multi agehcy discusslon was requlred wlth the police. This
slrabgy dlscussion took place On 17 April 2013. At this discussion, the police,
the health vlsitor and my manager were invojved, A declsion was made at
this Strategy Episode that the police would invtte flre Clalmant in to tnterview

I

I

i

as a vo untary attender, that there would be a joint social work and police
eFqLiry/ lhai a child protection assessment would aommence and that
S€cticn 47 crtteria would need to be completed within 5 working days in
ordea to decide whether or not lmmediate acflon was requlred to safeguard

o

and Frorote the ch d.s welfare, I refer to the Strategy Discussion document
mad(aj Lxl'irit SB5,,lynich docLlments thls decjsion.

fC Se : C, S tJ

16,TI-e Se.t cn 47 Child protection assessment started on 18 April 2013,
All
reievant che.ks were to be undertaken as part of tt u-Eitii'G6tion
assessment. These incloded checking the health of the child and making
enquiies of reievant people, Including family, Iialsing 14ith the police,
concjucting any relevant research and considering ihe child,s present livlng
situaticn. I also considered the Factors that I had taken into account ln the

Child ih Need assessment and other factors relating to the child and its
welfare. In accoidance e/ith the standard requlrements I consldercd the
developmentEl needs of the child, including his emotional and behavioural
developrnent, 1is self-care skills, identity and social presentation and famlly
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SBurchelJ

on hehatf of theDefendant
2nd Wttness Statement
with Exhibtts SBX.,SB15
Dared 24 AuBust 2016

his Flat. She voiced concerns that the people that
the Claimant came lnto
contact with may preseEt a rlsk to the chlld,s physlcal
and emoflonal

I

welf;are.

l,:""ji:;

;:T::::.:ffi [il,.; ;:i#lifl

"586" for detalls of these

T;.il"iil'i",.1::""1:fi

"

I.] tol

E
,:J

-

L^

',f,

21.I also looked at the situation between the parents,
I was concerned that the
may disagree on cortact and that thls
dlsagreement could impact

J--,. lur"r,r

o'*&
-a

concerhs.

i

on

\ ff,::l',;'J,:1#:::
::I;"TT';1ffi:T::.:"ff.#':il,il1
development,

22.A9 part of the Chitd protecuon Ass€
schoor severar times. , ,",".

*

I

o"n""iTill"'

j:,""

Tfi ::J":;:11 iffi G t c.* q,

Protection) document marked Exhlbit ,,s86,.. I
asked them about how tf,"
child was and how they presented and their
assessment of his development,
They hformed me that the child appeared
happy arld was pleased to come to
nurseTy but that he coutd be pushy. h
a further discussion with them they
informed me that he has a short altenflon
span and was a..flddly,,child.

23.Further,

I

L1/

considered any mental health issues facing
the pardnts and thr .

social history.

r

refer

to

page 16 of the sociat work Assessmenr
Protection) document marked Exhibit,,S86,,
for detaits.

,ni,',Ip l a tl

24.I was also passed a €opy of the Clalmantt online public
blog.by the police
during the course oF their invesHgation. They
were r?Vonld by its content
and thought that I should see it, I refer
ro extracts of the an,.-"" O,.f
.sE/". The
,ro,Keu
marked Exnrorr
Exhibit "S87,,.
the blog set out varlous entrenched, intolerant

p

A Is
1
-lf.
and I f,,
and
tt.tOl
extreme views held by the craimant whrch gave
t+
't
me some concern about his
lJ
views of parenting. For example, on pages
7 and 8 (of l5) of Exhibit,,SB7,,
_ Z/
Lhe claimant wroLe about d mother who
had been convicted oF invoruntarv I iII+o
manslaughter of a chitd, He descrlbed an
=
B month old chitd as *hardty, "C f+t
t
I
*'-',
'person' yet" and about the mother he wrote:
f

I
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Dated 24AuSust 2016

"It

nabody's bustness but Cathetine Schatbteb what she did wlth
her
OWN BABY. It was her RIGHT as a woman with inaltenable reproductive
Js

rights to CHOOSE whether or not to call a dodor when her baby was
taken ill...what aott of llfe woutd the baby have had anyway wlth a mother
who wished lt dead? Ms Schaible ls rlght the baby is better off dead...',,

r lri &11ct rrom the ctaimant,s bros marked u*n on
il about homophobia
111,t
lll"-,.i1-1"*
's87". This was an afticle
in which the Claimant argued,

!i

p l a3

arnongst other things, that all laws banning homophobia should be revoked.
The Claimanr's blog illustrated to me that the Claimanl had very strono and
atternative thinkins patrerns, ,"",r0,"n ,"'.",,""

.;".ffi;'":.":;Jilll pt

ofa child's life. Further, I refer to pases 2 and 3 (of 15) of the extract from
the Cldimant's blog marked Fxhibit'.SB,/,, In which he wrote a pJrportedly
anonymous post about the chili-cai-Gessment taktng place In
respect of his

<

son. The Cjatmant's blog was

\

published and fully availabie in the public
domain, I shared the concerns voiced by the police to me abou! the contents
.e Claimantt Lhinkins and the
of the C.aimant's blog. The rtgidity

/C

tt

f (13
\

of

..--

disturbing style of the blog gave me wories about the impact that his views
lrould have on a deve,oping child. t"rther, che co.ltact thar I had had wjth the

ctaimant so

l

Far

his approach.

via retephone una u,nuir

I

,";ffiiIIJi;;"r*G;#

!.

....

\\ A

ctuimunGJ"-ioiliity

was concerned thar the force oF the
aiE-hilGii.ould prove damagtng ro rhe developtns mtnd or a young chitd.
I was worried that his views were so entrenched and so dogmatic that a child

.

,,J,u

"at ,l

growing up would not be able to express.thelr own views
and opinions a1d
that that would impact negatively on the chlldt emoflonal development,
The
rigldity that Se Clalmant had demonstrated In all my cohtact with him
caused
me concern that he would not allow for any lndependent thought on
the part
of his chlld, A chlld needs to be able to establish its own sense of
ldentity and
to challenge and learn as it grows up. It also needs to be able to take on
differenL viewpoints so that they lt develop and grow. I was Very
wotried that
any form of negotiation would be lmpossible for the ch d with its father.
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Although children need boundaries they also need some movement due to
negotiation. I feared that the Claimant was not capable of give and take and
that this would impact on aI strands of the chlld.s life. Further, I was unsure
that the Clalmant was capable of putting hls child,S needs first and of allowing

the child to be hls oyvn person. Addt onaly,

I

was concemed thdt the

Oalmant's approach to others which frequendy lnvolved conflict would provlde
a negative role model for the chlld that would Impact on hls own soclal skllls
as he grew older,

25. As part of the ongolng Child protection assessment I also looked at prevlous
records which raised concerns from hospital before and after his sont birth

regardiog the Claimant.s behaviour and presentation. As documented l.
page 17 of the Social Work Assessment (Chlld protecfion)
document marked

(1 I Cl
Li I '

I

Exhibit "586", records disclosed that the Clalmant engaged stafF In
Inappropriate conversations, chall€nged the staff about the system and
that
he failed to stay focused on supporlihg hls son and partner.

26.t{s Palmer had lndlciited to me that the relaflonship between her and the
Oaimant was abuslve. She cited some physical abuse but states that It was
emotional abuse that was more sjgnificant. The Claimaht later intimated

o

counter allegations of abuse in reverse.

l

27.I concluded that there was no risk to the chlld In tts present situation
residlng
with its mother and, based on my assessment of the factors above and
others as set out in detail ln the Social Work Assessment (Child protection)
document marked Exhibit,'586", I constdered that the mothe/s Wish not to
allow contaci should be supported, However, the Chlld protection assessment

was an ongoing and dynamlc process which would requlre relevant
information to be consldered and re_considered as part of a continuing
process.

I

DtaL
+

ar2ll
I

l

28 In a Further telephone conversation on 25 Aprll 2013 wlth Amanda Palmer
she reiterated to me again that she did not wish her son to have any further
11
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'

Telephone contacl: Tel call trom John Allman (father) to the MARU aclvice line
G1
0310412013 al l3t13
l\rrAllman, initially very vagLte and wishlng to be anonymous, wanted to enquire about socialworl(
rnvolvernent- due to concerns about lack ofcontact with his son, He ihinksthat child,s mother is
going to mako allegatlons about him, and lhat ho had supposed to be havinq contactwith his son
this moming, but Noah and his mother had not turned Lip. I advised Mr Atjiran regarding legal
advice, lslng the family coud (without a solicitor) and how ho can do this, regarding contict -He
_ consideres ihat his ex-pattner is coaching his son Noah to say things abou[ him, and that any
allegation would be untrue. lvlr AIIman in turn wished to make referal to social care due to emotional
abuse of his son by chlld's mother. Mr Allman has been emailed with referal form and delails if he
wishes to mak6 a referal-

'

Enlered on 0y0{2013 at 13t 7 by l(are[ IMor@ova,
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G2

-t

Telephone Contact: TEI callto MARL from John Allman (father)
03104Do13 al17:01
MrAllman wanted confirmation that his emailreferal has been received at MARU - this confirmed at
4.45p.m.
Mr Altman then wished to discuss the "allegation" that will be made against him. Also he said he has
contacted the Law Society as he made an applicatin for legal aid lastweek (hoping to get agreement
prior tothe chanqe in criteria on 1st April). Law Society has told him another4weeks before declslon
' is made. Mea;while, he enquired iiwe would become involved. I explained - again : at length that
we do not become involved regading contact issues, thatthis !s matter for the family court, and I
had already advised him how to access this. Mr Allman felt that better to wait until his solicitor has
agreed to att in 4 weeks time, again, meanwhile he asked if we would become involved, as there is

ai

allegation and especially ifthe child's mother and grandparents aro "coachlng " Noah to make up
a lie about him.
::.4

! -

Mp6://mos&dlncllve,/pssdltielriqssEEsldlacuoodo

l3dl63
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INTER-AGENCY TO LOGAL AUTHORITY

CHILDREN SOCIALCAREREFERRALFORM

Pbase r' all appropriale boxes oI write NotAppllcable /Aor Not Known /K
r,igibtv in
iiiiie
"ompi.itb

tu- ?'rlo)Q

eracKrNl<

-

ildlYounq Person's Details

releral by child's father

1 Riverside Mills

ndmother

PL,l5 8GX

I

Exeter Court

PL15 9TO

Child/young person's ethnicity:
A1 White - British

n

Black or Black Brilish Caribboan
D2 Blackor Black British
Alrican
D3 Black or Black British -

84 [rixed - Any olhermlxed[ D1

background
f lcl A:ian orAsian British- [
. Cultural Background -l lndian
c2 Asian orAsian Briiish - E
I el ft4ixeu - \,;hte ana Black lA2 White- hish
wfrit" -nny ott]r, white

-

ni

82

Mlx€d -White and Blaok

I

CsAsian or Asian Briiish

-

83

[/ixed -White and Asian

I]

c4 Asian orAsian British

-L

African

Bangadeshi

background

chin"."
f]
- et
E2 Any olher ethnlo gloup
l

AnY other Asian background

Dr Rachel Parkinson

Pre-school in St Thomas Hill, Launceston

Dsn'l

liit

u!!et-rlc!!l!9. s!99!!9!
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William

n

Allman

FIat

1

25 Broad Street Launcesion

PL15 8AB

01566 772698 ot 07769 214147

Parents/Person6 carinq for child/voung person:

Palmer

\manda Denise

3

37A78 109223

qllman

John William

29.12.66 r4oiher

Exeter Couri eto
.

Flat l, 25 Broad streel
x1566 772898

M

7.5.53

--ather

/

)7765 21A',lg7
*
in houselrold (please indicate by against name ifanother child/young

Other chlldrer
Derson is also beinq referrcd):

,'di;

!t:

rh,9

\,lone

Sittnilicant otherslother familv members ;;

loot$

,articla

F

1:;

iii
f

?

Riverside Mills

,,1,),1

lMat. qrmther

.li.',1

iil]
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I have been present in Noah'6 life from birth, seeing Noah the malority of
apart irom an absence lasting h,vo weeks in February 2011 when moving house'
Ricently, the moiheihas beon impeding Noah's conlact with me, giving a variety of different
t

in"intOt futnur

"* untiirecentty,
aays

Tha mother has made a considerable number offalse atlegations against the fathel in the past that
have NOT been allegations of child abuse, and has also irlpeded Noah's contact with the father
considorably during the yoar20',3 to date.
Yesierdav evenino. and aqain todav via the motheis solicitor, the father leamtthatthe mother has
made a filse alleg-itlon ag;inst the'father that DOES amount to an allegation ofchild abuse, nam€
a""uuft causfng ;tuuf Uo;ily harm, by hiiting Noah on the cheek' whloh would be-an unsale method
oi
ounl"nrn"nt for a child of tirat age, even if Noah was a child who benefited from corporal
"oroorat
punlshmeni, which he isn't. The lather (myself, the referer) denies this allegation, and is not awaro
;f any slgnificani lnjuryto Noah when ho last retulned hlm to his mother.
(who
The father has reason to believe lhatthe mother or the grandmother may have coached Noah
yet
the
importance
u
nderstand
is stillnol talking in full senlences 10 any great extent, and does rot
of tellinq the lruth) to utter lhe false allegation, "Daddy smack."

Through her solicitor, the mother has infonned tho father lhat sho intends to plevent ail conlact
between Noah and his father, until further notico.
The fanrily was known to CYPF in 2olo,Iotlowing refelrals by a mldwife,.the police and a consulta
Dsvchiakist. related to the mother's alleged mental health. Sally Burchell and Mel Costello woe
involved at different times. I consider those referals to have been unnecessary. However, the
tentative diagnosis in May 20'10 oi delusional disorder is consistent with the recent behaviour ofthe
mother, in m;king allegaiions against the father. I am making this referal today, because Noah's .
need islor contait with- both paients and (lbelievo) shared residenoe. The new allegation, unless i'
ls invesligated and found to be without substance, might prevent Noah being cared for.by hls iather
alone foia temporary period in the eventthalthe mother needs to be admitted to hospiial'
Noah has throo half-sisters by the same tather, and a half'broihel, all ol \irhom are adults, born in
1976, 1980, 1982and 1986. Hisfather has three sisters and [t/o brothers. Noah ha$ five ni6c€s
and two nephews who are children, lwo ot them younger than him. A false allegation thai the faiher
had physic;lly abused Noah, if not discredited, woutd bo likelyto impedo contact between Noah anc
eso other members of his extendod family.
I have in the pastdefended Amanda against interference by socialworkers, because otmy
confidenoe in my ability to safeguard Noah, despito the concerns of othors about Amanda's mental
ealth, whilstA;anda and I lemained close, and I saw Noah almost 6very day

u
5
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father has assallied Noah'
[i" ,#"*iu tftuicvpFinvestigate the mo-her's aiiegatron thatlhe
Noatr,mry.n"i h'I: tl"-:9I3:JYth
:i;i ;:f#3li"';',i.il'trr"iii,i',irlg,il*
'""* -"*"- i" ij"iiuo oitr"nruise,
lrom the sub-opiimum siiuation in which
tiis tather lhan he undoubtedly needs, not kt';ias respite
of his disabled
tnu tid'., in *rti"rl r'e is mostlv residins in tho home
m.ieinat granamoiher, forwhom his mother is ptimary carer'

ffi,ffi$#;ii;;;;"G;i6t

compteiely ai a-moment's notice' the
Noah needs to have his fathef able to tal(e over his care
for.her motherand
'ln
a breakdown, undeithe iettimposea strbss of caring
father'
with
his
was
Noah
;hilst rerusins ih; ;;pite she ;njovecl when
nii li,'" ii i'n"" illi,"
prope y
p"r"nt", irt un tn"y were etfeciively worlring togetheras a
of his
home-addresses
art"lt ai"r, irutei a"i'oJ" ihe separate but nearbl,
as
role
molher's
the
when
inU iilLratlon ttrat obta'ned bofore the new vear'
or
the
not]:s-t..::mo
u ri,iuuirv zarz i"u, nnd she besan io believe'
whom she
rhat Noah's fither was amonist the numerous oLhers
]"
time,
Jri
iil". rr",lt
believes are conspiring against her and abusing her'

;;*iil; h;;th;i;"s
ii;;,
ffi;he;ti;;;-";iiitott
#:ilil;;iJ;;r""iiv,
ilil;;;i h;f;;;;.
H:ll?oi'#;;ilil";;;"
li"iii "i

released to the mother' ln
There is a "specific risk' that, ifthis referral of Noah by the Jather is

,.lff,ii"iJflffi ;i;";; A;lJ ilil;";61,2 1111i11113t;"J:T,1":,?:?'1fl
]ii""illi"
rerationship betweenthatparentsthat
;fiiff:i'a; i'#'H;i;";;";"ri;;;;i;";;;irvsood
recently'
_*
e1

has qiven Noah a good

,r3!t_tt r+d'i:r:.'ii,tr',r-irr -

..-*

staltj! life, until

ri

ilfr*"r,rir""v-Fa"ins-rith thit'mighi o" io Inro''

thu

m"t!:ll!:lalYTll':':t-"11"':ifl:1'llf;

witho
;"ffil:Hl;,n;::'i##ii'n J,i";i"fiti Jily-srcai"rusu or ruoarr on rhe-part oJ hisfarher,
il'"",lirljii;-s'i#i ii" ;th"i *u. rr',u ,""t",,",r u'no'ill 11"-::l1s'^"lir#-,:1""T:i:"y,:A'*:?:,T:,
:iiJiiffi'" ffi:tl,i ili"g ;J,J;J ii ;i"ii"r"lse allesations, and loslns contaot with his raiher"^
,""ili;*Hil #;;;i&"r.i"JiJ rl"" ^ "i"gr":?":i9i'I,":f1'::l^"::11*Yllll,T?t:ll;l;:
:"#;,:,::I#;;i;;;;;;;;i" i"il;i" i ;#, rhat wourd piovide thethtopportunitv ror oYPF to
ruthefs homo environnleni'
il;iil;U;;H'as i;ii,. 'rit.r,r:tv "i tl"
:ll.P ^..two
"ll"lgtl
^,^
bv coachins' of
i"ttimonv, allesedlv procured
,lr"g"d
i,iir,,i
L:fi["Jt::#fi"";r.lij'l]iiilv
"in daddy s 1Jat"
vear old N;ah, that his father had hit Irim in the face,
I

to
visit Amanda at her mothefs' wlthout an.appointmenl' asking
inspected'
car
be
face
on
his
o,ri". rhnr r u;ulbs"o to r'"" inttitt"d

would also like a socialworl(er

#il#;;;

10

i;ri il;rir"g;J
;;;;iis"iiorih connection wirh ih." 1."9'li:l [1 lT:::l::-T::l,lT"":""T,1'"'
t"""ontotnot sivins Amanda advance warnin"s.rhat vou ate .
;'"il,;;il';;;il'";ilL.j itururn"'",r.1i,
tgl:"tl
i'i'91'1i'.r9a.y1t'
iilii;iJiil""i"'iiri" t,ur* r,;.
""1':ll1rylllg1:1?
justiries
and that'
means"'
think that "the end
'e
:il ;:;",,1I;:;;;p;;;;;;;;".il;' J; i" ";t totime
appointment'
lho
keeps
the social worker
iiii,i. ii i"iiri.;, tr-r"t rieeds to be ono byihe

;;;;;;il;

with me' that I did not notic€ He isn't all
It is possible that Noah did suffer a brLtise whlle he was
the time of
i""i. Bui I did not notice a br:uise, and Amanda didn't eilher' al scrarches
ii,t
i,,i
on her
has
noticed
past'
Amanda
In the
n"

["r*, il
;]::.:;;:;;"ii;;;CJpu.""a
rn"ir,.i"

i"it

rrr

".r."ni

could not see, with good (correcled) vision'

"",tainiv

Initiallv. I would like somebody pleqlqto te

e me, to discuss whal, if
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3+'in::l:.:,lE-lgIi.:!.

i.

iI

cannot write yet O

To contact the MARU in hours phone 0300 1231

1

'16 and

out of hours 01208 251300

Tho inter-agency rcterralform should be sent/ faxed to:

l/ulli Agency Refenal Unit
Fislral House
Threemilestone Buslness Park
TRURO
TR4 9NH
Securo Fax Number 01a72 323653
Secure Email Multi AqencvReferralUnit@cornwal! S.S!!.S9!JK
Standard Email lqqulakql@OgltqallggLlK
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epollce have ended the
Meetng v,ith Mr Allman in DLlhheved hou6e> ftlrAllman stated thdt now th
lu-"lir"' l'i'ijrJiriv i,er"r httNoah he wanted to Imowwhen he coutd.see htm. lshted that thelollce
[rai6t"a- r|,"iit'"r.,as insufftclent ovidenbo fo prooeed butthatthls dld not rri€an lhat they dld not
b;"ii"*r"r,"a. im"n"t t"d hat ldo rrothave to proveanv lscu€ to.bevond
I stahd lhat Noah had dlsclosed 10 me mar nls
,"."onaLu aoubt but oh fl'le balance of probability,
'.itirirsbnces
ln which he totd ma I beliEvod whai he
tr'Ji Jr-"-ilr,"
:;?i"t;
frattre naa been ooqchod tosavlhls as MrAllmah has s+aled Mr
Jrt,i'iiliiir; "na
"oiletieve
tha the had not smac'ied Noah and talkei aoutevldence that he had not
occurred l relter8ted what Noah
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Phone rrumbers for sorne of my

Date: Thu,23 May

family

2013 22152122+0100

From: JolmAllman <John_W_Allman@hotmail.com>
To: SallyBurchell<sburchcll@cornwall.gov.uk>

CC:

Kate Fitzpatuick <kate,elisabeth.litzpatrick@gmail.com>, ivorcoster
<ivor.coster@btinternet.com>, Emily Robil1solr <eallman05@yahoo.co.uk>, Lucy Matheson
<LucyMatheson@,Hotmail,co.uk>, thomas allman <thom&s_allman@hotmail.co.uk>
Dea. Ms Burchell

At ou meetiig today, at the very beginnihg ofthe meeting, you handed down you own personal
finding offact, provefl to your satisfaction, on the balance ofprobabilities. you stated tiat you
believed that I had physically assaulted Noah on 2ndApril20I3. That was notwithstanding the
opirrion ofthe police that there was insufficient evidence to that effect, and my own denial ofrhe
false accusation.

I told ylu that if Noah is making hand gestures of slapping his own face, and saying
'daddy
smack", apparently spontaneously, it is aimost certainly because he has leamt to sat this. His
testimony is as credible as ifhe had told you thathe'd seen a cat with a fiddle, and a corvjumping
ovea the moon.

I told you that the head ofthe children's work at my church had warned me two days teforelEnd
thatAmanda has called at her home, and that she had concluded fiom tlut conversation. and was
warningme, that Amanda itrtended to make false allegations against me.
Plcase contact the following members ofmy family. They can tell you what kind offather t am.
They can tell you what they have witnessed ofAmanda,s behaviourthat undermines tle credibility
ofher various lalse accusarions against me.

My daughter Lucy - 07758 925180
My daughter Emily - 01943 876223 or 07Ba 057534
My son'Ihomas - 01252 500758 or 07931 261296 or 0'7875 OBgtZl
My daughter Kate - 0207 729 6597 or 0788t 347446
My sisler the Rev Catherine Coster - 01454 3t

4aSB

ot 0j702 349691

Please don't bother to phone them if, as your extraordinar y behaviour today implied, your mind
was
already made up before you met nre, and no amount ofevidence would be capable oichanging it.

Yours sincerely,

JohnAllman
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Mr Justice Dingemans:

Introduction
1.

This is the hearing of a claim brought by A against Cornwall Council (“the council”)
pursuant to the provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998 (“the 1998 Act”). The case
follows Family Court proceedings involving A, his son S, and his former partner M,
S’s mother, in which the Family Court ordered that there should not be direct contact
between A and S. The essence of A’s claim is that the council prevented A’s direct
contact with S and did not support A’s application to have S live with him, because A
had expressed views about abortion and same sex marriage in blogs on the internet,
and that A’s rights protected by the European Convention on Human Rights
(“ECHR”) to which domestic effect has been given by the Human Rights Act 1998
(“the 1998 Act”), have been infringed. The council denies the claim and says: it made
proper safeguarding inquiries in relation to S; rightly considered blogs produced by A
in which he had referred to a child of 8 months “hardly” being a real person; did not
discriminate against A because of his views; made proper recommendations to the
Family Court; and that it was the Family Court which made the relevant decisions.

2.

I should, as a matter of fairness to A and the council, record that it was common
ground in closing submissions that it would not be lawful for the council to prevent
contact between A and S because of A’s views and beliefs in relation to abortion and
same sex marriage. Mr Pullen, on behalf of the council, asked that this point be
emphasised to avoid any misunderstanding about the state of the law. As Hedley J.
pointed out in Re L [2007] 1 FLR 2050 society must tolerate very diverse standards of
parenting, which will range from the excellent to the barely adequate and include the
inconsistent. Society must also tolerate very diverse views among parents – it would
not be a modern democratic society without such tolerance - and this requirement is
part confirmed by article 2 of the First Protocol to the ECHR (Part II of Schedule I to
the 1998 Act) which provides that “… the state shall respect the right of parents to
ensure … education and teaching in conformity with their own religious and
philosophical convictions”.

3.

The Family Courts will give effect to the ECHR in Family Court proceedings
pursuant to the provisions of the 1998 Act, see generally Re L (A Child) v A Local
Authority and MS [2003] EWHC 665 (Fam). Claims for threatened infringement of
the ECHR should be raised and addressed, if possible, in those proceedings. This
should avoid the need for the duplicity of proceedings. However it is apparent that on
occasions there may need to be separate proceedings for remedies available either
under the common law or under the 1998 Act where past actions of public authorities
have caused loss to family members. Issues of procedure in relation to claims under
the 1998 Act were addressed in GD and others v Wakefield Metropolitan District
Council [2016] EWHC 3312 (Fam) and SW & TW (Human Rights Claim: Procedure)
(No 1) [2017] EHWC 450 (Fam).
The issues

4.

The Council made applications to strike out the claim which were not successful, and
as a result of earlier case management orders it is now common ground that the
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following issues arise: (1) whether the Council acted in a way that was incompatible
with any of A’s rights protected by articles 8, 9, 10, 12 and 14 of the ECHR in breach
of section 6(1) of the 1998 Act; (2) if so, what, if any, relief or remedy should be
provided to the Claimant. I should record that in his submissions at trial A:
maintained claims under article 6 of the ECHR; made claims about his treatment by
various schools; and claimed that there had been an infringement of the public sector
equality duty under the Equality Act 2010.
5.

There is no doubt that A feels immensely resentful about the order made by the
Family Court, but it is common ground that it is not my function to revisit the
conclusions made in the Family Court. (I have used the term Family Court even
though the Family Court only came into being in 2014 for ease of reference). I am
grateful to both A and Mr Pullen for their efforts in attempting to avoid revisiting
those issues. Mr Pullen did ask A why he had not issued further proceedings in the
Family Court to re-establish contact given that A said that he had addressed issues
relied on against him in the Family Court proceedings, for example the issue of
visitors to his accommodation. A said that he considered that until he had addressed
the issue of his beliefs with the Council in these proceedings nothing would change in
the Family Court, but whether this is so is a matter for the Family Courts and not for
me.
Reporting restrictions and the hearing in public where possible

6.

The Family Court proceedings were held in private, pursuant to the provisions of Rule
27.10 of the Family Proceedings Rules (“FPR”). It is apparent from the short
background that I have set out above that there is a need to protect the identity of S.

7.

By an order dated 24th February 2015 it was ordered that the Claimant’s name be
anonymised to “A” and the claim be known as “A v Cornwall Council”. It was also
ordered that there should be no disclosure of information or documents arising in this
case that might lead to the identification of S.

8.

In an order dated 23th October 2016 it was ordered that this trial be heard in private,
but it was also provided that the trial Judge would keep this issue under review during
the trial so that discrete issues might be heard in public. Orders were made preventing
unfettered public access to documents referred to at the trial.

9.

As the trial Judge I informed the parties that I would try and hear as much of the claim
in public as possible, but would require their assistance. It is essential for the
maintenance of public confidence in Court proceedings that proceedings in Court are
heard in public where possible, because this allows members of the public to see and
assess for themselves what is occurring in the Courts. If proceedings are held in
private the narrative about what is happening in the Courts is likely to be provided by
the litigants, at least one of whom is likely to be disappointed by a judgment.

10.

At the start of the trial there was a short part of the hearing which took place in private
to discuss ways in which the proceedings could be conducted in public, and (apart
from a very short part of cross examination of A which A indicated needed to be
heard in private to avoid answers being given which might lead to identification of
relevant persons) the trial was heard in public. In the event there was not much
attendance by the public at the trial. On occasions A, Mr Pullen, witnesses and I all
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inadvertently used A’s name, and there was one reference to S’s name. In these
circumstances I will make an order that no one should have access to the transcripts of
the hearing without making a formal application on notice to the Claimant and
Defendant.
Relevant statutory provisions in the Children Act and Human Right Act
11.

Section 7 of the Children Act 1989 (“the Children Act”) provides that a Court
considering any question with respect to a child may ask a local authority to arrange
for an officer of the authority to report to the court on such matters relating to the
welfare of the of that child as a required to be dealt with in the report.

12.

Section 17 of the Children Act provides that there is a general duty on every local
authority to safeguard and promote the welfare of children within their area who are
in need.

13.

Section 47 of the Children Act provides that where a local authority has reasonable
cause to suspect that a child who lives in their area is suffering, or is likely to suffer,
significant harm, the authority shall make or cause to be made such inquiries as they
consider necessary to enable them to decide whether they should take action to
safeguard or promote the child’s welfare.

14.

The 1998 Act gives domestic effect to the provisions of the ECHR. So far as is
relevant in relation to the ECHR: article 6 provides a right to a fair and public hearing;
article 8 provides a qualified right to respect for private and family life; article 9
provides an absolute right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion and a
qualified right to manifest beliefs; article 10 provides a qualified right to freedom of
expression; article 12 provides a right to marry and found a family; and article 14
provides for enjoyment of rights without discrimination.
Evidence

15.

On behalf of the Claimant I heard evidence from: A, the father of S; HV, who had
acted as a health visitor to M, S and A; and R, a Reverend whose Church had been
attended by A and who gave some evidence about A’s beliefs and the blogs. On
behalf of the Defendant I heard evidence from: SM, a senior manager in the Council’s
social services department; and SW, a social worker in the Council’s social services
department who carried out relevant investigations.

16.

Much of the evidence was documentary and common ground but there were some
disputes of facts. The matters set out below represent my findings of fact unless
otherwise stated.
Relevant events

17.

A is the father of S. S was born following A’s relationship with M, S’s mother. Both
A and M had had mental health issues in the past. There is some evidence that A had
met M after offering support for her mental illness, and that the relationship had
developed after such a meeting, but it is not necessary for me to make findings about
the circumstances in which the relationship started.
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18.

S was born. HV provided support to M, A and S and there had been no continuing
concerns about the abilities of A and M to cope. As a result the council’s social
services department had not been involved with A, M or S for a period. Although A
and M maintained separate households, they were both involved in bringing up S for
the first two years of his life. There is a dispute about the extent to which A and M
had lived together in the first two years of S’s life but it is not necessary for me to
resolve that dispute given the issues in this action.

19.

The relationship between M and A then broke down. After the breakdown of the
relationship between M and A, there was an agreement made by M and A which
provided for A to have continuing contact with S. However it is apparent that the
relationship between M and A became more difficult. A said that he had heard that a
false report was going to be made by M to the social services department to the effect
that he had smacked A. It was in these circumstances that on 3rd April 2013 A made
a reference to the Council’s social services department to the effect that it was going
to be alleged by M that he had smacked S. The matter was reviewed by the social
services department and it was noted that there had been an “acrimonious separation
and both parents are making counter allegations”. By letter dated 5th April 2013 A
was informed that there would not be a referral in relation to the matter, and part of
the reasoning appears to have been that no allegation had been made against A. It
was apparent from A’s evidence that he was unhappy that the council did not
investigate the issue of whether M had coached S into making an allegation against
him. However at the time that the council did not investigate A’s reference there was
no evidence of a complaint made against A. Further A did not allege to the council
that S was being coached by M to make an allegation against him. It is apparent that
this was in part because A did not want M to lose contact with S, A having formed his
own view that M would be at risk of M losing contact with S if he made such a report.
I am unable to say whether there was any foundation for that view and I have not
heard from M so it would not be appropriate for me to comment on A’s view.

20.

However on 8th April 2013 M reported an allegation that A had smacked S leaving a
red mark. The social services department decided to consider whether M’s
allegations had any substance and the emotional impact on S of the battle between A
and M. On 9th April 2013 it was decided to carry out a Children In Need (“CIN”)
assessment. This was to focus on M’s allegations, parental mental health, contact and
care and well-being for S. In the light of the history the decision to focus, among
other matters, on parental mental health was a proper one. It part explains why, as
appears below, SW wanted to find out about A’s views.

21.

On 10th April 2013 there was a phone call by A to the multi-agency referral unit
(“MARU”) requesting that SW, who was dealing with the matter on behalf of the
social services department, contact him. A was worried his contact with S had
stopped but that M’s contact with S was continuing. On 11th April 2013 SW called A
but there was no answer.

22.

On 11th April 2013 there was also a joint visit by SW and the police to M. SW gave
clear evidence that during that visit S had reported that A had smacked him, and that
SW, who has had 20 years of experience of dealing with children making complaints
over a considerable number of years, believed the complaint by S. I accept that S
made a statement about being smacked by A, and that SW believed what S had said,
but again it is common ground that it is not my function to determine the truth of the
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underlying allegation made by S against A because that was determined in the Family
Court proceedings. It was also apparent from SW’s evidence about that visit, which I
accept, that she considered that M was a very anxious lady who reported concerns
about her dealings with A. M reported that there was no point of debate with A
because he would go on and on until she changed her mind. M reported that A raised
concerns about whether she would continue being involved with S’s care. SW said
that she formed the view that A’s relationship with M had involved at the least
emotional abuse. I accept that this was SW’s view of the relationship (and it is not
necessary for me to determine whether this was an accurate view of the relationship)
and it explains why SW was keen to arrange support services for M. This was not
evidence of bias against A but demonstrated a proper concern by SW for M.
23.

The police advised that A should have no contact with S during their investigation. M
handed the police a photograph purporting to show a mark on S’s cheek. A contended
that the photograph which was handed over on 11th April 2013 was deliberately grainy
so that it looked like a bruise on S’s cheek, whereas he said that the actual photograph
showed spots on S’s cheek. Again it is common ground that it is not for me to revisit
findings of fact made by the Family Court about whether A had smacked S, and I do
not do so.

24.

A complained that it was the social services department and SW who were behind the
decision to stop A’s contact with S. On the evidence before me, which includes the
contemporaneous documents, I am satisfied and find that it was the police who told M
that there should not be contact between S and A during their investigation. SW said
that this was normal police practice. I have not heard from the police about the
reasons for this practice. In certain circumstances such a practice might be sensible,
but everything should depend on the particular circumstances. A made the perfectly
proper point that we do not live in a police state, but it is apparent from the evidence
below that M was keen to avoid A having further contact with S, and it was M who
was taking the practical steps of preventing contact between S and A.

25.

On 12th April 2013 there was a further call between A and SW. A asked if SW knew
about the earlier investigations carried out by the council’s social services department
and the fact that A and M were suing the council. SW confirmed that she knew this,
but said it was a different matter. It is apparent that this was a reference to minutes
which had been supplied in response to earlier disclosure requests made by A and M
and litigation against the council arising out of that request. The evidence did
disclose that A was very litigious, and had brought actions against various bodies. A
made the point that bringing an action to the Courts is better than joining unlawful
protests. That is obviously right, but that does not mean that every dispute can only
be resolved by litigation.

26.

A CIN assessment, pursuant to section 17 of the 1989 was carried out. It was
completed on 15th April 2013. That assessment noted that M and A had worked
together to meet S’s needs, but the couple had ended their relationship. I should
record, because it is apparent that A blames the council for most of his current
problems, that the disputes and difficulties between A and M commenced without any
involvement of the council and SW.
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27.

In evidence A suggested that the council should have promoted a reconciliation
between A and M. The evidence before me did not suggest that any attempted
reconciliation would have worked.

28.

In the assessment it was noted that M said that she had worked to enable A to have a
relationship with S. It was also noted that recent changes would affect S and that he
was likely to be significantly affected if his parents were not able to agree. It was
concluded that a child protection assessment under section 47 of the Children Act
1989 should be carried out.

29.

On 17th April 2013 there were communications between A and M about a solicitor
who had been dealing with their litigation against the council. A team leader for the
social services department signed off the CIN assessment, and on 17 th April 2013
there was a strategy discussion.

30.

On 18th April 2013 there was an email from M to A. This email was about what S had
said about A, and M said that she had to report matters so that she would not be
accused of neglect. On 24th April 2013 A commenced Family Court proceedings
seeking an order that S reside with him, and in the alternative that there be contact
between S and A.

31.

On 25th April 2013 M called SW saying, among other matters, that she did not want S
to have contact with A. She was advised to get legal advice. On the same day A
called SW. He was angry at the delay which he believed was harming S, because he
had not seen S for 3 weeks. A informed SW of the Family Court proceedings. SW
said to A that the section 47 inquiry would not be completed until the police inquiry
was complete.

32.

On 3rd May 2013 there was a long discussion between A and SW, and it was noted
that A’s police interview was scheduled for 7th May 2013. A complained that there
was no need for SW to wait for the police interview before speaking to him on a
substantive basis. A reported that he believed that M was using any tactic to prevent
him from being involved with the care of S, that S was happiest with both parents, and
that A was concerned about S being restricted to contact with M. As I have set out
above, I accept and find that M did not want contact between A and S. It is not for me
to determine whether that was a reasonable approach for M to have taken.

33.

In the course of the discussion A said that he had had good memories of the past
dealings with the social services department in 2009 and 2010. It was apparent from
the notes of the meetings that SW considered that A was likely to attempt to make
arrangements for contact with S through S’s school.

34.

On 7th May 2013 there was an attempt to have A’s interview with the police but it did
not go ahead because of police concerns about the need to arrange for an appropriate
adult for A.

35.

On 9th May 2013 SW phoned A in response to messages left by A. It was not a happy
phone call. A accused SW of breaching his article 8 ECHR rights, and complained
about the fact that he was being investigated but M was not being investigated for
coaching S. A thought SW was biased, but SW felt that she was not being listened to
by A. SW advised A how to make complaints to her manager, and in the end
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terminated the call. It was apparent from all the evidence that A had many qualities,
but he enjoys arguing (he said in evidence that he had been schooled in the art of
argument by his father) and it is apparent that once A has convinced himself of the
correctness of his position, he considers that all it will take is time in argument before
he is able to persuade anyone else to accept his view because it is right. It was
apparent that A genuinely thought that SW was biased against him because the
allegation of a smack by A on S was being investigated, but the issue of M coaching S
was not being investigated. In my judgment A lacked the insight into the fact that he
had not, in his first referral to the social services department, expressly referred to the
fact that M was coaching S to make an allegation against him. Further SW gave
evidence, which I accept, that she was no stranger to attempts by parents to use
children to make false allegations, and that she heard and accepted what S had said.
That is not evidence of bias on SW’s part. It was in these circumstances that the call
was terminated. SW said, and I accept and find, that she did not terminate many calls.
This conversation does seem to have reinforced SW’s negative assessment of A as a
person.
36.

On 11th May 2013 M communicated with the council about the outstanding litigation
about disclosure, saying that A was playing games and she wanted to settle the
litigation.

37.

On about 13th May 2013 the police, who were continuing their investigation into the
allegation against A, discovered the blogs which had been prepared by A. They were
handed by the police to the social services department because the police considered
that the social services department might consider them relevant to their investigation
and assessment. A said that he was appalled that the police should consider it
appropriate to have sent the blogs to the social services department, but it is apparent
that the police were keeping the social services department informed about matters
relevant for the consideration of the social services department arising from the police
investigation. This is because, taken literally, the contents of the blogs and the
comment about whether an 8 month old was a real person raised issues to be
considered by the social services department. It is necessary to set out some of the
details of the blogs and my findings on them.
The blogs

38.

A said that he had set up his blogs, and sent out invitations to follow his blogs. He
said he could see from automatic responses to the invitations that his blogs had been
followed by members of the House of Lords.

39.

One of the blogs was headed “Catherine Schaible’s right to choose”. The executive
summary noted that Catherine Schaible had been convicted of involuntary
manslaughter, it appears in proceedings in the United States. The blog continued
“recently, another of her five children, who was only eight months old, hardly what
you’d call a “person” yet, also fell ill and died” (underlining added). It continued “if
you don’t want to kill your baby by neglect, then don’t kill your baby by neglect.
Simple”. Later in the article “the Supreme Court of the United States has ruled that
the government has NO RIGHT to interfere in a woman’s private relationship with
her physician”.
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40.

It was apparent, from the evidence before me and I find, that A has strong views that a
foetus is a person and that abortion involves the wrongful killing of an unborn child,
and that he does not consider that a pregnant woman has a right to choose what is to
happen to her pregnancy in such situations. As A noted, one of the areas of
disagreement between those who consider abortion is wrong and those who consider
that a pregnant woman should have the right to terminate the pregnancy, is whether a
foetus is a person. It is necessary to record this, because it is apparent that A’s blog
which caused the police and then SW the most concern was A’s comment that an 8
month old child was hardly a person.

41.

Another of the blogs was headed “The homophobic manifesto”, below which was
inserted a copy of the front of “The homosexual manifesto”. A said that the
“Homosexual manifesto” was a famous essay written by Michael Swift, with which A
strongly disagreed. A’s “homophobic manifesto” was said on his blog to be “a
counterblast to Michael Swift’s famous essay”. The blog continued “This essay is an
outré oasis of sanity, a triumphant, benign fantasy, an eruption of inner love, joy and
peace, on how the oppressed desperately dream of a world where nobody is
persecuted for “thought crimes”, not even homophobic people”, and it is apparent
from A’s evidence that he had used some of the wording in Michael Swift’s
“homosexual manifesto” but altered the views which were being promoted.
The evidence about A’s beliefs

42.

R gave evidence that at his church, attended by A, it is believed, among other matters:
that abortion is wrong because it involves the wrongful killing of an unborn child; and
that same sex sexual activity is wrong.

43.

A gave evidence about his beliefs. It was apparent that he shared the belief that
abortion was wrong because he said abortion involves the wrongful killing of an
unborn child. I accept and find (and by the end of the case it was effectively common
ground) that A was using the phrase about an 8 month old child “hardly” being a
person in his blog in an attempt to parody the argument that a foetus is not a person.
However it was also apparent from the evidence, and I find, that SW took the
comment literally, and having taken it literally was understandably concerned about
it.

44.

The evidence about A’s beliefs about same sex sexual activity was less clear. This
was because although A said that he followed the teaching at his church by R on same
sex sexual activity, he also said his views were homophobic. As Mr Pullen pointed
out homophobia is defined as dislike or prejudice against homosexual people
(paragraph 46 of the Defendant’s Skeleton Argument) whereas the religious belief
about which R gave evidence relates to the same sex sexual activity and not the
person. In relation to the issue of homophobia A said that because he believes that
same sex sexual relations are wrong he has been labelled homophobic, and he referred
to newspaper articles. A then said that if that was the label that was used about him
and his views, he would use it, and it was apparent that A referred to his views as
homophobic to others. It was apparent from the evidence before me and I find that A
considers same sex sexual activity to be wrong, and that he considers that same sex
marriage should not have been legalised and that the campaigns for same sex rights
should not have succeeded. A gave some evidence, which was not clear and about
which it is not necessary to make findings, about his own sexual experiences as he
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was growing up. It is difficult to determine whether A was homophobic (as defined
by the Defendant), or simply repeating the label he said he had been given to him. It
is not necessary to make a specific finding about this because, as appears below, in
the specific circumstances of this case nothing turns on this finding.
Events in later May 2013
45.

On 17th May 2013 there was a police interview with A. A gave evidence of an alibi at
the time when it is alleged that he had smacked S, supported by a bus ticket. At the
end of the interview A was told that no further action would be taken against him.
The police also called SW and said that they did not have sufficient evidence to
proceed. It was apparent that after the interview with A the police had concerns about
A because they agreed that it was likely that S had been hit by A and advised that SW
should not meet A alone because A might twist what was said. The police said that
they were happy that SW could now meet A.

46.

On 17th May 2013 there was a meeting with the team leader. It was reported that the
police and social care believed what S had said. It was also noted “there is significant
concern around the emotional impact upon child of [A]’s behaviours and beliefs
which is evidenced on line, treatment of mother and general responses to anyone
involved”. The Case Management Decision was recorded. This showed SW as the
“worker” and SM as the “manager”. It reported that S’s allegation that he had been
hit in his face. The decision continued recording “The most significant concern
relates to [A]’s attitude and behaviour and beliefs that he has shared via the internet.
Particularly that an “8 month old child can hardly be called a real person”. We do
have evidence from previous interventions that [A] is known to have had mental
health problems. There is significant evidence to suggest that [A] was very
controlling and emotionally abusive towards [M] during their relationship, she now
understands this …” (underlining added). It was also noted that there were Family
Court proceedings, and that it was likely that the Court would require a section 7
report.

47.

On 17th May 2013 SW sent M an email. This is another contemporaneous record of
SW’s views at that time. SW reported that “I will be telling [A] that I believed that he
did hit [S] and also that I have concerns re the impact his views and behaviour will
have on [S]’s emotional development. I will be saying that we do not support contact
at this time … I will be informing him that we should not support him having shared
residence of [S] and will be advising the court that if they deem contact to be
appropriate it should be supervised and the frequency of contact should be restricted.
I will be advising that these recommendations should remain in place even as [S] gets
older. Obviously the court will make final decisions but they do generally take full
account of our recommendations” (underlining added).

48.

On 20th May 2013 SW invited A to a meeting on 23rd May 2013. There were some
email discussions about a “not” which had been mistyped into SW’s email, and A
reported that he needed to take some decisions before the meeting, and he asked SW
to phone him. A said he had some questions about the procedure. SW did not call.
On 22nd May 2013 SW emailed M, recording that SW would be meeting A tomorrow
and saying that SW would inform A that M did not support contact, which would
have the advantage of removing A from S when he was being told that. This last
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comment was designed to meet M's concern about how A would react to S if he was
told that direct contact was not going to be recommended.
The meeting of 23rd May 2013
49.

On 23rd May SW met with A. HV also attended the meeting. SW gave evidence that
she kept a manuscript note of the meeting which she typed up after the meeting into
the file note which is in the trial bundle. HV also produced a copy of the note that she
had made of the meeting.

50.

Having heard both SW and A, and also HV, and having had the opportunity to read
the note made by SW and the note made by HV, I accept and find that both notes
provide a reasonable picture of what occurred at the meeting. It was common ground
that not every word had been recorded, and it is plain from the notes that SW’s note
was more comprehensive than the note produced by HV. I also accept that SW’s note
reflected the general order in which the discussion had taken place.

51.

As appears from SW’s note the meeting started off with a discussion about the
completion of the police inquiry, and the fact that A would not be prosecuted. SW
stated to A that she had heard S report that A had smacked him and believed him. I
accept A’s evidence that he responded with words to the effect of “audi alterem
partem”, and it is apparent from SW’s evidence on this issue, which I also accept, that
she did not immediately understand what A was saying. It was apparent that A
considered it to be very unfair that he had not had the opportunity to answer the
allegation made by S before SW had made up her mind that the allegation was
probably true. This is because A said he was not even present at the flat when he was
alleged to have hit S, and he relied on the bus ticket which he had produced to the
police.

52.

It is apparent that, notwithstanding what A said, SW believed S’s disclosure to her
about being smacked, because of the way S had reported it to SW. However it is also
right to record that the fact that SW said that she believed S before hearing from A
was unfortunate. This is because it meant that A lost confidence in the process. Even
if A was not (in the final event) to have direct contact with S, it was important to
ensure that the process was fair so as to command confidence. Although this was a
difficult start to the meeting SW did say that the issue of whether A had smacked S
would not be an unsurmountable obstacle to contact between A and S. SW did say
that she did have other concerns “about his views and behaviours” that SW wanted to
discuss with A.

53.

A said, and I accept, that when SW said that she wanted to discuss his “views” his
hopes sunk. A had read about a case which he understood to have involved the
refusal to allow persons who shared his beliefs about same sex sexual behaviour to be
foster carers, which was R(Johns) v Derby County Council [2011] EWHC 375
(Admin); [2011] HRLR 20. It is apparent from a careful reading of the judgment
(which was the hearing of a renewed application for permission to apply for judicial
review) that the local authority in that case did not have any policy to the effect that
foster carers would have to compromise their beliefs about sexual ethics to be
approved, see paragraph 15. However it is apparent that once A heard that his
“views” were being considered, he said that he had a spiritual experience because A
considered that he would be discriminated against because of his religious beliefs.
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Indeed it is apparent from the way that A has put his case that he considers that this
has happened in his case. I also find that A began to disengage from the process
because he considered that he would never be supported in having contact with S.
54.

A did ask SW what she meant, and SW replied that it was said that A had strong
beliefs and that he never admitted that he was wrong. A replied that he did not
understand, and that he was now 60 years old and was entitled to have opinions. SW
then asked A about the blog and the reference to a child of 8 months not being a real
person. A replied that SW was “not very clever” that it had been read out of context
and that SW did not understand satire and black humour. A did say it was his way of
using the pro abortion arguments to an older child, saying it was his way of explaining
that the argument was not valid, and that SW was stupid if she had taken it as his
view.

55.

By this stage I find on the evidence that A was now convinced that he was going to be
discriminated against because of his religious beliefs. He had stopped listening to
SW. I also find that SW continued to take A’s comment in his blog about an 8 month
old child “hardly” being a person literally, and that she was concerned about it given
the history of A’s mental illness. The fact that SW continued to take the comment
literally was in part because A did not bother to explain in clear terms to SW that he
was attempting to parody arguments of those in favour of abortion, and that he had
not intended the comment to be taken literally. Instead A had decided that SW was
“stupid” and did not bother to explain what he meant to her. I also find that by this
stage SW had become reinforced in her views that A was rude and incapable of
compromise.

56.

SW did continue saying that she was trying to understand A’s views and whether he
was able to negotiate and compromise, and allow children to develop their own views.
A said he did not understand and SW then asked how he would feel if S came back
and said that he was gay. A responded that S was only 2 years old. There is a dispute
between SW and A about whether SW introduced this question by asking how A
would react “if S came back and said I’m gay and I’ve got a boyfriend and you were
violently opposed to this”. A said this was how SW had put the question, and said
that the question suggested her answer namely “you were violently opposed to this”.
SW did not remember framing the question in those terms. It is common ground that
SW did ask A how he would feel if one of his adult daughters told him that they had
had an abortion, and A replied that he would be devastated. SW asked how that
would affect their relationship. SW said then records that A went off at a tangent, but
A said that he was trying to explain his views.

57.

It was apparent from SW’s evidence, and I find, that she was not aware of Michael
Swift’s essay “the homosexual manifesto” or that A was writing his response to
Michael Swift’s essay. It was also apparent from the evidence, and I find, that A
considered that it was obvious that this is what he was doing. Indeed A expressed
surprise that Mr Pullen, on behalf of the council, should have asked questions about
A’s use of “homophobic” when questioning R. In this respect although A appeared to
have taken offence at his views being characterised as homophobic (and it was
common ground that there was a principled difference between religious beliefs about
same sex sexual behaviour and homophobia) A did not seem to have insight into the
fact that heading his own essay “the homophobic manifesto” might give rise to
concern about whether A would let S develop his own views and beliefs.
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58.

It is not necessary to determine the minor disputes of fact between SW and A about
what was said at the meeting. This is because I do not accept that either SW or A had
a clear and reliable memory of exactly what was said at the meeting (which is not
surprising given the passage of time) and because it is apparent that, whatever was
exactly said, both A and SW stopped communicating with each other at the meeting.
The evidence from both A and SW shows, and I find, that A had started saying that
certain matters were none of SW’s business, and this included issues about his mental
health and his relationship with S. I should record that both were proper matters to be
raised by SW with A. The meeting went on to discuss A’s views about M’s parenting
abilities. The meeting concluded with A sharing his view about SW’s bias, and that
she was looking to get A out of S’s life.

59.

A has absolute freedom of thought and belief, and A has a qualified right to
communicate his thoughts and beliefs, and it is common ground that the publication
of the blogs was lawful. However given that he had expressed himself in a way that
was open to misinterpretation if read literally, for example in relation to an 8 month
old child being “hardly” a person, A should have been prepared to explain what he
was intending to communicate to SW. That is not a “chilling” of freedom of
expression, as A suggested in closing submissions, because A was at liberty to
continue publishing the blog in that form, but it would have meant that SW’s proper
concerns formed because she had read the blogs literally were properly addressed. If
A had taken the time to explain that the blogs were not to be taken literally, there is no
doubt that the meeting of 23rd May 2013 would have been much easier for both A and
SW.

60.

I should also record that, having listened carefully to SW and her evidence that she
was prepared at the meeting to reconsider her view, that I accept that SW was
prepared to recommend contact between S and A, if she had considered as a result of
the meeting that contact between S and A would have been in S’s best interests. This
is notwithstanding the terms of the email to M and the case management decision
recording that the council had decided not to support A’s contact with S. However I
should record that the evidence showed that SW had formed clear views that: S’s
disclosure was genuine; A was intolerant of other views and difficult (partly from her
telephone calls with A); and A’s view was that an 8 month old was not a real person.
This meant that she was very unlikely to change her view without an explanation from
A about his blog.

61.

Having seen the notes of the meeting and having heard both A and SW I am satisfied
that SW’s recommendation that A should not have contact with S was not made
because A believed that abortion and same sex marriage was wrong. I am also
satisfied and find that SW took A’s blogs literally and was concerned that A had
considered that an 8 month old child was not a real person (with all the obvious
implications that such a view might have for his dealings with S). I also find that
having read and taken the blogs literally, SW found support for her concerns from the
reports by M to SW that A was intolerant of any different views from his own.

62.

I should record that in questioning at the trial SW did accept that it might have been
better to have tested A’s abilities to parent without saying that she had concerns about
his views and asking about how he would deal with S having a same sex sexual
relationship when underage and his adult daughter having an abortion. The failure to
ask the questions in a different way did not amount to any relevant breach of duty.
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After the meeting
63.

A sent SW an email referring to the meeting and SW’s finding against him, and
asking SW to contact his adult children who would be able to talk about M’s
behaviour and who would undermine the credibility of the complaints against A.

64.

It is noted SW did not contact A’s adult children, but A’s adult children sent in emails
to the effect that A had been a good parent who would not smack. SW noted that
parenting and people can change over time.
No telephone call about a “duty to destroy” the relationship

65.

A gave evidence that after the meeting SW telephoned him and said words to the
effect that if she encountered a 2 year old with a homophobic father “and had the
opportunity to destroy that two year old’s relationship with his father, it was her duty
to do so, lest that child was “gay”, and the father would express displeasure at this”.
A said that this was so shocking to him, that there is simply no scope for his having
misremembered this chilling conversation, noting that he was already aware of the
case of Mr and Mrs John having been turned down as candidate foster carers after it
had been discovered that they attended a church like the one that A had begun to
attend.

66.

SW denied that she had ever said any such thing to A, nor that she had ever thought
that would be a proper approach to take.

67.

A said that this telephone call took place after the meeting, and he said that he
remembered that particularly because he wondered whether SW would have got back
to Truro by the time of the call. A was surprised that there did not appear to have
been any telephone call recorded after the meeting. He then suggested that the
telephone call might have occurred the following day. A was shown a record of a
phone call on 29th May 2013, which he said was not the phone call described. In that
phone call there was further discussion about SW’s belief in S’s report of being
smacked by A, A’s views on M, and A’s belief that he should have contact over the
holidays with S. The telephone note did not provide any support for A’s case about a
conversation in the terms alleged by him.

68.

On 31st May 2013 A send a long email to SW, updating SW on the Court proceedings,
recording what had happened at the meeting of 23rd May 2013 from his perspective,
and complaining at his continuing lack of contact with S, although it might be noted
that the evidence shows that this was because of M’s approach to contact between A
and S. Towards the end of the email A referred to the fact that the alleged smacking
was not an insurmountable obstacle to contact and A continued: “your only
“insurmountable” remaining “concerns” are clearly based upon nothing more weighty
than your personal dislike of the pro-life and hetero-normative beliefs that I publish
on my blog, or other of my beliefs. You have admitted this”. This email is consistent
with A’s evidence about his perception of the meeting of 23rd May 2013, but the email
does not refer to any telephone conversation in which SW said that it was her “duty”
to destroy A’s relationship with S because of A’s beliefs about same sex sexual
relations. If any such telephone call had occurred, I consider that it is very likely that
A would have included reference to it in his email dated 29th May 2013.
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69.

On 2nd June 2013 A emailed SW again. He said “I appreciate that you have told me
so frankly that you disapprove of my beliefs, and the parenting style which you
imagine beliefs like mine lead to …”. Later in the email he referred to the fact that he
had not been able to respond about parenting style at the meeting having been
questioned in the abstract, given that he had been labelled a child abuser and because
SW had expressed concerns about A’s beliefs. A referred SW to an article about
parenting style. A talked in that email about his beliefs, and said that he was seeking
legal advice because of interference with his right to parent. A referred to the fact that
he was seeking legal advice concerning SW’s speculation about A’s parenting style
“based as you have admitted that speculation to have been, upon prejudice against my
beliefs”. Again the email did not refer to a conversation in the terms in which A
reported it in his evidence.

70.

I accept that the absence of references in the emails or in the note of a telephone call
is not conclusive evidence that a phone call did not take place in the terms described,
but in circumstances where A did record much of what had happened from his
perspective, the failure to record the telephone conversation in those terms is
important. SW was clear that such a conversation did not take place, and it did not
seem to me that SW was likely to say anything to the effect that it was her duty to
destroy a relationship between S and A. On the other hand A had convinced himself
that this was the practical effect of what SW was doing (namely destroying his
relationship with S because of his beliefs) and it was therefore a short leap for him to
convince himself that SW had said such a thing. In these circumstances, I do not find
that there was any such phone call between A and SW in which SW recorded that it
was her duty to destroy A’s relationship with S because of A’s views. This is because
there is no record of any such call at the time when A believes it was made, and
because there is no reference to such a call in a near contemporaneous email sent by A
in which he was making complaints about the council. I have no doubt that A has
convinced himself that such a call was made, but that is because he has convinced
himself that SW was acting against him because of his beliefs on abortion and same
sex sexual relations, rather than because of what he had actually written on his blogs
about an 8 month old being “hardly” a person and because of concerns about his
mental health.
Matters leading up to the Family Court proceedings

71.

SW commenced the section 47 assessment on 18th April 2013 and it was completed on
11th June 2013. That set out much of the information recorded by SW above. The
report noted that S was being cared for by M and that there was no contact with A,
meaning that the “s47 can close down”.

72.

In the interim A sent various emails to the council in which he made clear his
dissatisfaction with his treatment by the council. On 21st June 2013 A emailed SW
complaining, among other matters, about her failure to follow up inquiries with his
adult children. A recorded concerns about what he said was misinformation in the
section 47 report. A asked SW to visit him, so that what he said errors in the report
would not be repeated. A complained by email saying that he wanted a meeting with
SW.

73.

During the hearing A said that the email amounted to a complaint, and that the council
had treated him unfairly in not treating it as a complaint under their written
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procedures. The council noted that when they had emailed the link about complaints
to A by email dated 26th March 2014 he had not made any formal complaint. I accept
that the email may have fallen within the definition of a complaint under the council’s
policy, but it was apparent that the council were concerned about A suing them and A
did not complete a complaint form. This aspect of A’s case was, as A accepted in
evidence, a product of him studying the wording of the complaints process and
working out that his email amounted to a complaint. It was not any evidence of
wrongful treatment of A by the council, let alone any justiciable infringement of
rights guaranteed by the 1998 Act.
74.

The Family Court had requested a welfare report from the council pursuant to section
7 of the Children Act 1989. This was completed on 24 th June 2013. It did not support
shared residence or contact by the Claimant with his son. As part of the process of
producing the report there was a Social Care Assessment Form dated 11th June 2013.
This contained a very detailed entry in the box headed “Parent(s) … capacity to
respond appropriately to the child”. It was apparent that SW was aware of A’s
concerns about M and her ability to cope, and that some of M’s complaints about A
(for example the absence of spare clothes when S had been paddling in the sea) were
noted to be “the type of issues that many parents debate when they have different
parenting styles”. The entry recorded M’s apparent realisation that A had used M’s
emotional health against her, by threatening that the authorities would remove S from
M. (I should record that this accorded with evidence given by A, namely that he
thought that the authorities might remove S from M, but I should record that it was
apparent from the evidence and I find that A genuinely believed that might happen).
It was also noted that A had a forceful personality and considered that his views were
generally more valid that anyone around him and that this approach “would have a
significant emotional impact on [S’s] developing sense of self”. The entry also
recorded that “it has been difficult to gain a full understanding in respect of [A]’s
views and ideas as he does not fully co operate with what is asked of him but
maintains his own agenda” and that A had been very challenging and used “methods
of intimidation towards staff and professionals”. It was noted that A believed that he
had been stopped from seeing S because of SW’s belief that he was pro abortion and
homophobic, but that was not the case.

75.

The section 7 report recorded, among other matters, that there were historical
concerns in respect of A’s mental health, but that he had been unwilling to discuss
these. SW recorded that she did have concerns about the contents of the blogs which
suggest that A did have some very fixed views. SW recorded “I was particularly
concerned about his comment that an eight month old was described by him as
“hardly what you’d call a person yet”. I have given [A]’s explanation for this in the
attached assessment, but remain unconvinced that he has appropriate views and
expectations in respect of children. I would be concerned if [S] were to be exposed to
these views whilst he is developing social awareness and moral opinions”. The report
recommended that S should reside with M. The report also concluded that S would
benefit from a lessening of M’s anxiety and continued “from observation and
information to date this will be an outcome of her not having contact with [A] and her
being able to relax about her fears for [S]’s safety when he is with his father”. The
report noted A’s strong views and that S would be unlikely to question or form his
own opinions, which would impact on his development and lead to conflict as an
adult.
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76.

A contact session between the Claimant and his son was held, for the purposes of the
Court proceedings, on 12th December 2013. It was attended by SW and SM. A and
SW had different views about the success of the contact session, but the stress of such
an event on a parent hoping to get support for continuing contact is obvious. On 6 th
January 2014 A was asked for feedback on this session.

77.

The Family Court also ordered that a registered clinical psychologist prepare a report
on the mental health and ability to parent of A and M. On 7th January 2014 the
psychologist had a discussion with SW in which the psychologist expressed concerns
about A’s ability to parent and did not support shared residence because A would
disrupt M’s parenting. The psychologist advised that contact should be limited to
three times a year supervised by two persons. The practical difficulties of dealing
with that were considered, and it was noted that A was likely to overwhelm any staff
at a contact centre.

78.

On 15th January 2014 the psychologist telephoned SW and, having reconsidered her
conclusions, advised that, in her opinion, there should be no contact between A and S.
It was felt that A’s involvement would undermine support for M and S.

79.

The psychologist produced a report dated 17th January 2014. It was based on some 16
½ hours of interviews, although A thought the meetings had been slightly shorter than
that.
The report concluded that A was an “emotionally vulnerable and
psychologically damaged individual”. It was noted that A and M could not work
collaboratively to meet S’s needs. In these circumstances the psychologist did not
recommend direct contact, and recommended only indirect contact. It might be noted
that much of the time with the psychologist appeared to be spent dealing with A’s
complaints of being misunderstood and mistreated by the council. The psychologist
noted that this meant that it was difficult for A to be focussed on the assessment
process. The psychologist noted that A referred to his pro-life and homophobic
views. The psychologist noted that A talked over her, continued to talk when asked to
stop, and then returned to topics already covered. The psychologist noted that A
presented differing personalities, being vulnerable and then domineering. A was
recorded as saying that he had successfully sued many professionals, and A referred
to past sexual experiences and his dislike of the notion of same sex couples. There
were in the report, for example paragraph 28, reports of A’s comments which the
psychologist considered was evidence of psychological damage, and which it is not
necessary for me to set out. In paragraph 32 it is recorded that A has been twice
sectioned under the Mental Health Act, and that A has found it difficult to engage
with mental health services with complex delusional belief system.

80.

It might be noted that in paragraph 67 of the report the psychologist reported that SW
said that although it was worrying that S disclosed that A slapped him, “she is more
concerned about [A]’s presentation, his mental health difficulties and his very strong
pro-life and homophobic views. She noted that certain elements of [A]’s blog are also
of concern. [SW] said that she observed contact between [S] and A and that [S] did
not appear to be scared of his father … She also noted [A] made inappropriate
comments to [S} and was not child focused in his parenting of him”. The
psychologist went on to note her own concerns that [A] was unable to put aside his
own issues and to remain child focused.
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81.

In paragraph 71 of the report the psychologist noted the allegation of the slap, the fact
that would not necessarily be grounds for no contact but went on “I am far more
concerned about [A]’s presentation, his state of mind and his mental health
difficulties, and how these negatively impact upon [S]”. The psychologist
recommended no direct contact.

82.

SW produced an addendum section 7 report dated 17th January 2014 which reported
on the contact session. Her recommendations had not changed.

83.

A’s applications were determined in the Family Proceedings Court on 27th February
2014 following a two-day hearing. A gave evidence that he was unhappy with his
representation at the hearing. R gave evidence that he had gone along to provide
support for A but had not been in the hearing. R had been shocked at the outcome
and it is apparent that A wants contact with S.

84.

The Court made a finding of fact that A did hit S on 2nd April 2013. It dismissed both
the applications for shared residence and direct contact. In so far as indirect contact is
concerned, it only permitted cards, presents, letters and photos to be sent to the child
via a third party on three occasions during the year. Permission to appeal was refused.
No infringement of A’s rights under the ECHR

85.

As appears from the evidence and findings set out above I do not find that SW or the
council caused A’s lack of contact with S following the making of the allegation that
A had hit S. On the evidence it was the police who had advised M that A should not
have contact with S pending investigation of the allegation of smacking, and it was M
who did not want A to have contact with S.

86.

As appears from the evidence and my findings set out above I accept that SW was
entitled to consider A’s blogs and views when making her assessments and reports to
the Family Court. This is because, when read literally (which was not the way A
intended the blogs to be read) the blogs suggested that A did not consider that an 8
month old child was a real person. SW was also entitled to consider the strength of
A’s views and question whether A would tolerate any dissent, given M’s reports about
the strength with which A expressed his views and A’s history. I am satisfied that
SW did not act to stop A having contact with S because A believed that abortion and
same sex marriage was wrong, and I have already confirmed that it was common
ground that if SW had taken any such approach it would not have been lawful.

87.

As appears from the evidence and my findings set out above I do not accept that there
was a telephone call in which SW recorded that it was her duty to destroy A’s
relationship with S because of A’s views. This is because there is no record of any
such call at the time when A believes it was made, and because there is no reference
to such a call in a near contemporaneous email sent by A in which he was making
complaints about the council.

88.

I accept that social workers deal with some of the most vulnerable members of
society, and work in very difficult circumstances. However I should record that it is
apparent that the way in which SW reported her concerns about A’s views to A in the
meeting of 23rd May 2013 was not, as SW fairly accepted with the benefit of
hindsight, the best way of approaching the matter. This is because it led A to become
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disengaged with the process, in part because of his misunderstanding about the legal
effect of R(Johns) v Derby County Council. This meant that SW was not able to
communicate that it was her concern about whether A would permit S to develop his
own views because of the strength of A’s views rather than an attack on A’s views,
that was in issue.
89.

SW’s approach did not involve any infringement of A’s rights. I did not find any
infringement of any of A’s rights protected by articles 8, 9, 10, 12 and 14 of the
ECHR. The interference with A’s private life protected by article 8 of the ECHR
occurred because M did not want contact between A and S and because the Family
Court did not order contact. Any interference with A’s private life was justifiable.
There was no impermissible interference with A’s rights to hold or manifest religious
beliefs protected by article 9 of the ECHR, because A can still hold those beliefs and
publish his blogs, and there was proper questioning about the literal content of the
blogs and A’s views for the reasons set out above. There was no impermissible
interference with A’s freedom of expression, because he can still communicate his
views and the questioning about his views was permissible and proper given the
literal content of the blogs and A’s past history. A had the right to marry under article
12 of the ECHR but it was the decision of A and M not to marry. There was no
discrimination under article 14 of the ECHR.

90.

I should also record that I was concerned that SW did express her view that she would
not support contact between A and S before having met A, as evidenced by the email
dated 17th May 2013. My concern was because although, as the email dated 17 th May
2013 made clear, the final decision on contact between A and S would be for the
Family Courts, the Family Courts will generally take full account of the council’s
recommendations. In these circumstances it is important to respect principles of
fairness when undertaking the process of producing the reports which are likely to
influence the Courts. This is because if the process is fair the reports will, among
other matters: (1) be more likely to be right. For example to decide whether a blog is
to be taken literally or as a parody of someone else’s views, needs the input of the
person whose blog is being considered; (2) be more likely to command the respect of
the parties. If a party does not consider that they have had an opportunity to be fairly
heard they will often see only the unfairness of the process, and will be unable to look
beyond that to the merits of the decision. The report from the psychologist shows that
A spent a great deal of time explaining how he had been misunderstood and
mistreated by the council rather than engaging with the process to be undertaken by
the psychologist; and (3) be more likely to command the respect of others and society
in general. It is obvious that not every recommendation in a report will be right.
However reasonable persons will respect views with which they disagree more readily
if the process employed to make those decisions is fair.

91.

Having said that what fairness requires in a particular case will depend on the
individual circumstances of each case, and I should record that, having listened
carefully to SW, and having considered the reports produced by SW and the council, I
am satisfied that if SW had been persuaded after meeting A that contact between A
and S was in the best interests of S, SW would have made a recommendation that
there should be direct contact between A and S. It is also apparent that before the
section 47 inquiry was completed and the section 7 report concluded SW did meet and
hear directly from A, and there was nothing which caused SW to change her views
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about contact. As Mr Pullen pointed out, the decision on contact was for the Family
Court, and A had rights of appeal in respect of that decision which were not pursued.
In these circumstances I am satisfied that the process of producing the reports for the
Family Court was fair and there was no infringement of article 6 of the ECHR. If A
had points about the way in which the relevant reports had been compiled by SW and
the council which meant that the reports should be ignored or given little weight,
those points were to be raised and determined in the Family Court proceedings.
92.

I should record that I did not consider that any of A’s complaints about his inability to
attend school plays, or the council’s actions in taking forward S’s registration for a
school when there were competing requests for schools from A and M, disclosed any
infringement of A’s rights by the council. As to the inability to attend plays, this was
because the evidence shows that the schools made the decisions about ticket
requirements and attendance at the plays. It appears that there was a dispute raised by
A about the proper interpretation of the order made by the Family Court, but A has
always been able to apply to the Family Court for further or other orders or, if
necessary, for an order that a proposed course of action would be lawful. As to the
application for a school place, the council was right to decide that the least worst
option was to put in one request for S’s schools in circumstances where M and A had
not agreed and S would lose out if one request was not actioned.

93.

Although SW recommended that S should reside with M and have no direct contact
with A, that recommendation was not made because of impermissible gender bias, but
because SW believed that M, with whom S was living, was best able to support S’s
needs. There was no pleaded issue about the public sector equality duty, and I could
not discern any breach of the duty in the materials before me.
Conclusion

94.

For the detailed reasons set out above in my judgment there was no infringement of
A’s rights protected by the ECHR by the council. I did not find any other relevant
breach of duty on the part of the council. I therefore dismiss A’s claims against the
council.
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A88YJ875

Between

Mr John William Allman
Claimant
and

The Cornwall Council
Defendant

_______________________
Amended Particulars of Claim

_______________________
These Particulars of Claim have been amended primarily to add section D at the end, in compliance
with the direction of Deputy District Judge Walker of 22 nd August 2014, paragraph 2, that “the
Claimant do file and serve amended Particulars of Claim to include a concise statement of the facts
upon which the Claimant relies”. For ease on the reader's eye, the new, additional section D has
not been typed entirely in red, as is customary for the purposes of identifying what has been
amended, in amended pleadings.

A Facts asserted in the original Particulars of Claim, and still asserted
1. On 3rd April 2013, the Claimant (“I”/“me”) made a referral of my son, a minor, to the
Defendant (“the council”) via the Multi-Agency Referral Unit (MARU), expressing my
concerns about my son's welfare and safety. During the ensuing period, the council
undertook an enquiry which it has described as having been pursuant to section 47 of The
Children Act 1989, and has engaged in other conduct.
2. The council's conduct (both acts and omissions) since the said referral of 3rd April 2013, has
been incompatible with my Convention rights, contrary to the Human Rights Act 1998
section 6(1), specifically my Articles 8, 9, 10 and 14 rights.
3. For example, the council's activities included an impertinent investigation into my thoughts,
conscience and religion (Article 9), especially into my “beliefs”. These were moral beliefs
that I have held since my youth. The beliefs concerned are commonplace within my own
(Christian) faith community. The leaders of the church I attend approve of the said beliefs.
The council's investigation into my beliefs occurred because I disapproved of the elective
termination of pregnancies, and of homosexual behaviours. I had been openly critical of the
Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Bill before it was enacted. I believed that the Abortion Act
1967 should be repealed because the practices of the abortion industry amount to nothing
short of decriminalised homicide. These are serious and cogent beliefs, worthy of respect in
a democratic society, sincerely held, and moderately and reasonably expressed in writings of
mine that are published on the internet, for example on a blog of mine that is followed by
well over a hundred members of the UK's legislature, either the House of Commons or the
House of Lords in each case.
4. The council's conduct breached its public sector equality duty set out in the Equality Act
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2010 section 149(1). For example, the council failed to “have due regard to the need to
foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it”. In particular, the council failed to have due regard to the need
to foster good relations between male and female persons (especially between fathers and
mothers of the same children, where the need to foster good relations is exceptionally
pressing), and the need to foster good relations between persons with my particular beliefs,
and persons with contrary beliefs.
5. The council's treatment of me, as a person with the particular beliefs that I hold and express,
was different, as touching my Convention rights, from the treatment I would have enjoyed,
had I held and expressed different beliefs on the matters concerned. The United Kingdom
cannot justify reasonably and objectively this different treatment of me as touching my
family life (including my Article 12 right to “found” a family) on the grounds of my beliefs
and/or my expression of those beliefs. This different treatment engaged my Article 14 right,
in conjunction with my various other Convention rights, especially my Articles 8, 9, 10 and
12 rights.
6. The council's treatment of me, as the father of my son (a male parent) was also different, as
touching my Convention rights, from the treatment I would have enjoyed, had I been the
mother of my son (his female parent). The United Kingdom cannot justify reasonably and
objectively this different treatment of me as touching my family life on the ground of my
gender. This different treatment engaged my Article 14 right, in conjunction with my
various other Convention rights, especially my Articles 8, 9, 10 and 12 rights.
7. The council also made various oral and/or written publications about me that engaged my
Article 8 right and were incompatible with that right and/or other of my Convention rights.
They amounted to acts of data processing of personal data about me, on the part of a data
controller, which breached Data Protection Principles of the Data Protection Act 1998. The
publications were made internally amongst the council's own staff and to others including
police officers and staff at my son's pre school, before, during and after the council's section
47 enquiry. I am not referring in this paragraph to any publications that were privileged.
8. Thus and otherwise, the council's conduct was incompatible with my Convention rights.
9. The council's conduct also exhibited procedural impropriety, in that both of the two
principles of natural justice were clearly violated. Audi alteram partem was violated by the
council's omissions to hear from me, adequately or at all, before forming adverse and
unalterable opinions as to the facts of the matter and about my character. Nemo judex in
causa sua was violated in that the council had been (and still remains) my defendant in
another claim, which was brought under the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA), for subject
access to the personal information that the council holds about me. That other claim had
already been in court for almost a year by the date of my referral of my son to MARU.
There is compelling evidence that the council's two roles, as the data controller who was the
defendant in my DPA Claim, and as the public authority responding to my referral of my
son, were not kept separate as they should have been, but rather were allowed to influence
one another profoundly, to detriment of me that engaged my Convention rights.
10. For brevity, any more detailed assertions of fact than are set out in these Particulars of Claim
are best left to evidence and argument at the relevant stage of proceedings, if the Claim is
defended.
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B Limitation period, pre-action protocol and early directions
11. Some of the evidence of the council's conduct already available, running to several hundreds
of pages, was not disclosed until as late as 20th February 2014. It has therefore not been safe
for me to pursue any relevant pre-action protocol, without risking this Claim becoming outof-time. However, in parallel with my bringing this Claim, and in lieu of any pre-action
protocol, I am willing access the council's complaints procedure, in the hope that this might
accomplish Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADS). This Claim, if defended as to facts,
liability, reliefs and remedies or quantum, will therefore be able justly to be stayed with
liberty to restore, possibly before allocation to a track, in order to allow this attempted ADS
using the council's complaints procedure to take place unhurriedly. It is to be hoped that
successful ADS using the council's complaints procedure will enable parts or all of this
Claim eventually to be abandoned with the future consent of the parties concerned, because
the council's response to my use of its complaints procedure shall by then have satisfied me.
12. Because I have not used any pre-action protocol, nor used the council's complaints
procedure sufficiently early before bringing this claim or at all, I seek early directions from
the court, that the council should refrain (if the Claim is defended) from refusing to
investigate my grievance using its ordinary complaints procedure as a means of attempted
ADS. I also seek directions that the council (if the claim is defended) should refrain from
accounting for its expense in participating in its own complaints procedure (which is
ordinarily a free service) as costs in this case.

C Reliefs and remedies sought if ADS fails
13. I am bringing this Claim under the Human Rights Act 1998 section 7(1)(a), seeking such
reliefs and remedies as the court considers “just and appropriate” pursuant to HRA s8(1). In
order to provide to me, a person with the necessary Convention and HRA victim status, with
just satisfaction, I wish these reliefs and/or remedies to include financial compensation in
the sum of £10,000.
14. Insofar as the council proves that statute obliged certain of its conduct that is found
nevertheless to have been incompatible with my Convention rights, i.e. that HRA s6(2)(a) or
s6(2)(b) applies, then I seek any necessary Declarations of Incompatibility, pursuant to HRA
s4.
D Concise statement of facts upon which the Claimant relies
15. The Defendant, between 3rd April 2013 (the date of the referral) and 23rd May 2013 (the date
of the meeting) began to be diligent to procure that there should be no further direct contact
between the Claimant and his minor son, potentially and intentionally subjecting that minor
child to the serious harm of unnecessary paternal deprivation, and the Claimant to a severe
infringement of his Article 8 right, namely filial deprivation. That diligence in procuring
that outcome has persisted unabated up to and including the present day.
16. In particular, the Defendant (as it has admitted) “supported” the mother of the Claimant's
minor son, to continue in her own initial efforts to inflict paternal deprivation upon the child,
and filial deprivation upon the Claimant, even to the point of intimidating the mother
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(admittedly) with threats of adverse consequences, in the event that she relented from this
behaviour of hers. This was initially a behaviour freely chosen on her part (for whatever
reason), but which became soon thereafter a behaviour encouraged expressly on the part of
the Defendant, even to the point of the said behaviour becoming (as it were) mandatory.
17. At all relevant times, the Defendant has almost completely refrained from communicating
with the claimant about the Claimant's concerns about his minor son's well-being, openly
and honestly, or at all. This notwithstanding that it had been the Claimant who had made the
referral of his son because of his grave concerns (inter alia) of the harm that paternal
deprivation would be likely to inflict upon his son, and his grave concerns about the harm
that filial deprivation might inflict upon the Claimant himself for that matter, and other
concomitant concerns to do with (for example) the child's religious education proposedly to
be received from his father, the child's wider family and the sense of identity that that wider
family would be capable of conferring upon the child, and the risks posed to the child by
witnessed maternal child-abusive behaviours caused by his mother's paranoid and delusional
belief systems, which the Defendant appears to have decided, summarily and ill-informedly,
not to learn about at all, from the Claimant or from anyone else, notwithstanding four earlier
referrals of the same child by professionals concerned about his mother's mental health.
18. This almost complete omission to communicate with the Claimant throughout the past
seventeen months or so, has made it impossible for the Defendant to defend credibly any
abiding adherence to decisions it may have taken (formally or informally) to begin or to
continue single-mindedly to attempt to inflict continued and long-lasting paternal
deprivation upon the minor child, filial deprivation upon the Claimant, fraternal deprivation
upon the child and his siblings, avuncular deprivation upon the child and for his nephews
and nieces, etc. From the outset, the Defendant chose to operate in what might be described
as an “information partial vacuum” (so-to-speak), by almost never listening to anything the
Claimant had to say.
19. At the particular relevant time concerned (the few days following the meeting of 23 rd May
2014), and with the same effect as aforesaid, the Defendant (on its own admission) refrained
from interviewing representative adult members of the (rather large) paternal side of the
minor child's family, which altogether comprises (mentioning only blood relatives) three
aunts, two uncles, four adult half-siblings, and eight nephews and nieces of the minor child.
As the Defendant has admitted, the reason for this omission was that the Defendant's mind
was already made up before the first and only meeting, on 23 rd May 2013, between the
Claimant and the Defendant following the referral on 3rd April 2013, and “no amount of
evidence would be capable of changing” the Defendant's “mind” (and, by implication,
behaviour).
20. The Defendant would not, in the mirror image circumstances that provide the appropriate
comparator, have begun diligently to procure that the minor child suffered the hardship of
maternal deprivation, without hearing at all from the child's mother, as it had sought to
procure paternal deprivation without first hearing at all from the Claimant father, even
though he was the referrer for child safeguarding social work in the present case.
21. This disparity amounted to, prima facie, what might be euphemised as “gender asymmetry”
in the Defendant's entire procedure: in other words a (likely institutional) Article 14
discrimination against all male parents (i.e. fathers). This gender asymmetry groupthink is
amply reflected in the tendency of the Defendant to refer to mothers as “primary” carers of
children, as opposed to how the Defendant presumably regards fathers, as mere “secondary”
carers at best, but dispensable as carers at all, whenever there is a quarrel between a two
natural child's parents, who will naturally always be of different sexes, the Public Sector
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Equality Duty concerning the “need” to foster good relations between men and women
notwithstanding.
22. On its own admission, the Defendant really did conduct an investigation into the Claimant's
beliefs (see paragraph 3 above). (The Claimant asserts that this investigation was unlawful.)
The purpose of investigating parents' beliefs in child safeguarding work can only be in order
to treat different parents differently, depending upon what beliefs they hold, and whether the
public authority likes those beliefs, and wants children to be “exposed” to them, because
they have parents with those beliefs. This inquisition clearly engaged the Claimant's Article
14 rights in conjunction with his Articles 8, 9 and 10 rights.
23. On its own admission, the Defendant's only, expressly-stated “insurmountable” reason for
diligently seeking to procure lifelong paternal deprivation for the minor child (etc) after 23rd
May 2013, was its stated “concerns” about the Claimant's “beliefs”. This amounts to
nothing less than a prima facie admission of different treatment of the Claimant because of
his beliefs, with another hypothetical father with different beliefs from those of the Claimant
as the appropriate comparator.
24. The Defendant's conduct was based more-or-less entirely upon the utterly naïve credence it
placed, without further enquiry, upon allegations made by the minor child's mother against
the Claimant father, allegations that the Claimant would have denied and refuted soundly,
had the Defendant bothered to put those allegations to the Claimant before deciding to foster
bad relations between the parents, to inflict paternal deprivation upon the child, and filial
deprivation upon the Claimant father, and so on. Yet putting allegations to the accused
before making any judgments based upon untested allegations is surely the very least that
Natural Justice demands that the Defendant should have done, even if continuing to eschew
any other communication whatsoever with the Claimant, to whose referral of his own son
the Defendant was supposed to be responding.
25. Tediously predictably, the mother of the minor child of course alleged falsely (at some very
early stage) that the Claimant had subjected her to intimate partner violence! (How else was
she to obtain Legal Aid to defend the Claimant's imminent application for shared residence,
having eschewed mediation? To misquote Profumo Affair witness Mandy Rice-Davies,
“She would say that, wouldn't she?”) The Defendant appears immediately to have believed
those far-fetched allegations of hers, unswervingly, and therefore to have referred the mother
promptly to a (sexist) support project for (female-only) survivors of intimate partner
violence, called The Suzie Project.
26. Reluctantly, the Claimant admitted on 23rd May 2014, that the shoe was in fact on the other
foot, so-to-speak. He denied inflicting intimate partner violence, and confessed (nervously)
that, rather, the mother of the minor child had inflicted to intimate partner violence upon
him. The Defendant appears not to have placed any credence at all upon this risky
revelation. (The risk lay in that the Defendant might promptly set about depriving the child
of both of his natural parents, which would be even worse for the child concerned than the
Plan A, by then already set in concrete so-to-speak, of depriving him of only one of his two
natural parents.) The Defendant has never offered to refer the Claimant to any support
project for survivors of intimate partner violence. This amounted to unlawful Article 14
different treatment of a man and a woman in identical circumstances. Furthermore, this
telling, manifest gender asymmetry flawed the entire child safeguarding social work
undertaken fatally, rendering all of it an interference in the Claimant's Article 8 right that
was not “in accordance with the law”, or “necessary in a democratic society” (Article 8.2).
27. The Defendant exploited the deterioration of the relationship between the Claimant and his
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son's mother, in order to seek advantage in the DPA proceedings, even though its
deliberately worsening of the relations between the male and female parents of a client child
was the most effective means to that end, and the means adopted. The Defendant
deliberately attempted to worsen further the already sub-standard relationship between the
two parents, “divide and rule” tactics that were the very antithesis of the Defendant's Public
Sector Equality Duty to “have due regard to the need to foster good relations” between all
the men and the women touched by their “functions”. (Equality Act 2010 s149.)
28. The Defendant exploited the DPA proceedings to obtain greater leverage in its mischievous
attempts to inflict paternal deprivation upon the claimant's minor son, filial deprivation upon
the Claimant, etc.
29. The Defendant did not adhere at all to the statutory complaints procedure for complaints
about children's social work, mentioned in its leaflet “Listening and Learning”, upon receipt
of various complaints about children's social work that the Claimant made at various times
between 2nd April 2013 and 1st June 2013. (The Claimant still pleads for the “early
directions” of paragraph 12 above, to remedy this omission.)
30. The Defendant reviled the Claimant to the staff of Launceston Pre School Learning
Association (and probably others). One notable example of this reviling of the Claimant, is
as follows: The Claimant had, on 2nd May 2014, made an appointment at 4 p.m. on 7th May
2014, to meet with his son's pre-school teachers to discuss his son's education and
development. On 3rd May 2014, social worker Sally Burchell notified the Claimant that she
had instructed the pre-school to call the police if the Claimant attended the pre-school to
keep that prior appointment!
31. One result of the Defendant's reviling of the Claimant was as follows: The Claimant applied
in October 2013, through Stags letting agency, to rent a residential property as his new
home, which the aforesaid pre-school was offering to let. The said landlord refused to
consider the Claimant's application to become the tenant of that property. The Defendant
had (the Claimant believes he can prove, on the balance of probabilities) intimidated the
landlord into withholding this (presumably) true explanation as to why the landlord
considered the Claimant to be an “unsuitable” prospective tenant.
32. Only when the Claimant sued the landlord for disability discrimination did the truth become
known to the Claimant, about the Defendant's interference in the “home” aspect of his
Article 8 right, effectively blocking the Claimant's tenancy of a better dwelling than his
home at the time. The Claimant only learnt this from the defence filed in this disability
discrimination claim of his against the landlord, who admitted in that defence having thus
been influenced by the present Defendant to refuse to let its flat to the Claimant, no matter
how impeccable his references might turn out to be.
33. As the Defendant admitted in a letter to the Claimant dated 30 th April 2014, the Defendant
deviated from its usual procedure when responding to the Claimant's application for a place
for his son at the primary school Windmill Hill Academy. The Defendant has ignored the
Claimant's attempt to appeal against the allocation of place at St Stephens Academy to his
son, and his request that his son should be placed upon the waiting list for a place at St
Catherines C of E School, his mother's first preference, and, by then, the Claimant's first
preference.
34. Clandestine communications between the Defendant and the police, in which (according to
the police) the Defendant reviled the Claimant, were a causative factor in the outcome that
during March 2014, the police published a secret “to whom it may concern” letter, a copy of
which found its way into the Claimant's son's school file at St Catherine's C of E School.
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(Who else has seen this reviling letter may take a few more months to uncover.)
35. The effect, upon the school, of this promiscuously-published reviling letter from the police,
in part motivated by the clandestine communications of the Defendant, was that the
Claimant's son's pre-school teacher mistakenly believed that she was not permitted, by law,
to pass to the Claimant's son two age-appropriate books containing bible stories for children
(about Daniel in the Lions' Den and the Feeding of the Five Thousand) that the Claimant
took to the pre-school on 21st July 2014, the only occasion on which the Claimant had ever
attempted to get such a gift to his son via his pre-school.
36. The Defendant has, thus and otherwise, made every effort, since on or shortly after 3 rd April
2013 and (most likely) up to and including the present day, simply to erase father and son
from each other's lives, to all practical intents and purposes. This effort has gone far beyond
the call of duty, if the duty is merely to safeguard the child, and when requested to prepare a
factual welfare report with rational and fair recommendations, if and when a family court
requires one from the Defendant to use as evidence in private family proceedings.
37. The Claimant repeats the previous paragraph, in respect of the Defendant's parallel effort (in
part motivated by the advantage thus to be gained in the DPA proceedings) to worsen the
relations between the man and the woman who are the father and the mother of the
Claimant's minor son. This contrasts sharply with the behaviour one might hope for, on the
part of a public authority that intended to discharge conscientiously its statutory Public
Sector Equality Duty to “have due regard to the need to foster good relations” between men
and women.
38. The social worker Sally Burchell identified herself to the Claimant's mother as herself the
refugee from a former, by-then-ended, “abusive” intimate-partner relationship with a male
person who had presumably once shared a bed with Ms Burchell, but whom she now
disdained. (Some vicious, quasi-feminist “all men are bastards” girl-chat – or misandric
“hate speech” - is highly likely to have ensued.) The Claimant expects to be able to prove at
trial, if necessary, on the balance of probabilities, using certain in particular of the 1,200+
pages of social work records in his possession (which include very telling email dialogue
between the two women in question) to inform his cross-examination of this witness, that
Sally Burchell's personal “baggage” (so-to-speak) contaminated irretrievably the entire
children's social work that the Claimant requested, when he foolishly referred his beloved
son to the Defendant, hoping for professionalism from the Defendant, hoping for Public
Sector Equality Duty compliance (the fostering of good inter-gender relations, not that his
son should become yet another casualty of the raging “Smash the Patriarchy” gender war
before he'd even learnt to talk!), and hoping for the Defendant's help, in his sincere and
righteous mission to rescue his precious son from the lifelong harm of years of early-years
paternal deprivation, in the infliction of which the Defendant has connived throughout, to
put it mildly.
I, John William Allman, believe that the facts stated in these Particulars of Claim are true.
Signed:

John William Allman
Date:

29th March 2014

Allman v Cornwall

8th September 2014
Amended Particulars of Claim
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Amended Defence by Order of Deputy District Judge Walker dated 13
August 2OL4
IN THE COUNTY COURT SITTING AT TRURO

CLAIM NUMBER: ABBYJBTS

BETWEEN:

MR JOHN WILLIAM ALLMAN

Claimant

and

THE CORNWALL COUNCIL

Defendant

AMENDED DEFENCE

1.

1of the Amended

of Claim is admitted
to the extent that the Claimant made a referral to the Defendant
Paragraph

Particulars

the Multi-Agency

Referral Unit on 05 April 2013. It is denied
that the Claimant expressed concerns about his son's safety, The

via

referral related to the Claimant's concerns about an allegation
made against him. It is admitted that the Council undertook
enquiries pursuant to Section 47 of the Children Act 1989. The
subject of those enquiries and the said referral were addressed in
proceedings pursuant to Section 8 of the Children Act 1989 in the
Plymouth County Court under Claim number PLL3P00630 to which
the Claimant was a party. Those proceedings were determined by
an Order dated 27 February 2AL4. The Claimant is required to
explain what is meant by the phrase '... and has engaged in other
conduct' and is put to proof in respect of such matters.
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2.

to Paragraph 2, it is denied that the Defendant's conduct has ever
been incompatible with the Claimant's convention rights and/or

As

contrary to the Human Rights Act i99B for the period alleged or at all.

3.

As to Paragraph 3, it is denied that the Defendant carried out any
investigation into the claimant's thoughts, conscience, religion or
beliefs. The claimant is required to state, how and when the
Defendant is said to have carried out such an investigation. The
Defendant neither confirms nor denies the Claimant's assertions about
his beliefs.

4.

to

4, it is denied that the council failed to have regard
to its duty to have due regard to the need to achieve the aims set
out in section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 or that it breached its
duty under that section. The claimant is required to state how, why
As

Paragraph

and when the Defendant is said to have breached its duty.

5.

As to Paragraph 5, it is denied that the Defendant has treated the
claimant in any manner different to that of others because of his
alleged beliefs. The claimant is required to state how, why, when and
in what way the Defendant is alleged to have treated him differently
because of his beliefs.

6. As to

Paragraph 6, it is denied that the Defendant has treated the
Claimant differently because of his sex or that such conduct was not

justified in law. The claimant is required to stgte how, why, when
and in what way the Defendant is alleged to have treated him
differently because of his beliefs.
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7.

As to Paragraphs 7 and B, it is denied that the Defendant made any
written publications about the Claimant that were (or otherwise acted
in a manner that was) incompatible with his convention rights or that
the Defendant breached the Data Protection Act l99B as alleged. The
Claimant is required to state how, why; when and in what way the
Defendant is aileged

8.

to

have acted unlawfully.

9, it is denied that the Claimant 'exhibited procedural
impropriety' or that principles of natural justice were violated. The
As

to

Paragraph

Claimant has already issued separate proceedings in the County Court
sitting at Bodmin under Claim Number 2BJOOL73. Those proceedings
were based on the same subject matter as this seeking a remedy
based on the content of paragraphs 7, B and 9 in the Amended

refer

to

of Claim in this

action. Any attempt by the Claimant to
and/or re- determine issues in other proceedings amounts to

Particulars

an abuse of process.

9. As to Paragraphs 11 and 72, the ability for the Claimant to raise his
complaint within the Defendant's internal complaints process and the
failure to follow any pre-action conduct further demonstrates the
extent to which the claim amounts to an abuse of process. It is denied
that the Claimant is within time or indeed entitled to claim in law.

1O,

To the extent that any of the Amended Particulars of Claim allege
claim under the Human Rights Act 1998 ('the Act');

a
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(a) It is admitted that the Defendant is a public authority
within the meaning of Section 6 of the Human Rights Act
1998 ('the Act').

(b) It is denied that the Claimant is a victim within

the

meaning of section 7 of the Act.

(c) It is denied that the Defendant has interfered with

the

Claimant's rights as alleged or at all.

(d) It is denied that the

Defendant

is in breach of

statutory

duty pursuant to Section 6 of the Act in that the Defendant
has acted in a way which is incompatible with a Convention
rig ht.

(e) To the extent that there was any interference with

the

Claimant's Convention Rights;

(i)

the interference was in accordance with law in that
it was permitted by, or was to give effect to or
enforce, under the provision of primary legislation
and the Defendant

could not have

reasonably

acted differently,

(ii)

the interference was necessary in a democratic
society for the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others in that there is a pressing
social need for such interference, and/or

(iii)
11.

KP1

the interference was proportionate.

As to Paragraphs 13 and L4, it is denied that the Claimant is
entitled to the amount claimed or indeed any declarations or
relief. It is denied that an award of damages is necessary to
afford just satisfaction for the alleged interference with the
Claimant's Convention rights. It is denied that the Claimant has
suffered a financial detriment as a result of the actions or
omission of the Defendant. It is denied that the Claimant is
entitled to any declaration of incompatibility.

/040237/0t1092s5
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L2.

it is admitted that 3'd April 2At3 was the date of
the referral andthat the date of a meeting between a social worker
officer of the Defendant and the Claimant was 23 May 2OL3. It is
As to Paragraph 15,

denied that the Defendant procured that there should be no further
direct contact between the Claimant and his son. It is denied that
the Defendant subjected the child to 'paternal deprivation' or that

the Defendant subjected the Claimant to 'filial deprivation'. It

is

further denied that the Defendant has subjected the Clairnant's son
to serious harm or that the Defendant has infringed the Claimant's
Article B right. The Claimant is required to set out how, why and
when the Defendant is said to have infringed the Claimant's Article 8
right. Following the Claimant's referral to the Defendant, the
Defendant took part in a multi-agency strategy discussion with the
police on 17 April 2OL3. As the Claimant's referral related to the
Claimant's concerns about an allegation that he had hit his son, who
was at that time 2 years 11 months old, it was decided at the multiagency strategy discussion that the Defendant would conduct an
enquiry pursuant to Section 47 of the Children Act 1989 to
investigate the substance of the allegation. A Social Worker officer
of the Defendant accordingly undertook an assessment pursuant to
Section 47 of the Children Act regarding the child's wellbeing. At the
time of the Claimant's referral, the child's mother had already made
a decision herself that she did not wish the Claimant to have contact
with his son. The outcome of the Section 47 enquiry was, on the
balance of probability, that the Claimant had hit his son. Although
the child was dealt with as a 'child in need' under section L7 of the
Children Act 1989, the Defendant decided that it did not need to
intervene as the child was protected because he resided with his
mother and not his father.
13.

Further, at the time of the referral, the Claimant and the child's
mother were both parties in private law proceedings (in respect of
which the Defendant was not a party) in the Plymouth County Court
to determine the residence of the child pursuant to Section 8 of the

Km la4a237 I 01109235
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Children Act 1989. On 24 June 2013 the Defendant completed a
welfare report about the child to Plymouth County Court under
section 7 of the Children Act 1989 at the request of the Court. A
subsequent addendum welfare report pursuant to Section 7 of the
Children Act 1989 was completed by the Defendant on 31 January

2OL4, also at the Court's request" The Court also requested a
psychologist's report regarding the Claimant, his child and the
child's mother from an independent psychologist. On 27 February
2A74, an Order was made determining the private law proceedings
in Plymouth County Court. The Court made a Residence Order in
favour of the mother of the Claimant's child, ordering that the child
was to reside full time with its mother and that the Claimant's
application for direct contact with the child was dismissed. A
Finding of Fact was made in the Order that on 2 April 2013, the
Claimant had smacked the child on his face leaving a mark.
L4.

As to Paragraph 16, it is denied that the Defendant has made an
admlssion as alleged or intimidated the mother with threats of
adverse consequences as alleged. The Claimant is put to proof in
respect of the alleged admission and the alleged intimidation. It is
denied that the Defendant encouraged the mother to disallow
contact between the Claimant and the child. The mother had made
a decision not to allow contact prior to the involvement of the
Defendant. The Defendant supported the mother in her decision
not to allow contact 3s, in accordance with its child protection
duties, the Defendant considered this necessary to safeguard the
child.

15.

As to Paragraph 17, it is denied that the Defendant 'almost
completely' refrained from communicating with the Claimant about
the Claimant's concerns about his son's well being at all relevant
times or that the Defendant communicated dishonestly with the

Claimant. However, after 13 June 2AL3, the Defendant's
communications with the Claimant became necessarily limited on
Kil
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the basis that the Claimant's correspondence related to a matter
that had already been investigated and the Defendant's case was
closed. It is admitted that the Claimant made a referral to the
Defendant via the Multi-Agency Referral Unit on or around 5 April
2013. It is denied that the Claimant expressed specific concerns
about his son's welfare and safety at the time that he made his
referral. His referral related to the Claimant's concerns about an
allegation that had been made about him in relation to his son and
that the Claimant believed that it would be detrimental to his son if
he did not have contact with the Claimant. The Defendant admits
that the Claimant mentioned his own welfare, his son's religious
welfare, the child's wider famlly and the child's sense of identity but
he did not mention these issues in relation to specific concerns
about the child. It is denied that the Claimant expressed concerns
about risks posed to his son by witnessed rnaternal child abusive

behaviours. The Claimant made numerous allegations about the
mother's mental health, but these did not include allegations of
abuse. The Defendant was not at any time aware of any evidence of
any significant harm caused to the child by his mother. The
outcome of the Defendant's section 7 assessment on the welfare of
the child, based upon evidence, was that it was in the best interests
of the child for him to reside with his mother on the basis of the
belief that the Claimant had hit the child. It is admitted that there
were four earlier referrals about the child's mother's mental health.

16. As to Paragraph 18, it is denied that the Defendant almost
completely omitted to communicate with the Claimant through the
past seventeen months or so, however, communications
subsequent to 13 June 2013 have been limited by the Defendant on
the basis that they became repetitious and circuitous and the child
was placed with his mother. The Defendant denies that it inflicted

or attempted to inflict or decided to attempt to inflict 'paternal
deprivation','fraternal deprivation' or'avuncular deprivation' upon
the Claimant's child and its siblings and nephews and nieces or
KP1 I 040237 I
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'filial deprivation' upon the Claimant. It is denied that

the

Defendant either operated or chose to operate in an "information
partial vacuum" and it is denied that the Defendant almost never
Iistened to anything the Claimant had to say.
L7.

As to Paragraph !9, it is admitted that the Defendant did not
interview the Claimant's family but it is denied that this constitutes
an 'omission' on the basis that this was not relevant to the
Defendant's enquiries. The Defendant neither confirms nor denies
the Claimant's assertions about the composition of his family. It is
denied that the Defendant had come to any conclusions on the
referral prior to the meeting on 23 May 2013 or prior to making any
investigations. It is denied that this was the first and only meeting
between the Claimant and the Defendant. There was at least one
supervised contact session with the Claimant and the social worker,

until the recommendation was to stop that contact. It is denied that
any positions reached by the Defendant were not supported by

evidence. The Claimant is required to explain what he means by
the quotation "and no amount of evidence would be capable of
changing" the Defendant's "mind", where this quotation is
purported to derive from and the Claimant is put to proof in respect
of such matters.
18.

As to Paragraph 2A, the Defendant cannot confirm or deny the
hypothetical behaviour specified. However, in every case where a
referral is made to the Defendant about a child protection matter,
the wellbeing and safety of the child is the Defendant's paramount
concern. The Defendant's approach is not dictated or determined
by parental gender. It is denied that the Defendant sought to
procure 'paternal deprivation' and that it did not hear from the
Claimant. A meeting took place on 23 May 2OL3 between the
Claimant and the Defendant.

19.

As

to Paragraph 2L, the Defendant denies any

gender

disparity in its procedures and approach and the Claimant is put to
KP1 t040237 /01109235
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proof in respect of such matters. It is denied that the Defendant
tends to refer to mothers as "primary" carers of children and that it
regards fathers as "secondary" or "dispensable carers" when there
is a quarrel between parents. The child's safety and needs are

paramount, irrespective of the gender of the parents. The
Defendant also denies any "gender asymmetry" and the Claimant is

required to state how, when and where this is said to have taken

place. The Defendant denies engaging in any Article L4
discrimination against male parents and, again, the Claimant is
required to state how, when and where this discrimination is

It is further denied that the Defendant
failed to adhere to its duty to have due regard to the need to
alleged to have taken place.

achieve the aims set out in Section L49 of the Equality Act 2010 or

that it breached its duty under that section. The Claimant

is

required to state how, why and when the Defendant is said to have
breached its duty.

20.

As

to Paragraph 22, it is denied that the Defendant carried out any

investigation into the Claimant's beliefs or acted unlawfully or made
any such admission. The Claimant is required to state how, when
and where the Defendant is said to have carried out such an
investigation and is put to proof in respect of the alleged admission.

It is denied that the Defendant's conduct has ever

been

incompatible with the Claimant's Convention rights, including the
Claimant's Article L4, 8,9 and 10 rights.

21. As to

Paragraph 23, it is denied that the Defendant sought to
procure lifelong paternal deprivation for the child or that the basis
for the Defendant's section 47 assessment and section 7 report was

the Claimant's beliefs. It is denied that the Defendant has treated
the Claimant in any manner different to others because of his
alleged beliefs. The Claimant is required to state how, when and in
what way the Defendant is alleged to have treated him different
because of his beliefs. The Defendant denies making any such
admissions and the Claimant is put to proof in this respect.
KtPl t040237 /01109235
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22.

to Paragraph 24, tt is denied that the Defendant based its
conduct upon allegations made by the child's mother against the
Claimant without further enquiry. The Defendant's section 47
assessment and section 7 reports represented the professional
opinion of the Defendant after investigation. It is denied that the
Defendant did not seek the Claimant's response to the allegations.
As

The allegations were put to the Claimant during the meeting on 23
May 2013. It is denied that the Claimant either fostered or decided
to foster bad relations between the parents or that the Defendant
failed to adhere to its duty to have due regard to the need to
achieve the aims set out in Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 or

that it breached its duty under that section. The Claimant is
required to state how, why and when the Defendant is said to have
breached its duty.

As to Paragraph 25, it is admitted that the child's mother
alleged that the Claimant had subjected her to violence. The
Defendant cannot confirm or deny whether these allegations were
true or false. The Defendant did not investigate the allegations as
they were not considered to be relevant to the welfare of the child
at that time as the chitd lived with the mother only and not both
parents, On that basis the child was considered to be protected. It
is admitted that the Defendant referred the mother to a support
group for victims of partner violence at the mother's request.

23.

24.

As to Paragraph 26, the Defendant cannot confirm or deny
whether or not the Claimant disclosed on 23 May 2OL4 that the
mother had inflicted intimate partner violence on him. In any
event, the Defendant did not investigate such allegations as they
were not relevant to the welfare of the child at that time as he lived
wlth the mother only and not both parents. On that basis the child
was considered to be protected. The Defendant denies that it
treated the Claimant differently from the child's mother in identical
circumstances. The Claimant is required to state how, when and in
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what way the Defendant is alleged to have treated him different. It
is denied that the circumstances were identical or that any different

treatment or'gender asymmetry' took place. It is denied that the
Defendant interfered with the Claimant's Article t4 or Article B
rights. It is admitted that the Defendant did not refer the Claimant
to a support group.

25.

As

to Paragraph 27, it is denied that the Defendant exploited

or worsened in any way the relationship between the Claimant and
his son's mother and the Claimant is put to proof in this regard. It
is denied that the Defendant failed to adhere to its duty to have
due regard to the need to achieve the aims set out in Section 149
of the Equality Act 2010 or that it breached its duty under that
section, The Claimant is required to state how, why and when the
Defendant is said to have breached its duty.

26.

As

to Paragraph 28, it is denied that the Defendant exploited

the'DPA proceedings' and the Claimant is put to proof in respect of
such matters.

77.

As to Paragraph 29, it is admitted that the Claimant made
various complaints about the Defendant's social work at various
times between 2 April 2073 and 1 June 2AL3. It is admitted that
the Defendant postponed its statutory complaints procedure in
respect of such complaints on the basis that the contents of the
complaints were before the Court for adjudication.

28.

to Paragraph 30, it is denied that the Defendant reviled
the Claimant to the staff of Launceston Pre School Learning
As

Association or otherwise. The Defendant admits that the Claimant
had made an appointment to meet with his son's pre-school

teachers

to discuss his son's education and development.

The

Defendant cannot confirm or deny whether or not this appointment
was made on 2 May 2Ot4 and whether the appointment was made

for 7 May 2A14. It is denied that social worker Sally
KP11040237tA1109235
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notified the Claimant that she had instructed the Pre School to call
the police if the Claimant attended the pre-school to keep a prior
appointment, However/ Ms Burchell did notify the Claimant that she
had advised the pre-School to contact the police in the event that

the Claimant caused any difficulties during any meeting or contact.

29.

As to Paragraph 31, the Defendant cannot confirm or deny
the Claimant's assertions about his application to a letting agency.
It is denied that the Defendant carried out any intimidation of the
Iandlord as alleged. The Claimant is required to state when, how
and where such intimidation is said to have taken place.

As to Paragraph 32, the Defendant cannot confirm or deny
whether the Claimant sued the landlord for disability discrimination.
It is denied that the Claimant blocked the Claimant's tenancy of a
better dwelling that his home at the time. The Claimant is required
to state when, how and where such blocking is said to have taken
place. It is denied that the Defendant interfered with the Claimant's
Article B rights. It is denied that the Defendant influenced or
directed the landlord to refuse to let its flat to the Claimant. The
Defendant cannot confirm or deny the contents of the Defence
referred to.

30.

31.

to Paragraph 33, it is admitted that the Defendant stated
in a letter to the Claimant dated 30 April 2OI4 that it had deviated
from its usual procedure when responding to the Claimant's
As

application for a place for his son at the primary school Windmill Hill
Academy. The letter explained that, after receipt of evidence from
the mother that she had paternal responsibility for the child and
evidence that the child was in permanent residence with her, the
application submitted by the child's mother had proceeded and the

conflicting application made by the Claimant was treated as
inactive. It is denied that the Defendant has ignored the Claimant's
attempt to appeal against the allocation of place a St Stephen's
Academy and his request that his son should be placed upon the
RP1 1040237 I 01109235
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waiting list for a place at St Catherine's C of E School. The Claimant
did express a wish to appeal against the allocation of a place to his

son at St Stephen's Academy and he was advised verbally by the
Defendant that this was not possible on the basis that parents can
only make an appeal for places at schools they have been refused
and cannot appeal against a school that they have been allocated,
There was therefore no attempt on the part of the Claimant to
make an appeal. The Claimant has made no request for his son to
be placed on the waiting list for a place at St Catherine's C of E
school but he did express his desire for his son to attend the school.

32.

As to Paragraph 34, it is denied that

clandestine
communications occurred between the Defendant and the police in

which the Defendant reviled the Claimant or otherwise. The
Defendant openly discussed the situation regarding the Claimant's
referral with the police at the multi-agency meeting on L7 April
2AL3, as required under the statutory guidance "Working Together

2013" to safeguard children. The Defendant cannot confirm or
deny whether or not the police published a secret "to whom it may
concern letter". The Defendant also cannot confirm or deny
whether or not such a letter found its way onto the Claimant's son's
school file as St Catherine's C of E School no longer have a copy of
the Claimant's son's file.

33.

to Paragraph 35, it is denied again that the Defendant took
part in any 'clandestine communications' or that the Defendant
caused the publishing of any 'reviling letter' from the police. It is
further denied that the Claimant's son's pre-school teacher
mistakenly believed that she was not permitted, by law, to pass to
the Claimant's son two age-appropriate books containing bible
As

stories for children. The Defendant admits that the Claimant visited
St Catherine's C of E School on two occasions at the end of the
summer term

2OL4. The Defendant cannot confirm or deny the

exact date of the visits. On the first occasion the Claimant brought

KP1 t040237 I 01109235
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with him two books of biblical stories which he requested that the
School pass on to his son. The Defendant cannot confirm or deny
the precise subject matter of the books in question. The Claimant
left these books with the School whilst the School made enquiries
as to whether or not it was permitted pass them to the child. The
School then made enquiries of the child's mother and the
Defendant and were informed by both parties that they should not
receive or pass gifts on to the Claimant's son. On the Claimant's
second visit to the School several days later, the Claimant was
informed that the School could not pass on the gifts which were
duly returned to the Claimant. It is denied that the decision not to
pass on the gifts was in any way related to or influenced by any
letter relating to the Claimant and/or his son. It is admitted that
this was the only occasion on which the Claimant had ever
attempted to get such a gift to his son via the School.

34.

it is denied that the Defendant has made
any efforts to erase the Claimant and his son from each others'
lives,

As to Paragraph 36,

It

is also denied that the Defendant has failed to comply with

its duty to safeguard the child and its duties to prepare welfare
reports when required by the Court. At all times, the Defendant
has acted in accordance with its duties, including its duties to
safeguard the Claimant's son and to the Court.

35.

As to Paragraph 37, it is denied that the Defendant made
efforts to worsen the relations between the man and the woman
who are the father and mother of the Claimant's son. It is denied
that the Defendant failed to adhere to its duty to have due regard
to the need to achieve the aims set out in Section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010 or that it breached its duty under that section.
The Claimant is required to state how, why and when the
Defendant is said to have breached its duty.

36.

As

to

Paragraph 38,

it is denied that the social worker Sally

Burchell identified herself to the Claimant's mother as the refugee
KPl
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from a former abusive intimate partner relationship. Ms Burchell did
state that she had previously been in a controlling relationship. It
is denled that Ms Burchell took part in any "vicious girl chat" or
"hate speech" and the Claimant is put to proof in respect of the
same. It is denied that Ms Burchell's actions were'contaminated'
or affected by any personal matters within her own experience or
that the social work in respect of the Claimant's child was in any
way contaminated. The Claimant is required to state how, when
and in what ways the social work in respect of the Claimant's child
is contaminated and how, when and in what ways he asserts that
Ms Burchell's actions have lead to this. It is denied that the
Defendant failed to adhere to its duty to have due regard to the
need to achieve the aims set out in Section 149 of the Equality Act
2010 or that it breached its duty under that section. The claimant
is required to state how, why and when the Defendant is said to
have breached its duty.

37.

It is denied that all or any of the matters stated in t h e
A m e n d e d Particulars of claim give rise to any legal cause of
action against the Defendant in this Court. The CIaim is denied in
its entirety.

38.

The Amended Particulars of Claim fail to state any proper
particulars in accordance with Part 15 of the Civil Procedure Rutes
(16.4) or the Practice direction thereto.

39.

To the extent that the Amended particulars of

claim

disclose any public law challenge against the council, the claimant
has issued the claim in the wrong court and is in any event out of
time.

4A.

in all the circumstances, the claim

process
KP1 I 040237 / 01 103235
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and should be struck out or alternatively
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Judgment entered in favour of the Defendant.

4L.
it

The lack of a coherent or properly particutarised claim makes
difficult for the Defendant to set out its Defence in accordance

wtth Paft 16.5 of the Civil Procedure Rules. The Defiendant
r€setves the right to re-state itE Defence upon the claimant
ptoviding proper particularg of claim.

Statertent of Trutl1
The Defendant bElieves that the facts stated in thls Amended
Defence

aretrue. I am duly Euthorised by the Defendaht to

sign this statement.

signed

qpl's-I{fl,l'+!3-.

Jane Hampton
Senior Manager, Education, Health & Soclal Care, Cornwall Council

Dared

6" tD'-Z")tq,
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IN THE BODMIN COUNTY COURT

Claim Number: A88YJ875

Between

Mr John William Allman
Claimant

and

The Cornwall Council
Defendant

_______________________
Amended Reply To Defence
_______________________
1. This Amended Reply To Defence is filed and served as the second reply to defence of the
Claimant. Deputy District Judge Walker's order of 13th August 2014, directed the Claimant
to file and to serve Amended Particulars of Claim, and for the Defendant's solicitor, if so
instructed, to file an Amended Defence. This Amended Reply To Defence is a reply to the
Defendant's consequent Amended Defence.
2. The Amended Defence is very similar to the original Defence. However, the Defendant did
not use a different coloured ink to distinguish amendments in its Amended Defence. For
this reason, under some considerable pressure of other work, the Claimant says that insofar
as the Claimant's original Reply To Defence is a reply to any part of the Amended Defence
that corresponds to a similar or identical part of the original Defence, the Claimant repeats
his original Reply to Defence, which is exhibited hereto. Paragraph numbers in the original
Reply To Defence exhibited, of course, refer to paragraphs of the original Defence. Save for
the word “amended” in the title (above) of this Amended Reply to Defence, the Claimant
has likewise refrained from using red ink here, because of this approach that he has used to
drafting this Amended Reply To Defence.
3. The Claimant denies, or does not admit, each and every assertion of fact in the Amended
Defence, save any assertion of fact also made in his Amended Particulars of Claim.
4. The Claimant relies upon the provision of Rule 16.7 whereby “A claimant – who fails
to deal with a matter raised in the defence, shall be taken to require that matter to be
proved.”
5. The way in which the Claimant would like the court to progress this claim, is by making the
“early directions” pleaded for in section B, comprising paragraphs 11 and 12, of the
Amended Particulars of Claim. Briefly, the “early directions” sought, are directions that the
Defendant should at last engage the Defendant's advertised complaints procedure, which the
Claimant had found it impossible hitherto to access in practice by making complaints,
leading him reluctantly to issue this claim. Whilst the complaints procedure is operating, the
present claim should be stayed. If (as is to be hoped) the complaints procedure (which can
take over a year) yields a satisfactory outcome, this claim will be able to be disposed of with
a consent order. Otherwise, the Claimant will eventually ask for this timely HRA s7(1)(a)
claim to be “unstayed” (restored?).
A88YJ875
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6. The Defendant's position seems to be (a) that it was under no duty to investigate the
Claimant's complaints before he started legal action action (despite advertising in a printed
leaflet, a copy of which was sent to the Claimant immediately after he had complained, that
it had a workmanlike complaints procedure, which one could access simply by making a
complaint), and (b) that the commencement of action (in some unspecified manner) now
alas prevented the Defendant from investigating the complaints even at this eleventh hour,
even if the claim were to be stayed whilst they did all the necessary investigation. It is this
refusal to investigate complaints, before drafting pleadings that insist, without more, that,
whatever a complainant-turned-claimant says, it isn't so, that accounts for the sheer
tiresomeness of the Defendant's factually inaccurate Amended Defence.
7. The original Defence seemed (all eggs in one basket) to attempt nothing more than to set the
scene for the Defendant's unsuccessful strike-out/summary judgment application that was
heard on 13th August 2014, a tactic of the Defendant's that also failed in the 2012 Data
Protection Act subject access cause of action between the same parties proceedings referred
to in the pleadings, in which the Claimant eventually obtained judgment, on entirely
different facts, for an entirely different remedy than is sought in the present claim. The
Amended Defence likewise appears to do nothing more than to set the scene for the
Defendant's second strike-out/summary judgment application that is listed to be heard on
15th December 2014. In the circumstances, the Claimant is disadvantaged, in not knowing
what the Defendant's real defence will be at trial. The Defendant is relying solely upon
criticism of the Claimant's pleadings that does not rest upon on any true facts asserted in
either the original Defence or the Amended Defence. The Defendant appears to intend to
fuel successive strike-out/summary judgment applications one after another, each brought
when the previous near-identical such application had been defeated.

I believe that the facts stated in this Amended Reply to Defence are true.

Signed:

Date:

16th November 2014
John William Allman
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IN THE NORTHAMPTON (C M C C) COUNTY COURT

Claim Number: A88YJ875

Between

Mr John William Allman
Claimant

and

The Cornwall Council
Defendant

______________
Reply To Defence
_______________
1. References in this Reply To Defence to paragraphs by number, unless otherwise stated, are
references to paragraphs as numbered in the Defence.
2. The Claimant relies upon the provision of Rule 16.7 whereby “A claimant – who fails to
deal with a matter raised in the defence, shall be taken to require that matter to be proved.”
(There happen to be several references back to this paragraph 2 of the Reply To Defence
later in this Reply To Defence.)
3. In reply to paragraph 1,
Of: “It is denied that the Claimant expressed concerns about his son's welfare and safety”,
the documentary evidence will soundly refute this denial at trail. A copy of the said referral
forms part of the body of available evidence. It is simply unmistakeable that the Claimant
expressed the gravest concerns about his son's welfare and safety in the text of that referral.
4. In further reply to paragraph 1, the proceedings pursuant to The Children Act s8 in Plymouth
County Court most certainly did not “address” the specific HRA s7(1)(a) issues that give
rise to this claim, which the present court has sensibly become minded to manage as a civil
money claim suitable for the Small Claims Track, for the time being.
5. None of the conduct of the Defendant in relation to those other, private family law
proceedings is conduct of which the Claimant complains in the present claim. The Claimant
complains, in this claim, only about conduct of the Defendant before, after, or more-or-less
entirely unconnected with any role the Defendant might have played in the largely irrelevant
Children Act proceedings which the Defendant has mischievously chosen to mention in its
Defence.
6. For example, in paragraph 7 of his Particulars of Claim, the Claimant has expressly
excluded (inter alia) from the present court's consideration any “privileged” publications of
the Defendant, such as its court-ordered “welfare” or “section 7” report to the court in the
said private family proceedings. He intendedly excluded such considerations from the scope
of the present claim by his words in the final sentence of that paragraph 7 of his Particulars
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of Claims, there saying, “I am not referring in this paragraph to any publications that were
privileged.”
7. The Plymouth County Court had no jurisdiction within the said Children Act proceedings to
order the remedies sought in this civil money claim. Nor had that Plymouth court the
necessary jurisdiction, in that context, to make findings concerning the Defendant's conduct
complained of in this claim, which conduct was not even addressed in those other
proceedings, because the Claimant considered it (he thinks wisely) to potentially have been
impolitic for him to have invite that court to consider, when hearing a private family law
application, this own Convention rights.
8. This civil money claim is therefore entirely independent of and separate from those said
Children Act proceedings, contrary to the Defendant's efforts to “muddy the waters” so-tospeak, by even mentioning the family proceedings in the Defendant's Defence to this civil
claim.
9. This civil money claim began to accrue before those other proceedings began. As new facts
– i.e. new Convention right infringements - have come to pass, this civil money claim has
continued to accrue even after the conclusion of those private family proceedings. The
Claimant is most certainly not trying to “abuse process” in order to have a second “bite” at a
single “cherry” from which he failed to bite first time around (so-to-speak), which appears
to be the Defendant's intended insinuation here.
10. It may be just-about tolerable, given the workload of courts nowadays that is so heavy that
many a junior judge (who knows?) could easily have been tempted simply to “rubber stamp”
judicially the merely administrative decisions of social workers like the particular social
worker to whose professional work the Claimant fell victim, without adequate scrutiny … It
may be just-about tolerable that, notwithstanding HRA s7(1)(b), which has since the year
2000 ostensibly permitted any party in more-or-less any sort of court case (albeit at his peril,
in private family law proceedings) to seek to “rely” upon his own human rights, it apparently
still isn't politic in 2014 to exercise one's HRA s7(1)(b) right to raise one's own Convention
rights, in proceedings governed by the Children Act 1989 s8. But not at the expense of
being unable, separately, to bring an HRA s7(1)(a) such as this.
11. The use of the word “paramount” (twice) when referring to the “welfare” of children, in the
earlier, pre-HRA Children Act 1989, has (shall we say?) tended to discourage, and to
persuade some judges even to forbid, parental litigants (in my experience, usually fathers
who complain that social services are colluding in a fiction-fuelled maternal agenda to
alienate their children from those fathers) from raising their own human rights in any private
family law proceedings context. But that discouragement of fathers - discouragement from
saying even a single word about their own rights, which the Claimant regards as a mere
social convention that has invaded British due process, rather than sound law, most certainly
does not oust the jurisdiction of the CMCC subsequently to hear a civil money claim
brought under HRA s7(1)(a), about alleged Convention rights infringements allegedly
perpetrated by a defendant public authority, as the Defendant implicitly contends.
12. Despite what the Defendant says in its paragraph 1, no other court has ever been given the
opportunity to consider the issues raised in the Claimant's pleadings, because the Claimant
(advisedly) considered it sheer folly for him to risk attempting to “rely” upon his own
Convention rights in private family law proceedings brought under the Children Act s8, in
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proceedings that in any case could not possibly have awarded him the remedies he seeks
today, in this civil money claim.
13. In further reply to paragraph 1,
Of: “The Claimant is required to explain what is meant by the phrase '… and has engaged in
other conduct'”,
the Claimant says that the term “conduct” refers both to acts and omissions, and undertakes
to “explain” his claim, to the utter satisfaction of the court, in evidence and argument, in the
event that the Defendant eschews the Alternative Dispute Resolution that is expressly
requested in the Particulars of Claim at paragraphs 11 and 12 thereof, thereby making a full
trial of this claim regrettably necessary.
14. An example of such ongoing “other conduct” that is actually more recent even than the issue
of this claim, is the admittedly exceptional or non-standard manner in which the council has
admitted (in writing) having dealt with the claimant's application for a place at school for his
son, starting in September 2014, and the Defendant's apparently continuing omission to
revert to following (at the Claimant's express request) its “usual” (and fair) practice. (Upon
reading this paragraph of the Reply To Defence, the Defendant might be wise to remind
itself of the relevant exchange of correspondence on 30th April 2014 between its employee
Ms Rebecca Barrett and the Claimant, part of the body of evidence in this claim.)
15. Another example of the said “other conduct” is the telephone conversation that social
worker Sally Burchell admitted on 3rd May 2013 (whilst on the phone to the Claimant)
having had with Launceston Pre School Learning Alliance staff that day or the previous day,
in which (she warned the Claimant) she had instructed the pre school staff to call the police
if the Claimant kept his prior appointment to attend the pre school that the Claimant had
made on 2nd May 2013. That had been an appointment for 7th May 2013, a date for that
meeting suggested by the pre school staff member with whom that appointment had been
made. (The Claimant was reassured to learn, during a meeting he had with the police on 7 th
May 2013, that the police's position was that they could see no reason at all for them to
attend the pre school, if called, if the Claimant merely kept his prior appointment; albeit the
Claimant did not keep the said appointment, lest he might thereby be further “painted
black”, so-to-speak.)
16. The above examples of “other conduct” that the Claimant cites in this Reply To Defence are
not intended to be an exhaustive list of every single act and omission complained of, that fall
within the scope of the Defendant alleged “other conduct”.
17. In reply to paragraph 2, the Claimant holds the Defendant to proof of this Defence.
18. In reply to paragraph 3, the Claimant says that the documentary evidence in his possession
will prove at trial (if trial becomes necessary) that carrying out an investigation into the
Claimant's thoughts, conscience, religion and beliefs is exactly what the Defendant did.
19. In reply to paragraph 4, the Claimant says that he has in his possession no fewer than 1,296
pages of social work records disclosed to him by the Defendant. Not one single page of
these 1,296 pages of documentary evidence, would go to evidence that the Defendant had
ever had even the slightest regard, on any occasion, duly or at all, to the need to foster good
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relations between persons with the Claimant's particular protected characteristics, and others
who did not possess those protected characteristics. Rather, the Defendant seems to have
gone out of its way to foster bad relations.
20. The Defendant's omission, in one of its “functions” (Equality Act 2010 s149) to have any
“regard” (let alone “due” regard) to the need to foster good relations between the male
Claimant and the female mother of his son, or between the old Claimant and his young son,
was a flagrant breach of the Defendant's public sector equality duty to have “due” regard to
the need for the Defendant to foster good relations between persons (in this case, members
of the same family!) with, and without, the said Equality Act “protected characteristics”, age
and gender.
21. Yet, amongst all the diverse functions of public authorities, it is hard to imagine a public
authority “function” in which it could be as needful to “foster such good relations”, as it is
when undertaking child safeguarding social work that always, and inevitably, engages the
Convention rights of children, and of natural parents who are (I dare say) more often than
not (at least by the time they come onto social services' “radar”) failing to work together
effectively as a team.
22. The two parents of any child whose circumstances social workers look into in order to
discharge Children Act duties will always and inevitably each have at least one protected
characteristic not shared by the other parent, to wit each of them being either male or
female, with only one of any child's two natural parents being of each of the two “protected”
genders, this being an indisputable fact of mammalian biology. That brings the pair of
individuals within the sights of the public sector equality duty, a pair of individuals between
whom there is a need for good relations (and an especially pressing need at that, because the
relations, good or not-so-good between a child's parents impacts upon the child himself).
23. Moreover, parents and their children, will inevitably be of different ages. It follows that
having due regard to the need to foster good relations between parents and their children is
integral to any rational, robust construction of the Equality Act 2010 s149(1)(c) aspect of the
public sector equality duty relating to the protected characteristic of age.
24. The Defendant's admittedly statutorily mandatory interference with the Claimant's
Convention rights (which the Claimant himself had actively solicited) was not conducted “in
accordance with law” (Article 8.2), if this is what the Defendant contends, because (inter
alia), although the Defendant was obliged to interfere somehow, the manner of its
interference breached its public sector equality duty. The interference also manifested other
defects that made that interference unlawful.
25. In reply to paragraph 5, “the Claimant is required to state how, why, when and in what way
the Defendant is alleged to have treated him different [sic] because of his beliefs”, the
Claimant says that “how … when and in what way” this happened, is that it happened by the
Defendant's own acts and omissions before, during and after the meeting of 23 rd May 2013
that is documented by the Defendant itself in its section 47 report.
26. The Claimant declines to speculate in mere pleadings as to “why” the Defendant chose so to
conduct itself. But the Claimant will draw the court's attention at trial, if ADS fails, to, inter
alia, the frank admissions in the Children Act Section 47 report available in evidence
(whose publication preceded in time any subsequent court-ordered expert role of the
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Defendant in the aforementioned Children Act section 8 private family law proceedings).
These admissions document thoroughly the alleged enquiry into the Claimant's beliefs etc,
an enquiry that the Defendant surprisingly now seeks – quite preposterously - to deny ever
having conducted! At trial, the Claimant will gladly cross-examine (if the court so requires)
Defence witnesses, on their motivations (the speculative “why” part of the Defendant's
enquiry in paragraph 5 of the Defence).
27. This said, Sally Burchell did give a strong hint as to her motivations in one conversation she
had with the Claimant shortly after 23rd May 2013, revealing that she had concerns that the
father (a Christian) appeared to be homophobic, and that his then three year-old son might
“be” homosexually “oriented”, making it her duty to strive to break the relationship between
father and son, lest there be trouble further down the line. Sally Burchell was breaking new
ground. Caselaw establishes that public authorities are alas permitted to witch-hunt for
homophobes amongst those offering their services as foster carers. The Claimant says that
extending that witch-hunting practice, lawful when considering applications to foster
children, into social work between natural parents and their own children, goes far beyond
the lawful witch-hunting that the present law permits.
28. In reply to paragraph 6, the Claimant has learnt that many public authorities have been alltoo-willing to collude, throughout the past forty years at least, with certain misguided
mothers' efforts to alienate their sons and daughters from their natural fathers. Gender bias
is rife that panders to mothers and routinely marginalises or which seeks the draconian
exclusion of fathers from their children's upbringing. This, the Claimant says, to the point of
such gender bias having become institutional, within the child safeguarding social work
undertaken by public authorities such as the the Defendant.
29. The Claimant has been disappointed to discover the full extent to which even well-qualified
social workers such as Sally Burchell often collude with such alienation. The Claimant's
membership of and role with the forty year-old charity Families Needs Fathers will enable
him to muster witnesses a-plenty who will testify that those witnesses and their children
have also been subjected to similar conduct that is incompatible with their Convention
rights, as a result of the Defendant's alleged institutional gender bias. That is, if the
Defendant insists that this claim goes to trial, by eschewing the Alternative Dispute
Resolution in which the Claimant has generously offered to engage.
30. In reply to paragraph 7, the oral publication that Sally Burchell has already admitted, which
she made on 3rd May 2013 in a telephone call to Launceston Pre School, is one specimen
count of a publication that the Claimant says was unlawful.
31. In reply to paragraph 8, between 30th May 2012 (when the other claim was issued) and 21 st
May 2014 (when judgment and costs were awarded to the Claimant), the Defendant was the
defendant of a separate claim which the Claimant had brought against the Defendant under
the Data Protection Act (DPA), a claim which was concerned solely with the Claimant's
subject access rights under section 7 of that Act. The present claim is in no sense an attempt
to “re-determine” issues in that successful former claim of the same Claimant against the
same Defendant.
32. The documentary evidence for this claim is conclusive that the Defendant's role as a data
controller who was resisting a 2010 subject access request on the part of a data subject and
therefore defending that other claim brought in 2012 under the DPA about subject access,
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and its simultaneous role as a local authority making a Children Act section 47 investigation
in response to a concerned father's referral of his own son (etc), were not kept separate as
they should have been. The Defendant has at all relevant times failed conspicuously to
manage that prima facie conflict of interests lawfully.
33. In reply to paragraph 9, the Claimant repeats paragraphs 11 and 12 of his Particulars of
Claim.
34. In response (but not in reply) to paragraphs 10 thru 12, the Claimant repeats paragraph 2
above of this Reply to Defence.
35. Of: “the interference was in accordance with law” (etc) at paragraph 10(e)(i), the Claimant
admits that his making a referral of his son to the Defendant through the Multi-Agency
Referral Unit (MARU), expressing his grave child safeguarding concerns about his own son,
amounted to nothing less than an invitation for the Defendant to interfere in his Article 8
right to respect for his private and family life (etc).
36. The Claimant does not deny that his referral activated a statutory duty to interfere, and left
the Defendant no choice but to interfere, in one way or another. He therefore has no quarrel
with the mere fact that there was some interference. He positively wanted interference,
wrongly supposing that this would be helpful interference, interference calculated to “foster
good relations” between family members with protected characteristics, and those without
those protected characteristics. However, he would strongly dispute any contention of the
Defendant that the actual interference wrought was “in accordance with law”. That is the
nub of the matter.
37. Elaborating: Before making his referral, the Claimant was aware of the Equality Act s149(1)
(c) public sector equality duty to “have due regard to the need to foster good relations”, and
fearful that a recent and abrupt deterioration in hitherto good relations between his son's
male parent and his son's other parent, who did not share the Claimant's protected
characteristic of maleness, was placing his son at risk of significant harm. He asked the
Defendant, in effect, to foster better relations amongst the family members. They did the
very opposite!
38. It may clearly be seen from the wording of the referral, that the last thing the Claimant
wanted or expected, was that the Defendant would interfere – having thus been invited to
interfere - not with the “due regard” to the need to foster good relations upon which he
relied (and therefore setting about fostering good relations between the two parents, as the
Claimant had hoped), but without any regard whatsoever to that need to foster good
relations.
39. Still addressing paragraph 10(e)(i), the Claimant says that the manner of the interference
was unlawful, because it breached the public sector equality duty, and also because it
discriminated against him, as male person, as a disabled person, and as a person with
particular beliefs, a person of a particular age, and also because that interference included
the unlawful enquiry it did include, into the Claimant's beliefs (etc), and also for the other
reasons identified in the the Claimant's pleadings for the actual interference having been
unlawful.
40. Defects in the manner of the invited interference in the Article 8 right of the Claimant
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rendered the particular interference wrought unlawful, even though the Claimant does not
deny that some interference was necessary and would have been lawful.
41. Of: “the interference was necessary” at paragraph 10(e)(ii), and (more-or-less
synonymously), “the interference was proportionate” at paragraph 10(e)(iii), the Claimant
says that he has no quarrel at all with the general notion that child safeguarding the social
work for which the Claimant himself had applied, when making his referral via MARU, is a
necessary evil in modern liberal democracies. Rather, his fact-sensitive quarrel is with the
details of the particular social work undertaken with his own family.
42. The Claimant puts the Defendant to proof of the contention that the particular interference
wrought was “proportionate”, in the established sense that no alternative course of action
less detrimental to the Claimant than what was actually done would have sufficed, in order
to accomplish whatever legitimate aims the Defendant purports to have sought to
accomplish.
43. In reply to paragraph 13, the Claimant says that he has complied with the requirement of
CPR 16.4(1)(a) to provide a statement of the facts on which he relies that is a “concise”
statement of those facts.
44. The 1,296 plus pages of documentary evidence in the Claimant's possession, as to what the
Defendant's conduct was, is also in the Defendant's possession. If, with this claim stayed,
the Defendant engages its own complaints procedure as a method of Alternative Dispute
Resolution, as applied for in paragraphs 11 and 12 of the Particulars of Claim, the Defendant
will be also become able to reach quickly the same conclusion as the Claimant reached, that
the concise statement of the facts contained in the Particulars of Claim is undoubtedly true,
and a sound foundation for this money claim.
45. In reply to paragraph 14, the Claimant says that he is perfectly properly bringing a money
claim suitable for the Small Claims Track in the county court under section 7(1)(a) of the
Human Rights Act 1998. The facts on which he relies are the Defendant's actual conduct
(acts and omissions – and especially omissions) that was incompatible with his Convention
rights. He is most definitely not making an application for permission to apply for judicial
review of any particular decisions of the Defendant's to engage in any of its conduct, which
application would indeed have lain within the jurisdiction of the Administrative Court, if
made sufficiently promptly.
46. No such decisions have ever been communicated to the Claimant, despite the Claimant
having requested that any potentially judicially reviewable decisions should be
communicated to him (with reasons) as and when those decisions were taken, or
communicated immediately in the case of decisions already taken by the date of this request.
47. This request was made orally to Sally Burchell's manager Anita by telephone long before the
first directions appointment in the family proceedings, the earliest point in time at which the
Defendant can be said to have became involved in those private family proceedings. The
request was subsequently repeated in writing in an email of the Claimant's to the
Defendant's employee Sally Burchell dated 13th May 2013. That email mentioned the
possibility that the Claimant might seek judicial review of any decisions communicated to
him. It was therefore marked “without prejudice”, but the Claimant clarified in the text of
that email that the phrase “without prejudice”, in the context, meant only without prejudice
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to any application for judicial review that the Claimant might have been minded to make
back in 2013, provided any relevant decisions were communicated to him, which they
weren't.
48. The Defendant finally made a disclosure of the majority of the body of written evidence
supporting this claim on 20th February 2014, which is less than three months before the issue
of this claim. If that body of evidence happens to contain the first communication to the
Claimant of any identifiable and relevant decisions that touch upon his Convention rights, it
is not necessarily too late for a court to review judicially how those decisions were taken
incidentally to this small money claim, but the Claimant says that it is probably unnecessary
for the court to do this, and he is certainly not asking the court to do anything of the kind,
unless the court considers that it must in order to reach findings on which this claim would
turn.
49. To whatever extent that the Defendant's paragraph 14 is intended to allege that the Claimant
should have made, within three months of decisions that have still not been properly
communicated to him, a narrow application or applications for judicial review permission in
the Administrative Court impugning one or more of the Defendant's decisions, rather than
bringing a broadly-based money claim in the county court under HRA s7(1)(a) about the
Defendant's entire conduct during the twelve months preceding his filing of this claim, then
the Claimant at least requires the Defendant to state what decisions of the Defendant's the
Defendant alleges that the Claimant is wrongly seeking to have reviewed judicially by the
back door (so-to-speak), out of time, in the wrong court, and using the wrong procedure (i.e.
a Part 7 money claim under HRA s7(1)(a), rather than an application or applications for
permission to apply for judicial review of a specific decision or decisions).
50. In response (but not in reply) to paragraphs 15 and 16, the Claimant repeats the above
paragraph 2 of this Reply to Defence.

I believe that the facts stated in this Reply to Defence are true.
Signed:

Date:

27th May 2014
John William Allman
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Michael Swift: "Gay Revolutionary"
From Gay Community News, Feb. 1521, 1987
(reprinted from The Congressional Record, with preface restored)

In 1987, Michael Swift was asked to contribute an editorial piece to GCN, an important gay community magazine, although well to the left
of most American gay and lesbian opinion. A decade later this text, printed in the Congressional Record is repeatedly cited, apparently
verbatim, by the religious right as evidence of the "Gay Agenda". The video Gay Rights, Special Rights, put out by Lou Sheldon's Traditional
Values Coalition cites it with ominous music and picture of children. But when the religious rights cites this text, they always omit, as does
the Congressional record, the vital first line, which sets the context for the piece. In other words, every other version of this found on the
net is part of the radical right's great lie about gay people. For a discussion of the whole "Gay vs. Religious Right" phenomenon see Chris
Bull and John Gallagher: Perfect Enemies: The Religious Right, the Gay Movement, and the Politics of the 1990s, (New York: Crown, 1996)
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This essay is an outré, madness, a tragic, cruel fantasy, an eruption of inner rage, on how the oppressed desperately dream
of being the oppressor.
We shall sodomize your sons, emblems of your feeble masculinity, of your shallow dreams and vulgar lies. We shall seduce them in your
schools, in your dormitories, in your gymnasiums, in your locker rooms, in your sports arenas, in your seminaries, in your youth groups, in
your movie theater bathrooms, in your army bunkhouses, in your truck stops, in your all male clubs, in your houses of Congress, wherever
men are with men together. Your sons shall become our minions and do our bidding. They will be recast in our image. They will come to
crave and adore us.
Women, you cry for freedom. You say you are no longer satisfied with men; they make you unhappy. We, connoisseurs of the masculine
face, the masculine physique, shall take your men from you then. We will amuse them; we will instruct them; we will embrace them when
they weep. Women, you say you wish to live with each other instead of with men. Then go and be with each other. We shall give your men
pleasures they have never known because we are foremost men too, and only one man knows how to truly please another man; only one
man can understand the depth and feeling, the mind and body of another man.
All laws banning homosexual activity will be revoked. Instead, legislation shall be passed which engenders love between men.
All homosexuals must stand together as brothers; we must be united artistically, philosophically, socially, politically and financially. We will
triumph only when we present a common face to the vicious heterosexual enemy.
If you dare to cry faggot, fairy, queer, at us, we will stab you in your cowardly hearts and defile your dead, puny bodies.
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We shall write poems of the love between men; we shall stage plays in which man openly caresses man; we shall make films about the love
between heroic men which will replace the cheap, superficial, sentimental, insipid, juvenile, heterosexual infatuations presently dominating
your cinema screens. We shall sculpt statues of beautiful young men, of bold athletes which will be placed in your parks, your squares, your
plazas. The museums of the world will be filled only with paintings of graceful, naked lads.
Our writers and artists will make love between men fashionable and de rigueur, and we will succeed because we are adept at setting styles.
We will eliminate heterosexual liaisons through usage of the devices of wit and ridicule, devices which we are skilled in employing.
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We will unmask the powerful homosexuals who masquerade as heterosexuals. You will be shocked and frightened when you find that your
presidents and their sons, your industrialists, your senators,your mayors, your generals, your athletes, your film stars, your television
personalities, your civic leaders, your priests are not the safe, familiar, bourgeois, heterosexual figures you assumed them to be. We are
everywhere; we have infiltrated your ranks. Be careful when you speak of homosexuals because we are always among you; we may be
sitting across the desk from you; we may be sleeping in the same bed with you.
There will be no compromises. We are not middleclass weaklings. Highly intelligent, we are the natural aristocrats of the human race, and
steelyminded aristocrats never settle for less. Those who oppose us will be exiled.
We shall raise vast private armies, as Mishima did, to defeat you. We shall conquer the world because warriors inspired by and banded
together by homosexual love and honor are invincible as were the ancient Greek soldiers.
The family unitspawning ground of lies, betrayals, mediocrity, hypocrisy and violencewill be abolished. The family unit, which only
dampens imagination and curbs free will, must be eliminated. Perfect boys will be conceived and grown in the genetic laboratory. They will
be bonded together in communal setting, under the control and instruction of homosexual savants.
All churches who condemn us will be closed. Our only gods are handsome young men. We adhere to a cult of beauty, moral and esthetic.
All that is ugly and vulgar and banal will be annihilated. Since we are alienated from middleclass heterosexual conventions, we are free to
live our lives according to the dictates of the pure imagination. For us too much is not enough.
The exquisite society to emerge will be governed by an elite comprised of gay poets. One of the major requirements for a position of power
in the new society of homoeroticism will be indulgence in the Greek passion. Any man contaminated with heterosexual lust will be
automatically barred from a position of influence. All males who insist on remaining stupidly heterosexual will be tried in homosexual courts
of justice and will become invisible men.
"We shall rewrite history, history filled and debased with your heterosexual lies and distortions. We shall portray the homosexuality of the
great leaders and thinkers who have shaped the world. We will demonstrate that homosexuality and intelligence and imagination are
inextricably linked, and that homosexuality is a requirement for true nobility, true beauty in a man.
"We shall be victorious because we are fueled with the ferocious bitterness of the oppressed who have been forced to play seemingly bit
parts in your dumb, heterosexual shows throughout the ages. We too are capable of firing guns and manning the barricades of the ultimate
revolution.
Tremble, hetero swine, when we appear before you without our masks.

http://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/halsall/pwh/swift1.asp
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